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INTRODUCTION 
Program TOLA (Take-Off and Landing Analysis). provides a non 
real time simulation of the dynamics of conventional aircraft during 
takeoffs and landings. The program models the performance of an 
aircraft during a takeoff roll or during the glide slope, flare, 
impact, a,ld rollout of a landing. It .includes the effects of a 
number of external and internal conditions such as wind shears, 
rough runway, engine failure, ground effect, etc. Extensive 
locumentation of the TOLA program--its capabilities, problem 
formulation, and user and programmer guldes--have been written 
(Lynch 1972; Lynch and Dueweke 1974 a & b; Young and Dueweke 1975). 
TOLA has been modified to include a flexible airframe option 
(Dick and Benda 1975) and is identified as program FATOLA at NASA 
Langley. FollOWing validation of the flexible airframe analysiS and 
some additional modifications to the program to improve its 
capabilities (Carden and McGehee 1977), a provision for actively 
controlled landing gear has been incorporated. The active control 
code simulates dynamic load control during impact and rollout, and 
during takeoff roll qn rough runways. Additionally, a program 
restart capability has been added as well as other program 
enhancements. 
This report includes 
capabilities, a detailed 
2 
a brief description of the added 
description of specific program changes, 
and includes information required for a user to exercise the new 
options. A complete listing of the modifications to the FATOLA 
program is included as an appendix. 
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1. ADDED PROGRAM CAPABILITIES 
The FATOLA program has been modified to provide for actively 
controlled landing gears, metering pin area as a function of strut 
stroke, and continuously varying aerodynamic coefficients CA and 
o 
CN • A restart capability has been added to the program. 
o 
1.1 Active Control Landing Gear - The active gear limits the force 
applied at the gear-airframe interface by limiting the shock strut 
force (FORSST) with a closed loop series-hydraulic control. An 
f 
impact limit force (WLFOR) is determined from the value of the 
gear-airframe interface force (WFORT) very shortly after aircraft 
touchdown. This determination is made when the work potential of 
the strut (energy dissipation potential) exceeds the aircraft energy 
at touchdown apportioned among the main gears. The gear-airframe 
interface force is compared with the impact limit force, the shock 
strut force then being adjusted to bring the gear-airframe interface 
force within specified limits about the control impact limit force. 
After the initial impact energy has been dissipated and the 
aircraft is in the rollout phase of the landing simulation, the 
control limit force is reduced to a value where the shock strut 
force is controlled to support the aircraft weight. The transition 
from impact limit force (WLFOR) to rollout limit force (WLFORR) is 
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carried out smoothly by the use of a ramp function from impact to 
rollout. Active control performs similarly during a takeoff roll by 
using the rollout limit force value to control the interface force 
experienced when accelerating on a rough runway. A detailed 
description of the active control model is presented in a technical 
note by McGehee and Carden (1976). 
1.2 Implementation~ the Active Control Code In FATOLA, the 
landing gear dynamics are modeled in subroutines LGEAR1 and LGEA3C. 
The active control subroutines replace the passive shock strut 
calculations in LGEAR1 (see Figs. 1 & 2). However, passive gear 
calculations can be made using the active gear subroutines. The 
control code is integrated into FATOLA by defining the gear-airframe 
interface force in terms of the total force applied to the aircraft 
center of gravity, which is computed in FATOLA. The active code 
returns a value for the shock strut force which is a term used in 
the FATOLA calculation of the shock strut acceleration: 
FATOLA 
WFORT = f(Fcg ) ACTIVE 
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The active control feature has been incorporated in FATOLA with 
eight new subroutines: 
DIRACT--block data input variables 
ACTIN--reads active control input variables 
ACTINIT--initializes the active control variables 
ALGEARl--performs the main active control calculations 
ACTNG--performs the active nose gear calculations 
PHLOZ2--calculates initial servovalve hydraulic variables 
FLOZE2--calculates servovalve hydraulic variables 
LIMITS--sets limits on servovalve power spool motion and 
displacements 
The active control variables have all been blocked into labeled 
common, including the additional input variables. This common block 
is named ACTIVE and has been added to FATOLA subroutines EXE, OPTl, 
LGEA3C, and SDFLGP, as well as the active subroutines ACTINIT, 
ACTIN, and ALGEARl. See Tables land 2 for lists of the added input 
variables and other key program variables. 
The active control mode is enabled by setting the landing gear 
type indicator switch (INDLG) to -3 in the input data set. Tests 
are performed on this indicator whenever gear calculations are 
needed, leading to calls to the active subroutines rather than to 
the LGEAR3 entry point. To perform passive gear calculations, using 
the active gear subroutines, the switch IMODE(I) must be set to zero 
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for each gear. Set IMODE(I) to one for each gear for active gear 
calculations. These tests take place in subroutines EXE and OPTl. 
Subroutine SDFLGP has been extensively modified to output values of 



































Dynamic viscosity of 
hydraulic fluid 
Area of metering pin as 
function of strut stroke 
Area of strut hydraulic 
chamber (piston) 
Area of strut pneumatic 
chamber (cylinder) 
Area of chamber between 
piston and cylinder 
Area of strut main 
orifice 
Orifice area of chamber 
between piston and cylinder 
Bulk modulus of hydraulic 
fluid 
Coefficient of friction 























Coefficient of friction 
for strut upper bearing 
Strut main orifice compres-
sion discharge coefficient 
Strut main orifice exten-
sion discharge coefficient 
.. Servovalve orifice 
discharge coefficient 
Discharge coefficient for 
chamber between piston 
and cylinder 
Coulomb friction force 
between piston and 
cylinder bearings 
Angle between body x-axis 
and wing main chord 
Diameter of servovalve 
spool 
Tolerance about impact 
control limit force 
Tolerance about rollout 
control limit force 
Time rate of change of 
tolerance about transi-
tion control limit force 
Damping coefficient in 
servovalve transfer 
function 
Coefficient for selecting 





















































Specific weight of 
hydraulic fluid 
Constant -- set to 0.0 
Switch to select active 
control for each gear 
Restart indicator 
Indicator for metering 
pin 
CN limiting value 
o 





Pressure in high pressure 
control reservoir 






Hydraulic pressure in 
chamber between strut 




QPUMPS ARRAY FT3/SEC 




STROM ARRAY FT 








Main gear metering pin 
area table 
Nose gear metering pin 
area table 
Maximum hydraulic 
pump flow rate 
Radial clearance between 
spool and sleeve of 
servovalve 
Mass density of 
hydraulic fluid 
CN rate of change 
o 
CA rate of change 
o 
Main gear stroke table 
for pin area 
Nose gear stroke table 
for pin area 
Time constant in strut 
position feedback loop 
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Time constant of elec-
tronic compensation network 






Total volume of high 
pressure accumulator 
Initial volume of charging 
nitrogen of high pressure 
accumulator 
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VOLlI ARRAY FT3 Initial volume of hydraulic 
fluid in shock strut piston 
VOL2I ARRAY FT3 Pneumatic volume of 
charged strut 
VOL3I ARRAY FT3 Volume between strut piston 
and cylinder 
WC SEC-1 Corner frequency in active 
control servovalve 
transfer function 
WC1 SEC-1 Natural frequency in 
electronic compensation 
network 
WLFOR ARRAY LBF Control limit force for 
impact 
WLFORR LBF Control limit force for 
rollout 
WSV SEC-1 Natural frequency in active 
control servovalve transfer 
function 
WSV1 IN Window width of servovalve 
orifice for high pressure 
WSV3 IN Window width of servovalve 
orifice for low pressure 
XBIAS ARRAY IN Servovalve spool displace-
ment for controlling strut 
charging pressure 
XDDMAX ARRAY IN/SEC2 Maximum positive accelera-
tion of servovalve spool 
XDDMIN ARRAY IN/SEC2 Maximum negative accelera-





























Amplifier gain in active 
control loop 
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Position feedback gain in 
strut position control loop 
Position gain of servovalve 
in active control loop 
Overlap or underlap 
between spool and sleeve 
at null for flow Ql 
Overlap or under lap 
between spool and sleeve 
at null for flow Q3 
Commanded (static) 
position of shock strut 
Threshold strut stroke for 
determining takeoff or 
landing mode 
Maximum negative velocity 
of servovalve spool. 
Maximum positive velocity 
of servovalve spool 
Maximum positive displace-
ment of servovalve spool 
Maximum negative displace-
ment of servovalve spool 
Damping coefficient in 
electronic compensation 
network 




































1./W **2*W sv c 
Switch for regulating flow 
between strut piston and 
cylinder 
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Absolute value of pneumatic 
. charging pressure in strut 
Normal force between strut 
piston and cylinder at 
lower bearing 
Normal force between strut 
piston and cylinder at 
upper bearing 
Effective mass at nose 
gear root 
Strut main orifice flow 
coefficient modified for 
dYh/dP 
Coefficient of flow from 
high-pressure accumulator 
to strut piston 
Coefficient of flow from 




CSV1 ARRAY FT3/ Servovalve orifice 
SECIi:BF coefficient fromaccumu-
lator to strut piston 
CSV3 ARRAY FT3/ Servovalve orifice 
SECIi:BF coefficient from strut 
piston to reservoir 
DCON 1.0 
DELTX ARRAY INCHES 0.0 Difference between strut 
stroke and command stroke 
DELTX1 ARRAY VOLTS Product of DELTX and posi-
tion feedback gain in 
piston control loop 
DF ARRAY LBF 0.0 Variation of gear-airframe 
interface force about 
control force 
DLTXlD ARRAY VOLTS/ 1.0 Time rate of change of 
SEC DELTX1 
DMD1 ARRAY Restart data block 
DMTANH ARRAY Function of hyberbolic 
tangent 
DP1 ARRAY LBF-SEC/ 0.0 Time rate of change of 
FT2 hydraulic pressure in 
strut piston 
DSTOP FT .004 Stopping distance for 
strut extension stop 
DWFORT LBF Earth axes force at aircraft 
center of gravity 
ENCG FT-LBF Kinetic energy at aircraft 
center of gravity 
ENUP ARRAY FT-LBF 0.0 Kinetic energy of aircraft 
at landing gear root 
FFORT ARRAY LBF 0.0 Strut axial friction force 
FONHST ARRAY LBF 
FORCHT ARRAY LBF 
FORSST ARRAY LBF 





















Ground force normal to 
strut axis 
Charging force in fully 
extended strut 
Strut force along strut 
axis 
Strut extension stop force 
Strut extension stop 
spring rate 
Active control operation 
indicator O=off, 1=on 
Indicator for defining the 
return of notch-network 
compensation current to 
zero when gear is ful1y-
extended during rebound; 
=0, non-zero current; 
=1, zero current 
Same as IA1 
Same as IA1 
Same as IA1 
Indicator for defining the 
return of first lead-lag 
network compensation cur-
rent to zero when gear is 
fully-extended during 
rebound: 
=0, non-zero current; 
=1, zero current 

































Indicator for defining the 
return of second lead-lag 
network compensation cur-
rent to zero when gear 1s 
fully-extended during 
rebound: 
=0, non-zero current; 
=1, zero current 
Same as IA9 
Servovalve control indi-
cator for return to null 
position 
Indicator for defining 
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when the fluid volume in 
the strut piston has 
returned to the fully-
extended strut value during 
rebound: 
=0, has not returned; 
=1, returned 
Indicator for selection of 
tanh function 
Indicator for strut 
extension stopping force 
Indicator for defining 
fully-extended gear during 
rebound: 
=0, gear compressed; 
=1, gear fully-extended 
Indicator for defining 






Indicator for servovalve 






































Indicator for servovalve 
returning to null from 
low pressure· 
Indicator for defining the 
return of gear and servo-
valve parameters to fully-
extended gear values: 
=0, inactive; 
=1, active 
Indicator for control 
regime O=off, l=impact, 
2=rollout 
Switch indicating first 
pass through program 
l=first pass 
Indicator for control 
operation during return 




Indicator for defining 
when the cumulative fluid 
volume supplied by the 
control system has returned 




















































Indicator defining the 
condition of servovalve 
spool displacement equal 
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to bias value for the 




Indicator for control 
operation during return 
to null position 
II 




Number of iterations 
required to converge to 
solution 
Gauge pressure of hydraulic 
fluid in strut piston 
Gauge pressure of nitrogen 
in strut cylinder 
Gauge pressure of hydraulic 
fluid in volume 3 
See PGAIT 
Servovalve return pressure 
Servovalve supply pressure 
Strut piston pressure 
Flow rate to the load 









































Flow rate from accumulator 
to strut piston 
Flow rate from strut 
piston to reservoir 
Fluid flow rate through 
servovalve, positive from 
supply to strut 
Cumulative volume of fluid 
added to or removed from 
strut 
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Volume expansion or 
compression rate of nitrogen 
in high pressure accumulator 
See QS1 
See QS3 
Tolerance allowed in 
calculating flow rates 
Slope for reducing control 
limit force from impact 
value to rollout value 
Control activation switch 
" 
Strut elastic bending 
force 
sin (~a) 
Mass of stru~ piston and 
gear components attached 
Cumulative volume of fluid 
flowed from piston to 
cylinder 
Velocity for initiating 
transition from impact 

















































Volume of hydraulic fluid 
in high pressure accumu-
lator 
Volume of nitrogen in high 
pressure accumulator 
Volume of hydraulic fluid 
in strut piston 
Pneumatic volume in strut 
cylinder 




Input signal to 
electronic compensation 
networks 
modification of input 






Output signal from 
electronic compensation 
networks to servovalve 
Viscosity of hydraulic 
fluid 
Instantaneous stroke 
required to dissipate 
remaining kinetic energy 
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at simultaneous force level 
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XSV ARRAY INCHES Servovalve spool displace-
ment 
XSVDD ARRAY IN/SEC2 0.0 Acceleration of servovalve 
spool 
XSVDDD ARRAY IN/SEC3 0.0 Jerk on servovalve spool 
XSVDOT ARRAY IN/SEC 0.0 Velocity of servovalve 
spool 
XVALVE ARRAY IN Analytically controlled 
servovalve spool dis-
placement 
ZDANT FT/SEC Velocity of nose gear root 
ZSSC ARRAY FT Allowable strut stroke for 
activating control 
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1.3 Stroke Dependent Metering Pin Area - Following implementation 
of the active control landing gear, an additional capability was 
required to model the F4 aircraft landing gears. The metering pin 
area was allowed to have either a constant value (the original 
design) or to be functionally d~pendent on the strut stroke. No new 
subroutines were required and modifications were limited to the 
active input routines, ACTINIT, and ALGEAR. Input variables are 
presented and defined in Table 1. 
1.4 Variable Aerodynamic Coefficients The use of staging to 
'ntroduce changes in the aerodynamic coefficients CA and ~ was a 
o 0 
cumbersome process and led to discontinuities in program results. 
New program variables were introduced to allow the specification of 
a rate of change for each of these coefficients providing a much 
smoother transition. This feature required two new subroutines: 
AER04--initializes and updates coefficients 
AEROIN--reads rates and limiting values 
the new variables have been stored in a new common block, AEROCO. 
Input variables are included in Table 1. 
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1.5 Restart Capability 
Recent attempts to model the F4 gear have shown that at the 
time of touchdown extremely large changes occur in several variables 
resulting in a small integration step size. The final result is a 
large amount of computer time. The problem was compounded by having 
to rerun the entire simulation whenever a program failure was exper-
ienced. 
The introduction of a restart capability eliminated the problem 
of total reruns. Whenever any data is staged into the program, a 
disk file is generated which contains all the information required 
to restart the program from that point in time. Thus when program 
failure occurs, it' is only necessary to rerun from the most recent 
stage. This technique has been found etremely useful in the anal-
ysis of the effects of various runway conditions. Rather than run-
ning the entire landing simulation for each runway to be considered, 
it is now only necessary to begin the simulation at that point in 
time where the runway bump is encountered. 
No new subroutines were required, but many existing routines 
were modified by relocating their local variables into labeled 
common blocks. With all program variables in common blocks declared 
in the main program, their storage locations are contiguous and a 
single read or write transfers the entire block of restart data. 
25 
New program variables required for the restart option are included 
in Tables 1 and 2. 
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2. CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS 
Numerous program changes have been made to the FATOLA program 
since the last formal documentation (Reference 3) in 1915. A total 
of 52 UPDATE corrections sets have been applied since that time. 
Numerous modifications were performed by Structures and Dynamics 
Division (SOD) personnel and were reported in References (1) and 
(2). The remaining coding changes were performed by Computer 
Sciences Corporation (CSC) personnel. For'the sake of completeness, 
all SOD and CSC modifications are included in this history. 
2.1 Structures and Dynamics Division Modifications - Beginning in 
November 1915 and ending in November 1918, several improvements were 
made to the FATOLA program to enhance its simulation capabilities. 
The net effect of' the three correction sets C82411 , C11118, and 
SDDMODS is reported in References (1) and (2) with the following 
exceptions. 
In program TOLA, the call to FTNBIN was commented out when the 
Integrated Computer Operating System (ICOPS) was replaced with the 
Network Operating System (NOS). 
Dummy space was not added to the end of the DIRCOM common block 
in subroutine TFFS9 as reported in Reference (2). This addition is 
not necessary for proper program execution. 
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A call to subroutine FLEX5 was inserted in subroutine OPTl 
immediately before the call to FLEX6. The reason for this addition 
is not apparent since it is a do-nothing entry point. 
The function ATAN2 was declared EXTERNAL immediately following 
the SUBROUTINE LGEA3C statement. Again,there is no apparent reason 
for this addition. 
In an attempt to prevent over-extension or compression of the 
struts, ~oding changes were made to two subroutines. In subroutine 
LGDET, the FORMAT statements labeled 49 and 53 were replaced by the 
following statements 
- -, 
..' EXCeeDeD IN LG~~Tt 
, 49 FORHATC58X,4H-ESC,I1,19H) 
5~'FORHAT(58X,4H ES(,Il,ZOH' EXCEEDED IN lGOET I 





and the statements between and including statement numbers 51 and 21 
were replaced with the following. 
51 IF(SOZ(l,I).lT.O.)GO TO 30 
IFCSOl(l,I).lT.O.)SOl(l,I)·O. 
GO TO 55 
30 SOZ(I,I)-O. 
SOl(l,I)-O. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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In subroutine LGEAR1, the formats were similarly replaced as 
follows. 
4~ FORMAT(5BX,4H-fS(,Il,20H) EXCEEDED IN lGEA~l/, 
. . 
~3 FORMAT(58X~4H ESC,Il,20H) EXCEEDED IN LGEAR1! 




and the two lines beginning with statement number 51 were replaced 
with the following. 
.. . . .. , ..... . 
~1 IF(SD2Cl,I).LT.0.)GO TO 30 
YFCSD1(1,Y).LT.0.)SD1(1,Y)-0. 
GO TO 55 
30 SD20,0-0. 
Additionally, the following code was inserted immediately before 
statement number 20. 
C PE-CHic~ SHOC~ STRUT FORCE FOR RE-CONDITIONED FUllY EXTENDED ~TATE 
IFCSD1Cl,Y).EO.0.0.AND.FT(I).lE.ABSCSF(I»)SFCY)--FT(I) 
- .' 
2.2 Computer Sciences Corporation Modifications - In early 1978, 
CSC was requested to support a major modification to the FATOLA 
program, by introducing the capability of an active control landing 
gear. A mathematical model of an active control landing gear 
ORIGINAL PAGE [9 
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(ACOLAG) had been developed and programmed (Reference 7). however 
this program did not include airframe elastic effects. The goal of 
the program modifications was to incorporate the series-hydraulic 
active control logic and equations for all landing gear 
oleo-pneumatic shock struts into the FATOLA computer program. 
, 
The correction idents ACOBLK. CSCMODS. ACTINIT. ALGEAR. PHLOZ2. 
FLOZE2. and LIMITS contained the code required for a first cut at 
implementing the active control. A comdeck. ACOBLK. was inserted 
following the deck TOLA to establish a common block containing the 
active gear variables. The original contents of this common block 
are shown below. 
C ••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••• ACTIVE VARIABLES •••••••••••••••••••••••••• COHHON IACTIYEI AHUH ,ACON 
I,APINT(S) ,AP2TO(S) ,AREAI(S) 
2,AREMO(S' ,ARE03(S) ,BLFORT(S) 
3,BETA ,COMOC(S) ,COMOE(S' 
4,COEF ,COEFO(S) ,COEF3(S) 
S,CSYl(S) ,CSY3(S) ,OELT 
6,OF(S) ,0Pl(S) ,OSV(S) 
1,ENUP(S) ,EPSILO(S) ,EPSROL(5) 
8,FFORT(S) ,FOAHST(S) ,FONHST(S) 
9,GAHAH(S' ,GAHAN ,GNR 
.,IFRI(5) ,IIXSYHCS) ,IIXSVLCS) 
1,IXSVH(S' ,IXSVLeS' ,IFSTOpeS' 
l,NACCS) ,NITER ,OMRUN 
3,PERCNT(5) ,PGAHAC(S' ,PGALACCS) 
4,PGA2I(5) ,PGA2T(S) ,PGA3ICS' 
5,PR(5) ,PSeS) ,PlCS) 
6,OSV(S, ,OSVCU(5' ,OSVN(5' 
1,OS3(S) ,OTOLER ,RCLSV(S) 
S,SIPA ,SA(5) ,RESA(5) 
COHHON IACTIVEI Te3 ,Te4 
I,VOLlT(S) ,YOL2I(S) ,VOLlT(5' 
l,WCl ,WFORT(S) ,WLFORCS) 
3,XKA(5) ,XKF(5) ,XKSV(5) 
4,XMA(5) ,XHAlCS) ,XMAlCS) 
S,XMA6CS) ,XHA1(5' ,XMAS(S) 















, PGA3TC S) 

















































, XMAllC S) 
,XSVOO(S, 
OR1G!I'·lAl Pf\G2 t:3 
OF POOR QUALITY 
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7,~SYDDD(5)_,XSYDHN(5) ,XS~DHX(5) ,XS~HAX(5) ,XSVHIN(5) ,XDDHAX(5) 
8,XDD"IN(5) ,YDlACI(5) ,YOlAHT(5) ,YOlANI(5) ,YOlANT(5) 
9,WSY ,WSYl ,WSY3 ,ZETACl ,ZETACZ ,ZSSC 
C····················································· .................. . 
New decks ACTINIT, for initializing the active gear variables, and 
ALGEAR, PHLOZ2, FLOZE2, and LIMITS, containing the active gear 
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DIMENSION C03(5), SOIC2,5) 
EQUIVAlENCE(SOllCl),SDl(l,l», (DM5(16),GREFF) 
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C DATA STATEMENTS TO SET VALUES OF INPUT VARIABLES 
C 
i DATA AMUH/0.000181, BETA/1440DOOO.1 
I DATA BlHU,BUHU/I0.0.151 , DATA AREAl,AREA2,AREA3/5.0.21139,5.0.32167,5.0.0069BI I DATA AREMO,ARE03,APINT/5.0.0066,5·0.19635,5.0.01 
I . DATA CDMOC,CDHOE,CD3/5.0.9,5.0.14197,5.0.6/, CFFOR/5.50.01 DATA CDSV,DElT,DIOTA/5.0.62,0.0001,0.01 
DATA EPSIlO,EPSSlP,EPSROl,ETASV/5.200.0,0.0,5.2000.0,0.4361 
DATA GAMAN,GAHAH,GNR/l.06,5.5Z.36,O.01 










C ,TA XBIAS,XSCOH,XSVDMN,XSVDMX/5.-0.00014,5.1.206,S.-30.1,5 .30.11 
O~TA XDDHAX,XDDHIN/5.1.0EZO,5.-1.0E201 
DATA XSVMAX,XSVHIN,ZETACl,ZETAC2/5.0.100,5.-0.100,5.1,0.11 
i DATA VOlACI,VOlANI,QPUHPS/5.1.33333,5.0.26667,5.0.0Z0051 













II - 0 
DO 100 I-l,NSTRUT 
REDSlP(I) - 100000.0 
I STROK ( 1)-0 
NACU )·0 





























C NOTEI SUBROUTINE 'PHlOZZ' COHPUTES INITIAL PRESSURES AND FLOWS IN 








QC(11~n. _____ .-- _______ .---- ------- ---- __ 
CALL PHlOZZ (PS' I), PR (I), XSV C 1), QC (I), xlPsvi (I), XlPSV3 U" RClSV,DSV 
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OF POOR QUAUiY 
. .IDENT AlGFAR 
.YNSERT ACTJNIT.14~ 
,.OECf( AlGEA.R 
.' SUBROUTINE AlGEAPl 
C 


































































C __ . .. _ . .. ... .. . .. . _ . . . _ .... _ .. _ .... 











CHAIN COHPUTATIONAL AREA 












C ••••••••••••••••••• ACTIVE CODE ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C START ACTIVE GEAR CALCULATIONS 
COPA - COS(CTHTPo+oIOTA).OEGRAO) 
SIPA - SINC(THTPD+DIOTA).oEGRAO) 






FOPMAT (lH020H ACTIVE CO~TROL GEAP) 
IFCIOEACT.EO.1) GO TP. 56 
IFCIOFACT.EO.2) GO TO eo 
IFCH~~CI) .EO. 0.' GO TO gO 
IFCOMRUN .GT. O.O)GO TO 25 
IFClG77FICl) .GE. VElOEC) GO TO 90 
(:0 TO 40 
35 
OR:GiNAl Pl\-3~ b~ 
OF POOR QUALITY 








IFCWLFOPCI) .GT. WlFORR) GO TO 90 
60 WPITEC6,1015'TIHE 
1015 FORHAT C1H027H CONTROL AT WlFORR AT TIME·,Elf.S' 
IOEACT-2 
~O .. WLFnRJll-WlFORP 
FPSIlOCI'-~PS~OlCI' 
c)o CONTINUE 
. c**·****·*·***************************··**********·********************** . 
DO 65 I-l,NSTRVT 
WFORT{I) • (SOPTCFXB7P*FXB7P+FYB7P*FYB7P+F1B7P*FZB7P)'/CNSTPUT-l) 
. £ +CFORSSTCI)*COPA, 
I Cf*****¥****************** ACTIVE CODE ******************************** 
: IFCKAPTCI).NE.O)GO Tn 210 
APINTCI)-O.O 
l10 CONTINUE 










GO TO 105 
104 PGA3TCJ).PGA2TCI) 
105 IF(PGAITCI' .GE. PGA2TCI')GO TO 106 
GO TO 107 
106 GAMA~CI)·RHOH*~REFF*Cl.0+CPGAITCI)*3.04E-oe,­
* (PGAITCI'*·Z·Z.7ZE-15)' 
GO TO I('S 
107 GA~AHCr).PHOH*~PEFF*Cl.0+CPGA2TCI)*3.04E-Oe)­
. * CPGA2T(I)**2*Z.72F-15» 
loe IFCPGAITCI) .GE. PGA2TCT»COEFO(I)· 
• COMOCCJ)·SORTCA~SC?*GPfFF/GA~AH(I») 
IF(PGA2TCI) .GT. PGA1TCI»)COEFO(I)· 
• COMOECI)*SORT(ABS(2.·GPEFF/GAMAHCI») 
C 
IFCSOIC1,I).lE.0.0) GO TO 109 
OOfI)-COEFO(I)·(ARE~O(!)-APINT(I»·Ol(PGA1TCI),PGA2T(I» 
109 IFCPGA2TCI) .lE. -1600.0)PGAZTCI)--lhOO.0 
IF(PGA3TCI) .If. -1600.0)P~A3T(I)--1600.0 
100 IFfOElTACI) .If. 0.0 .AND. TIME .GT. OElT)GO TO 101 
GO TO 110 
101 FFORTCl)-O.O 
GO TO 140 
110 CONTINUf 
36 





·C COMPUTE SHOCK STRUT CHARGING fOPCE ~ IFC$fl'.TJ .. GT .• O.Ol~n Tn ]42 ... __ , ... _ .. 
: 141 FORC4TCI)-PGAITCI)*APEA1(Y)+PGA2T(I).(APEA2(I)-APEA1CI»-PGA3TCI) 
I X *AREA3CI)+FfOPTfI)+CFFOPCI) 
I C CO~PUTE NORMAL ANO AXIAL HU~ TO SHOCK STRUT FORces AT Hue 
. 142 FONHST(1)-SOPT(FOXCI) •• 2+FDY(I) •• 2)-MASSCI).GPEFF.SIPA+SBFOT 
IFCABS(FTCI» .If. FORCHTCl) .AND. SC1,I) .EO. O.O)GO TO 1~0 
GO TO 801 
150 CONTINUE 
FORSST CI) -FT (I) 
S01(1,1)-0.0 
IF(I.EO.1) GO TO 450 
I STROK CI)-l 
. c •••••• 289 CHANGED TO 2Q5 FrR DEBUGGING PUPPOSESI 
GO TO 295 
C COMPRESSION VElQCITY OF SHOCK STRUT IS POSITIVE 
~Ol IF(SOlCl,I) .lE. o.~ .AND. IFRICI) .EO. O)GO TO Z 
GO TO 3 
2 OMTANHCI)-1.0 
GO TO 284 
3 DMTA~HCI)-A~SCTANH(2.0*SOlC1,I») 
IFRl( I)-I 
284 IFCS(},I) .lE. DSTOP .AND. SOl(l,I) .IT. O.O)GO TO 900 
GO TO 902 
900 IF(SCl,I) .lE. O.OOOl)GO TO 903 
GO TO 904 
903 S02C1,I)-0.0 









GO TO 902 
904 CONTINUE 
• 
IF(I~STOPCI' .NE. O'~O TO 906 
L ~,.,C'>;; [.~ ORiGINA .-.' • ..::.. ... ~t:.3 
OF POOR QUALITY 
90~ DSrOP-S(l,!) 
FSTOPK-2.0*MASSCJ'*SDl(1,I'**2/DSTOP**2 
90~ IFCS(I,I' .lE. ~STOP/2.0)GO TO 908 
907 FSTOP(I)--FSTOPK*eOSTOP-$(I,I') 
GO TO 909 
. 908 FSTOP(I)--FSTOPK*S(I,I) 
909 IFSTOP (l)-1 
IFRICI)-O 
'. GO TO 901 
902 FSTOP(I)-O.O 
37 
901 IF(ABS(FT(I» .lE. FORCHT(I) .AND. S(l,l) .EO. O.O)GO TO 500 
YFJSOlll,l.L .l.T •.. O.O)GO Tf1 47n ..' 







500 IFCINDFlX.GE. l)GO TO 29~ 
IFCI.EO.1) GO TO 4~0 
ISTROK(!)-l 
C •• *.~ •••••• ~RANCH FOP OEBUGGING PURPOSES. 
\;0 TO 295 
28Q IF(Sr1,!) .lE. 0.0)2QO,2Q5 
290 IFCYOPCOCI) .EO. l)GO TO 295 
JF(CPGA1I(Y)-1000.0).lT.PGAITCI).AND. 
E PGA1T(Y).lT.CPGAIIeJ)+1000.0»Z99,298 
299 IF(XVAlVE(If .NE. a.O)GO TO 311 
IFCIPASSCI) .EO. 1)GO TO 296 
XVAlVECI)-XKSVCI)·X~A11(I)+XBYASCI) 
YPASS (I )-1 
GO TO 294 
29~ YF(ICOSVCI) .EO. l)GO TO 291 
IOPCO (I)-O 
IF(XSV(I) .IT. 0.002 .AND. XSV(J) .GT. -0.002)291,295 
291 IFCSD2(I,I) .lE. 0.0 .ANO. IC05V(I) .EO. l)GO TO 311 
tF(IOPCO(I) .EO. l)GO TO 295 
IF(PGAITC!' .GT. PGA1ICI»292,293 
292 IFCIXSVl(I) .EO. I)GO TO 294 
XVAlVE(!)-XVAlVEC!)+XSVD~NC!)*OfLT*PERCNTCJ) 
!FCXVAlVECI) .LE. -0.1)300,294 
.300 XVAl VE U) --0.1 
IXSVlCY)-1 
GO TO 294 
293 IF(IXSVHCY) .EO. I)Gr TO 2Q4 
XVALVf(!'-~VAlVE(I)+~SVDMX(I)*DFLT.PFRCNT(I) 




OF POOR QUAliTY 38 
IY-O C CAll VIRK4(II,N,NT,C1,SPfC,CI~AX,1fRR,VAR,CUVAR,OFR,ElEl,ElE2, 
C 1 ELT,ERPV~L,OERSU~,CHSUB,1TEXT) 
Ol TXIOCI)-O.O 
IcnSV(I)-l 
296 IF(WFORT(I) .GT. 0.0 .ANO. S(l,I) .lE. O.O)G~ TO 410 












IF(IIXSVH(I) .EO. l'GO TC 305 
XVAlVE(1)-XVALVE(Il+XSVD~N(I)*OElT*PERCNT(I) 
IF(XVAlVE(I) .LE. 0.0)305,400 
XVAlVE(I)-O.O 
IIXSVH(I)-l 
GO TO 400 
IF(IIXSVl(I' .EO. l'r.O TO 308 
XVAlVE(I)-XVAlVE(I)+XSVO~X(I)*OELT*PEPCNT(I) 





















IF(ISTROK(I) .FO. 1 .ANO. S(I,I) .GT. O.O)JOPCO(Y)-O 
ENUP(I)-.5*AMASS*lG77Fl(I)·*2 
ENUP(I)-ENUP(I)/(NSTPUT-l) 




ISSC IS A PERCENTAGE OF SP(I) FOP ACTIVATING CONTROL-CD~nC(I) IS USE 
lSSC-O.6*CD~OC(I)·SR(I) . 
IF(XSTOT(I) .lE. (7SSC-S(I,I» .oP. RESA(I) .FO. 1.0)SA(1)-1.0 
PESA(I)-SA(!) 






121 FOR~AT(50H ~CT!VE CONTPOl INITIATEO ••• TI~E, WlFOP, VElOEC • , 
1 3E13.5' 
H"IM(I)·l • 
. 130 IF(S(!,I) .GT. O.O)ISET(!)-O 








457 IF(S(l,I) .LE. O.O)GO TO 456 
453 IF(WFORTCI) .GT. 0.0 .AND. OSVCU(I' .LT. 0.0'454,455 
454 DF(I)-WlFOP(IJ-C-WFOPT(I» 
GO TO 45~ 
455 DFCI)·O.{' 
456 DElTX(I)-SC1,I)-XSCOM(I) 
IFCSC1,I) .lE. 0.0 .AND. ISET(I' .EO. O)GO TO 451 
GO TO 452 
· .'t51 OFCI)·O. 
DEL TX (I)-O. 
452 ) 'HI)-(OFCI)+DElTXlCI))*)(KACI) 




.C NOTE. SUBROUTINE 'FLOZE2' CO~PUTES THE FLOWS FROM THE PRESSURES 
C IN UNITS OF INCHFS. 
PICI)-PGAITCI)/144. 
:C CO~PUTATION OF H!GH PRESSURE ACCUMUlATCR NITROGEN VOLUME 
C AND ACCUMULATOR PRESSURE 
VOLANT(IJ·VOlANTfI)+OSVNCI)*OELT-OPUMPS(IJ*OfLT 
PSCI).C«PGAHAC(I)+PATMJ*(VOlANICIJ/VOlANT(IJ)**GAMAN)-PATMJ/144.0 





IFCVOlAHTCI) .If. 0.0)46b,467 
466 WRITEC6,1050)TIME 
1050 FORMAT(lHCI145H ACCUMULATOR OIL VOLUME INSUFFICENT AT TIME-,E16.8 







/ 450 CONTINUE 
OSVHl' - 0.0 
OSV3.rl' - o.e 
OSVCY,-OSVICI,-OSV3CI) 
_ .IF.(O~V(1J _.LT. Q.O.lNAC(1)-L 
IFCOSVCT) .GT. O.O)NACCI)-2 
IF(NACCI) .EO. 2)461,462 
461 OSVNCI)-OSVfl' 
fO TO 463 
462 OSVN(I)-O.O 
40 
463 IFCSOICl,I).lT. 0.0 .ANO.PGA1TfI).lE. -160C.0)PGAITCI)--1600.0 
274 CONTINUE 
II - I+3.NSTRUT 
12 - I+4.NST~UT 




C ••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• IF(SOlCl,IJ.EO.O.O.AND.FTeI).lE.ABS(FOPSSTCI»))FOPSST(I)--FTCI) 
AA(I) - (FT(I)+FOPSST(!l)/~ASSCI' 




79 IF(TTIME.GE.HT)GC TO 77 
HT1-TTIf'lE 
GO TO 77 
78 TTIME-CSBCI)-S(l,I»/SOl(l,l' 
GO T'J 7'1 
77 CONTINUE 
IF(S(1,I).GT.(-ESCIJ"GO TO 50 
WRITE(6,4'1'1,I,S(I,1) 
4'1 FORMAT(5eX,4H-fS(,Il,20H) fXCEEOEO IN AlGEAPI 




50 1F($(1,r).lE.ES(1»)GO TO ~1 
IFCS(1,1).lE.(SB(1l-ES(I))GO TO 55 
IF(S(1,r).lE.(SP(I)+FS(1J»GO TO 52 
WRITE(6,53'Y,1,S(1,I' 
53 FORMATC58~,4H FS(,I1,20H) EXCEEDED IN AlGfAPI 
C~8X,2HS(,Il,4H' - El~.7) 
S(1,I)-O.5.eSCJ) 
52 IFCSOlfl,Il.GT.O.)SOl(1,1J-0. 
1F(S02(I,I'.lT.0.'GO TO ~~ 
S02 n '. I ) • 0 • 
GO TO 55 
51 IFCS02(I,Y).lT.0.'GO TO 30 
IF(SOl(l,Y).lT.O.)SOl(l,r,-o. 
GO TI1 55 
O:~lc~;r~hL [:'/.:~::: ::;:~ 4 J. 







C PE-C4ECK SHnCK STRUT FORCE FOP RE-CONDITIONED FULLY EXTENDED STATE 
IFCS01Cl,I).EQ.0.0.AND.FTCI).lf.~eSCFORSSTCI'»FOPSSTCI)--FTCI) 
TMP(1)-R1EPOCY)-DElT~CI) 
IF(CASKCI).GT.1.E-IO)GO TO 200 
IFCINONWS.EO.l.AND.I.EO.1)GO TO 301 
HACI)--FTRY(I).THPCl)·PIC2,1,r)+FTRXCI'·T~P(1) 
C·PJC2,2,n 
GO TO ZOI 
301 ~A(I)--FTPY(I).T~PCl).SIN(CPSIPO+ETAOES).DEGPAD)+ 
1 FTQXCJ'.THP(1).COSCCPSIPD+ET~DES).OFGRAD) 




IFCIB(I).NE.C-l»GO TO 4~ 
OHETOI (11 I '-0. 
01 eTCl,n-O. 
Ge) TO 21 
48 TP'lP(1) -0. 
IFCOHETC1,I).NF..O.)T~PC1'-OMETCl,I"ABSCO~ETCl,I)' 
OHET01C1,I'-CMACI'-MP(I'·THPC1"/CNTIRESCI).~O~fNTCI" 
21 CAll INTEGClACI),OMFTD1(1,I') 
C· •• ••••••• •• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• ~ 
• 65 CONTINUE 




















ORIGIN;:,L Pf!.GE (S 
OF POOR QUALITY 
MTY-RL(2,1)+SMTRX+RL(Z,Z)+SMTRY+Pl(Z,3)+SMTRl 
~T7-Rl(3,1)+SMTRX+PL(3,2)+S~TRY+PL(3,3)+S~TP7 























































DO 28 r-l,NSTRUT 
ORIGINAL Pf;.G~ E~ 
OF POOR QUAUTi 
43 
IFCS01(I,I) .If. 0.0) GO TP 2C 
OP1(I)_(-OO(I)+OSV1(I)-OSV3(I)+CAPFA1(I)-API~T(I»*SOI(1,1» 
I *SETA/VOlIT(I) 
IF(PGA1T(I) .If. -1600.0) 10,20 
10 PGA1T(I) - -1600.0 





IF(ICOSVCI) .EO. I)G~ TO 26 












II - 3*I+6*NSTPUT-2 
12 - 11+1 
13 - 11+2 CAll INT~GClACI1),XSVDDD(I» 
CAll INTEG(LAeIZ),XSVDOeI» 
CALL INTEG(lA(I3),XSVOOTCI» 







C 'PHLOl2' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• R. O. EDSON 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CAlCl!LATFS THE STFAOY-~TATE CHAMBER PRESSURE (PI) 
C AND FLOW RATES (01 f. 03) FOR A T~O-WAY NO~SYMMFTRICAL SP~OL VALVE 
C . WITH RECTANGULAR WINnOW SU;TS .. GIVEN THE STJH'!fCf Of) AND THf LOAD 
C FLOW (OC). THF PAPA~ETEPS REOUIRED IN THE 'CALL' ST~TEMENT APE 
C TH~ SAME AS DESCRI~FO IN SUBROUTINE 'FL01EZ', WITH THE FOLLOWING 
C ADotTJO~Al PARAMETERS. 
C OC - THE FLOW ~ATE TO THE lOA~ 
C OTOLEP - THE TOLEPANCE ~LlO~EO TN CALCULATING FLOW RATES, FOR 
C . DETERMINING ~HfTHrR OR NOT THE SPlUTJON HAS CONVERGED 
C (.0001 IS TYPICAL) 
C NITEP - THE Nu~eER Of JTEf(ATIONS REOllIREf' TO CONVERGE TO A 





ORIGINAL PAG~ (S 











IF(ClA.EQ.O •• ANO. C38.EC.0.) GO TO 51 
C3A-03A+OC 
C3e-C38+0C 








IF(FlAG.lT.O.) GO TO 55 
IF(Pl.EC.PlI) GO TO 100 
~5 PlI-Pl 
IF(Ol.EC.O •• A~D. 03.EC.0.) GO TO 100 
IFCARS(Cl) .GE. ABS(03» CDEN-Cl 
IF(ARS(C3) .GT. ~BS(Ol» ODEN-03 
If(ABS«01-03)/CDEN) .IT. OTOlER) GO TO 100 
IF(Ql.lT.Q3) GO TO qO 
PIA -P 1 
ClA-Cl 
C3A-03 








If(PlFlAG.GT.O.) GO TO 300 





ORIGINAL Pf\G'2 (~. 
OF POOR QUALITY 
45 
SUBROUTINE Fl01E2(PS,PR,Pl,LAPl,lAP3,RCl,C,X,01,0~,COfFl,COEF3,MU' 
·c .FlOZE2· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• R. D. EDSON 
r. 
C THIS SUBPOUTINE CALCULATES THE STEADY-STATE FLOW RATES (01 AND 
;C 03) FOR A TWO-~AY NONSYM~FTRICAl SPOOL VALVE ~ITH RfCTANGULAR 
;C WINDOW SLOTS, GIVEN THE LOAD CHAMBER PRESSURF (PI) AND STRO~E 
J
'C (~,. THE PAPA~fTEPS REQUIRED IN THE 'CAll' STATE~ENT ARE AS 
I C· F 0 LL a W S • 
iC X· VALVE STROKE I C PI· PRE~SURE IN CHA~BEP 1 fTO lOAD' 
C 01· FlO~ RATE FPOM SUPPLY LINE TO CHA~BER 1 
C Q3· FLOW RATE FROM CHAMBER 1 TO RETUR~ LINE 
C PS· SUPPLY PRESSURE 
C pp. RETURN PPESSURE 
C LAPl· OVERLAPPED OR UNDERLAPPEO lENGTH BfTWEEN THE SPOOL 
,C AND SLEEVE AT NULL, FOR FLOW 01. A POSITIVE NUMBER 
iC IS USED FOP OVERLAP, A NEG~TIVE NUMBER FOR UNOERlAP. 
C lAP3· OVERLAPPED OR UNDEPlAPPED LENGTH BETWEEN THE SPOOL 
C AND SLEEVE AT NUll, FOR FLOW 03. A POSITIVE NUMBER 
C IS USED FOR OVERLAP, A NEGATIVE NU~BfR FOR UNDERlAP. 
iC peL· RADIAL CLEAPANCE BETWEEN THE SPOOL AND SLEEVE 
:C D· DtA~ETER OF SPOOL 
C . C"EFI • FLOW COEFFICIENT OF DRI FICE 1 (SUPPl Y TO CHAMBER U 
C • CO*W1*SORT(Z.*GC/RHO) 
C COEF3 • FLOW COEFFICIENT OF ORIFICE 3 (CHA~BER 1 TO RETURN) 
:C - • CO*W3*SOPT(Z.*GC/RHO) 
'C WHE~E WI • TOTAL WINDOW WIDTH OF ORIFICE 1 
C W3 • TOTAL WINDOW WIDTH OF rRIFICE 3 
C cn • DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT 
iC GC • GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION CONSTANT 
'C RHO. DENSITY OF HYDRAUL IC FLOIO 1c ' MU· VISCOSITY Of HYDRAULIC FLUID, CENTJPOISE 
ic 
'C THF ~ETHOD OF SOLUTION UTILIZES THE TURBULENT ORIFICE EQUATION 
ic AND THE EQUATION FnR FUlLY-OEVElOPEO LA~INAR FLOW THROUGH AN 
C ANNULUS, WITH FULL ECCFNTRICITY ASSUM~D. FOP ORIFICE OPENINGS 




:c U(ATE THE FLOW R~TE ~y BOTH ~CU~TrONS, AND THEN USE THE ONE 
·C THAT GIVES THE S~AllFST A~SnlUTE VALUE AS THE ANS~fR. FOR 
.C OPENINGS WHERE NO OVEPlAPPED lENGTH EXISTS, O~lY THE TUR~UlENT 










IF(LAPI .LE. 0.) GO TO qq 
,C POSITIVE LAPSI 
IF(X .GE. LAPl) GO TO ~5 
Cl-PCL·COEF1*C12(PS,Pl) 
OlL-034(PS,Pl'/X2 
IF(ABS(Cll) .IT. APS(Cl» Cl-ClL 
GO TO 20 
65 Ol-X4*COEFl*C12(PS,Pl) 
1 GO TO 20 
~C 
iC NEGATIVE LAPSI 
c 
99 IF(X .IT. LAPl) GO TO 10 
Ol-X4*COEFl*Ol2(PS,Pl) 
GO TO 20 
10 Ol-RCl*COEFl*OlZ(PS,Pl) 
CIl-C34(PS,Pl)/XZ 
If(A~S(CIL) .IT. AAS(Ol» Cl-CIL 
C ****************.** •• ** •• CAlCUl~T~ C3 *** •• ****** •••• * •• *****. 
20 X1-LA P 3+X 
X3-SCRT(Xl.·2+RCL·*2) 
IF(LAP3 .LE. 0.) GO TO lqq 
C 
'C POSITIVE LAPS. 
IF(X .LE. -lAP3) GO TO 165 
03-PCL*COfF3*012(Pl,PR) 
03l-03~(Pl,PR)/X1 
IFfA8Sf03L) .LT. A8S(03') 03-03l 
GO TO 120 
165 03-X3*COEF3*012(P1,PP) 








IF(X .GT. -LAP3) GO TO 110 
03-X3*COEF3*012(Pl,PP) 
GO TI) 120 
03-RCl*CO~F3*012(Pl,PR) 
03l-034(Pl,PP'/Xl 
IFfABS(03L) .LT. A95(03) 03-03L 
PETURN 
EN" 
ORIGINAL FP.G2 fi'Z 
OF POOR QUAliTY 47 
C STATEMENTS FOR THIS SUPPOUTINE OBTAINED BY PHONE BY A0020177 
C J~HN Q. MCGEHEE O~ 2/1/77. ~D020177 
C 
IF(X .GE. X~AX) GO TC 10 
IFtX .LE. X~IN) GO T~ 20 
GO .TO 30 
10 X-XJ04AX 
ORIGINAL PAGE (S 
OF POOR QUALITY 
IF(XOOT .GT. 0.0) XOOT - 0.0 
~O TO 30 
20 X-Xt1IN 




The ident CSCMODS contains the code to interface the active routines 
with the remainder of the program. In subroutine EXE, a call to the 
comdeck ACOBLK was inserted before the LOGICAL statement and the 
call to the landing gear routine was changed as follows. 
CAll lGFAR2 
IF (IABS(INOLG).NE.3) GO TO 5q4 
CALL ALGEARl 





The following code was added to subroutine INUPD as the first 
executable statements to monitor changes in the number of 
integration variables. 
tJNUM - NUf'4+N 
WRITE(6,~00) N~U~ 
~00.FO~"'~T(5~,~2HNUMeEP OF INTEGRATED VARIABLES -,13) 
To allow for a greater number of integration variables the common 
block LGDE was expanded in LGDET, LGEAR1, LGEA3C, and SDFLGP as 
follows. 
49 
Subroutine LINES was changed as follows since 51 lines are too many 
for 8112 inch paper. 
TF(lONG.lE.~l)RfTURN 
Subroutine OPT1 was changed by calling the active common block 
before the REAL statement, by adding the following EQUIVALENCE 
statement 
E cO I V ALE NC E ( 0 P415 5 ( ~ 3 3,. IN [) l G , 
to make the variable INOLG available and the call to the landing 
g~ar code was changed as follows. 
2062 CAll SACS3 
IF fIABSfINOlG).NE.3' GO TO 2070 
CAll ~lGEARl 
GO TO 2075 
2070 CONTINUE 
2125 CAll lGEAR3 
2075 CONTINUE 
CALL FlEX3 
In subroutine LGEAR1, the number of integration variables was 
increased by adding the following line of code before the call to 
INUPO, and 
ORIGINAL PAGU PI 50 
OF POOR QUALl1'i 
the active control initialization is accomplished by adding the 
following immediately before the statement labeled 3 • 
. IF (IABS(1~Ol~).E.Q.3) CAll. ACTINIT 
In subroutine LGEA3C, the following EQUIVALENCE 
EQUIVALENCE (OM14C155),INOlG) 
statement was added to make the variable INDLG available. The 
following test was added after 
IF (IABSCINOLG).EQ.3' GO TO 31 
the statement labeled 27 and the similar test below 
IF CIABSCINOlG).EQ.3) GO TO 46 
was added after the fifth line below the statement labeled 4. A' 
call to the active gear common block was added to SDFLGP. Program 
output capabilities were expanded to. include the active control 
parameters by including the following DIMENSION and DATA statements 
in subroutine SDFLGP. 
DIHENSION ACOVAR1(8), ACOVARZ(8), ACOVAR3(8), ACOVAR4C8', 
• ACOVAR5(8), ACOVARb(8). ACOVAR7(8', ACOVAR~(8)'ACOVAR9(8~ . 
OATA(ACOVARICI),I-l,8 ) 15HVOLIT,5HVOLZT,5HVOL3T,5HPGAIT,5HPGAZT, 
• 5HPGA3T,5HGAHAH,5HCOEFOI 
OATACACOYARZ(I),I-1,8 ) JZHQO,4HVCUH,bHBLFORT,bHBUFORT,5HFFORT, 
.• bHFORCHT,6HFOAHST,bHFONHST/' . . 
OATA(ACOVAR3(I), 1-1,8) 15HCFFDR,5HFSTOP,bHFORSST,bHXVAlVE,3HXSV, 
• 5HOELTX,6HDELTXl,6HDLTXlDI . 
DATACACOVAR4(1),' 1-1,8' IZHOF,3HOPl,2HPS,ZHPl,3HQSV,4HQSVN,4HQSVl, 
• 4HQSV31 
JU T A tA c.OV AR5 i ll~I ~ 1, .B.ll ~t:lQ.S I LO.,.3 HH.Ut, bH 0 MT AItH ,.5 Hx.s T OT ,. 5.H ICDS,V 1-
.• 4HENUP,5HWLFOR,5HIOPCOI . 
OATACACOYARbCI), 1-1,8) 16HIIXSVH,6HIIXSVL,SHIXSVH,5HIXSVL,5HIPASS 
·,3HNAC,4HRESA,ZHSAI 
OATA(ACOYAR7(I), 1-1,8) 16HVELDEC,6HWLFORR,bHIDEACT,4HZSSC,4HCOPA, 
• 4HSIPA,5HDSTOP,6HFSTOPKI 
DATA(ACOVAR8(I), 1-1,8) 15HWFORT,6HVOLAHT,bHVOLANT,5HQSVCU,3HXHA, 
-------------------_._- --
• 'ItHX~I"A5, ItHXP"A 8, 5HX "'A 111 
ORIGINAL PAGE r~r 
OF POOR QUALITY 51 
. OATA(ACOVAP9(I), 1-1,8) ItHXSVOOO,5HXSVOD,6HXSVOOT,ZHPR,ItHIFPI, 
• 6HIFSTOP,6HIST~OK,ItHISETI 
The actual output is accomplished by the following code which was 
added three lines below the statement labeled 32. 
IF(IAaS(INOlG).NE.3) GO TO 50 
CAll STFL(Z,8,ACOVA~1) 




















00 37 I-l,NSTRUT 
CAll STOVAR(8,WFORT(I),VOlAHT(!),VOlANT(I"QSVCUCI),XMA(I), 
• )("'A5CI),)("'A8(1),XMAl1(1» 
, 37 CONTINUE 
CAll STFl(2,e,~C~VAP9) 










00 itO I-l,NSTRUT 
CAll STOVARC8,FlOATCIIXSVHCI»,FlOATCIIXSVl(I»,YlOATCIXSVH(I», 
ORIGINAL PAGIT ~~ 
OF POOR QUAUT'i 
* FlOAT(IXSVl(I»,FlO~T(IP~SS(Il), 
* FLOAT(N~C(Il),RESA(I),SA(Ill 
40 CONTI NUE 
CALL STFl(2,e,ACOVAR7) 
52 
. CALL STOVAR(S,VFlOFC,WlFOPR,FLOAT(IOEACT1,ZSSC,COPA,SIPA,DSTOP, 
I * F S Tn p to 5C CONTINUE 
The active control variables are placed in the proper arrays for 
subsequent numerical integration by the following code which was 
inserted in SDFLGP three lines below the statement labeled 5. 
IF(IABS(INOlG) .NE. ~) GO TO ~ 
11 • 1+3*NSTRUT 
12 • I+4*NSTRUT 




11 • 3*I+6*NSTRUT-2 
12 • I+9*NSTRUT 
CALL UPDAT(3,lA(Il),XSVDD(I),XSVDOT(Il,XSV(I),OU,DU) 
CAll UPDAT(1,lA(I2),OFlTXl(I),DU,DU,OU,OU) 
The following code was added immediately after the statement labeled 
16 in subroutine READ to correct an initialization problem revealed 
by an operating system release which does not preset memory to zero. 
SlTSVI'4 • 0.0 
IBC • 0 
INXO. 0 
JBC • 0 
For the same reason, the following code was added below the 
statement labeled 2 in subroutine AUTS. 
OElPI • 0.0 
TR • 0.0 
ORIGINAL P/1GE ~Si 
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The next phase in the development of the active control 
capability was the interface of the active code with the input and 
graphic output modules of the FATOLA.program. This was accomplished 
with the correction sets GMMODS, JMMODS, DIRACT, and ACTIN. A new 
deck ACTIN was inserted after the deck READ and a new deck DIRACT 
was added following the deck DIR3DA. The contents of these new 














3 FOPMATCZOHOER~OP.THE SYMBOL •• ,A~, 
1 Z6H •• IS NOT IN THE DIRECTOPY/IH ) 
4 FORM4TC44HOERROP.ILLEGAL C~ARACTER IN NUMERIC FIELD •• ,IRl,ZH •• /) 
READfS,l) SYM,~P,!PA,INC 
CALL lINES(1) 
J - 58 IF(I~C.lE.O) J - 57 
WRITE(6,Z) (MSG(IJ,I-l,JJ 
IFfSYM.EO.REMAPKJ GO TO 100 
IFfSYM.EO.ENDACT) GO TO qqQ 
DO 110 1-1,71 




GO TO 100 
lZ0 CONTINUE 
INDEX' - LOCCI) 
IF(INC.EO.O) INC - 1 
INDEX - INDEX + INC - 1 
NU~EX P - 0 
NE)(P - 0 
IE)(P - 0 
NL - 0 





NU"1l • 0 
NUtliR • 0 
ISIGN • 0 
JSIGN • 0 
lEFT • 1 
DO 210 1·1,56 
ORIGINAL PAG~ t~l 
OF POOR QUAUTV 
IF(I.F.O.56) GO TO 140 
IF(IRA(J'.EC.BlAN~) ~O TO 210 
IF(I~ACI).EO.COM~A) ~O TO 140 
IF(IPA(I).EO.POt~T) GO TO 170 
IF(IRACI).EO.E) GO TO 180 
IFfIRA(I).EO.HINUS) GO TO 200 
IF(IRA(I).GT.36) GO TO 130 
IF(I~ACI).lT.27) GO TO 130 
NUM • TRA(I) - 27 
IF(IEXP.EQ.l) GO TO 190 
IF(lEFT.GT.O) NUMl • 10*NU~l + NUM 
IF(lEFT.GT.O) ~l • Nl + 1 . 
IF(lEFT.lT.O) NUMP. • 10*NUMR + NUM 
IF(lfFT.lT.O) NP • NP + 1 
GO TO 210 
CAll lINES(3) 
WPITE(6,4) IRA(Y) 
GO TO 210 
CONTINUE 
IFCNl.EO.O.AND.NR.EO.O) GO TO 210 
TF(NR.EO.O) GO TO 160 
X • FlOAT(NUMl) + FlOAT(NU~R)/10.*.NR 
IF(JSIGN.EO.I) NUMEXP • -NUME~P 
IF(IEXP.EQ.1) X • ~.(10.) •• NUpllE~P 
IF(ISIGN.fO.l) X • -~ 
OATA(INOFX) • X 
NUf"l • 0 
NU~R • 0 
Nl • 0 
NR • 0 
lEfT • 1 
I SIGN .. 0 
JS IGN • 0 
IEXP • 0 
NE~P • 0 
NUMEXP • 0 
INDEX • INOFX + 1 
GO TO 210 
CONTINUE 
X • NUP4l 
IF(JSIGN.EO.1) NU~EXP • -NUMEXP 
IF(IEXP.EO.1) X • X.(10.)*.NU~E~P 
If(ISIGN.EO.l) X • -X 
NUf'!l • )( 
IF(OP.EO.AINT) IDATA(INDFX) • NU~l 
54 
55 
IFfOP.NE.AINT) DATACINDE)() • x 
I (:0 TO 1'0 
1170 CONTINUF 
LEFT • -1 
i GO TO 210 leo CONTINUE 
IEXP • 1 
ORIGINAL p.1Q.'-' t""". r>. ~I' d 
OF POOR QUAUTY 
GO TO 210 
190 CONTINUE 
NU~EXP • 10*NU~E)(P + NUM 
NE)I'P • NEXP + 1 
GO TO 210 
200 CONTINUE 
IF UEXP.EO.O) ISIGN • 1 
IFUEXP.NE.OJ JSIGN • 1 
210 CmlTINUF 
... 
GO TO 100 
999 ~ ETlIR N 
END ( 
BLOCK DATA U!RACT 
co~~aNIACTOIR/NA~E(71),LOC(71) 
lATA NAMEI 6HAMUH , 6f.1APINT , 6HAREAl , 6HAPEA2 , 
1 6HAREA3 , 6~ARE"'0 , 6HAREO~ , 6HBETA , 6HBlMU , 
2 6H8U~U , 6I-fCO~OC , 6HCOMOE , tHCDSV , f-HC 03 , 
3 6HCFFOR , 6H['IElT , 6H01OTA , 6HDSV , 6HEPSIlQ, 
It 6HEPSROl, 6HfPSSLP, 6HfTASV , 6HGAMAH , f!HGAMAN , 
5 6HGNR , 6HIOEACT, 6HKAPT , 6HOMRUN , 6HPATM , 
6 6HPGAHAC, 6HPGALAC, 6HPGAI1 , 6HPGA2I , 6HPGA3I , 
7 6H~ERCNT, 6HOPlI~PS, 6HPClSV , 6HRHOH , 6HTAUF , 
8 6HTC 1 , 6HTC2 , 6HTC3 , 6HTC4 , E-HVOlACI, 
9 6HVOlAN1, 6HVOlII , 6HVOl2I , 6HVOl31 , f,HWC , 
1 6HWC 1 , 6H\oISV , 6H\oISVl , 6HWSV3 , f:H\oIlFOP , 
2 6HWLFOPR, 6H)(BIAS , 6H)(O['l~AX, 6HXOOMIN, 6HXKA , 
3 6H)(K F , 6H)(KSV , 6H)CLPSVl, 6HXlPSV3, 6HXSCOP" , 
4 6HXSTHR , 6HXSVO"'N, 6H)(SVO~X, 6HXSVMAX, 6HXSVM1N, 
5 6H1ETAC1, f-HZfTAC21 
DATA lOC I 11 6, If-, 21, 26, 31, 36, 61, 46, 
1 56, 62, 67, 72, 82, 77, 109, 1411 135, 152, 
2 157, 162, 163, 195, 200, 20ll 212, 263, 27/., 275, 
3 281, 286, 2 en, 3011 311, 276, 346, 3e7, 397, 410, 
4 411, 412, 413, 414, 621, 6311 421, 4311 441, 451, 
5 452, 641, 642, f-43, 458, 463, 464, 611, t16, 47 /., 
6 't79, Its't, 't89, 494, '611 499, 591, 5C16, 601, 606.1 
7 644.1 6451 
END 
ORIGiNAL PAG.~ t3" 
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The GMMODS correction set expanded the dimensions of the TITLE, BUF, 
TBUF, and BMM arrays in the PLTDAT program as illustrated below. 
DI~ENSION T!TlE(20),BUF(5~O),NDIl(28),T8UF(~50) 
The JMMODS correction set interfaced the new decks with the FATOLA 
program. All DATA statements in ACTIN IT were replaced with the 
single DATA statement 
DATA ICOSV,IFSTOP,II111*CI 
Subroutine SDFLGP was modified to output active control parameters 
to TAPE13, the disk file which communicates with PLTDAT to generate 
graphic output. The DATA statement 
DATA N191191 
was inserted in this routine and the write statement below the 
statement labeled 115 was replaced with: 
I~(ISUMl.NE.O)" WRITE(13) ~19,ISUMl,DAT3,OPl1,ACOVAPe(1', 
" 1 ACOVARe(4),ACDVAR4(~),ACnVAPl(4),ACDVARl(~} 
Additionally, the final continuation card in each of the tests on 
ISTPL1, ISTPL2, ISTPL3, ISTPL4, and ISTPL5 were replaced with the 




ORlG!I!\lflL 1:;),·~··0r. .. ' r~.·" II\:H K\""'
OF POOR QUA'CI1"'{ 
1 OMETil'4"WFOPTC4',OSV~V(4"CSV(4),PGAlTr4)'PGA2T(4) 
1 OMET(l,5',WFORTf5',OSVCU,S"OSV(5),PGAIT(5),'PGA2T(5) 
The data statement 
DATA ACTIVE/6HACTIVEI 
57 
was added to subroutine READ and statement 19 was replaced with the 
following. 
19 IFfSYM.EQ.ACTIVE, GO TO e05 
CAll OIPl~C(RAl,INC,P,lANK) 
The following code was inserted after the STOP 25 
fl05 CAll ACTIN 
GO Ta 100 
810 CAll ACTIN 
GO T'J 802 
and statement 26 was replaced with the following. 
26 IFfSY~.EC.ACTIVE' GO TO elO 
IFfSYM.EC.STCASE' GO TO 21 
The CSCMOD2 correction set contained general program 
corrections and enhancements with emphasis on the active control 
code. In the ACOBLK comdeck, the ACTIVE common block was modified 
by replacing FOAHST(5) with FWORK(5), replacing PGA1T(5) with 
PGA1Tl(5), replacing ZZSSC with ZSSC(5), and by adding IHODE(5), 
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58 
include INDINT(5), in EXE, MIMIN, LGDET, LGEAR1, ACTINIT, ALGEAR, 
and FLEX1. Subroutine EXE was further modified by adding 
• 
STOP "FLIGHT TIM~ LI~IT" 
to lines below the statement labeled 143. Three lines of code 
DO 10 1-115 
10 INOINT(I) - 1 . 
were inserted as the first executable statements in subroutine 
MIHIN. In subroutine LGEAR1, the following three lines of code were 
added as the last executable statements in the LGEAR1 entry point, 
(pre data initialization). 
DO 6 I-IJ5 
P(!) • 0.0 
6 P2(I) - 0.0 
The single DATA statement in ACTINIT (inserted by J~MODS) was 
replaced with the following code, 
EQUIVALE~CE (D~1~(16),GRfFF), (D~1(37"AIYY~S' 
DATA OSTOP,FST~P~ 10.004,0.01 
DATA ENUP,FSTOP,H~~,OSVN,RESA,SA 130*0.01 
rATA ICOSV,IFQI,IFSTOP,IPASS 120*01 
DATA IOPCO,ISET 110*11 
DATA IXSVH,IXSVL,IJXSVH,IIXSVl 120*01 
ORIGINAL PAGE E~ 
OF POOR QUALITY 
the definition of OMRUN was changed to, 
and 'the following definitions were inserted in the 100 loop. 
INOINT(I' • 1 
VMASS tr, .AP1AS~· 
Additionally, the line below statement number 80 was changed to 
l, PGAITl(!'.PGAlI(I 
, -.. _. . .. 
59 
~n order to make the variable GAMA available to the subroutine 
ALGEAR1, the variable DUM15(13) in the DIRCOM common block was 
replaced by GAMA, DUM15(12). The following lines of code were 
removed 
E 00 t VAL ENe e (OM" 16», G'R-e F'F' 
DATA IFPI/5.01,FSTOPK/0.01,FSTOP/5*O.OI,OSTOP/O.0041 
DATA SA,RESA,HMM,I~SVL,IXSVH,IIXSVl,II~SVH,IPASS 
1 11~.0.,25*OI . 
DATA ENUP/5.0.01 
DATA ISET,IOPCO,OSVN/IO*1,5·0.01 
and were replaced with 




DATA AIC,INOEACT,IPSTOP 15.0.0,10*01 
" , 
r"'" ORIGiNA.L FAGS .J'l 
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The following new code was inserted beneath statement number 760. 
C C~AS~G - AJYYBS/AMASS+AMASS*PY(l)+PX(l)/AIYY~S 
CMASNG - 7.qb77 
c 
V~ASS(1) - AMASS/CMASNG 
ENCG - 0.5+A~ASS*ZG11F1(1)+ZG17Fl(1) 
ZOANT - IG71F1(1)-OI77R+PX(1) 
The following two lines of code 
18 IF(IOEACT.EO.1) ~O TO 5b 
19 IF(IOEACT.EO.2) GO TO eo 
were replaced with 
1~ 00 qo I-l,NSTRUT 
IFfINOEACT(I).EO.1) GO TO 56 
IF(INOEACT(I).EO.2) GO TO 80 
The following lines of code were added after the test on OMRUN and 
after statement number 25, respectively. 
The reduction of the control limit force was modified by replacing 
the three lines of code centered about statement number 56 with the 
following. 
INOfACT(I)-l 





ORlGiN:1l PfJ.G:! rs 
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In the line of code IDEACT = 2, IDEACT was changed to INDEACT(I). 
The four lines of code beginning the 65 loop were replaced with the 
following. 
c .• •• CALCULATION OF THE WING-GfAR INTERf·ACE FORCE (WFQRT) 
l'NSPRNG - 0.0 
C 
00 66 J-l,NSTPUT 




WFORT(l) - DWFORT+FORSST(1) 
00 67 1-2,NSTRUT 
WFOPT(Y) - OWFOPT/(~STRUT-l) 
67 CONTINUE 




T.le line below the statement labeled 210 was replaced with 
PGAITCI)·PGAIT1(I) 
IF(~GAIT1(I).lE.~1~OO.P) PGAIT(I)--1600.0 
and GAMAN was replaced with GAMA in the definition of PGA2T(I). The 
two lines of code ending with the definition of QO were replaced 
with the following. 
IF(I~ODE(I).EO.O .AND. DOElTA(I).lE.O.O) 112,113 
112 00(1) - 0.0 
(;0 TO 109 
113 OO(I)-COEFOCI).(ARE~r.(I)-APINT(I».01(PGAITl(J),PGA2T(I» 
IF(OOCI).lT.O.O .ANO. VCU~(I).lE.O.O) GO TO 102 
AICn)-O.o 
GO TO 103 
102 IF(PGAIT1CI).lT.PGA2T(I» GO TO 103 
GO TO 111 
111 00(1)-0.0 
VCUf"(I)-O.O . 
AIC U )-1.0 
10~ IF(OO(I).GT.O.C) AIC(I)-O.O 
ORIGINAL Pf.·.\?r:: £s 
OF POOR QUALITY 
The test on I·below statement number 150 was changed to 
IF(IMODE(I).EO.O) GO TP 2q7 
\ . 
62 
and the debugging change to 295 below this was changed back to 289. 
Statement number 284 was replaced with the following. 
284 IF(S(1,I).lT.0.0) GO TO 160 
GO TO 161 
160 IPSTOP(I)-1 
161 IF(S(1,I).lE.DSTOP .AND. IPSTOP(I).EO.1) GO TO QOO 
In statement number 900, the limiting value for the stroke was 
changed from 0.0001 to 0.005 and the five lines of code from 
DP1(I):0.0 to 11=0 were removed. Statement number 901 was replaced 
with the following code. 
q01 IF(PGA1T(I).lE.(PGAII(I)+~OO.O) .AND. 
I PGA1T(I).GT.(PGA1I(I)-~OO.0» GO TO 1Se 
GO TO 159 
l~e IF(A~S(~T(I».lE.FORtHT(I) .A~O. S(1,I).EO.0.0) GO TO 500 
15q IF(S(1,I).GE.O.O) GO TO 470 
The test on I below statement 500 was changed to 
and the branch to 295 for debugging purposes was removed. The 
following code was inserted after statement number 295. 
c 
297 12 - 2*I+NSTPUT-l 
11 - 12+1 
CALL INTEC-(lA(I2),SO?(1,I') 
CAll INTEG(lA(Il',SDl(l,r» 
IF(IMODECY).EO.O) ~O TO 450 
ORIGINAL Pj::G~ rEr 
OF POOR QUALITY 
The two-line definition of ENUP(I) was expanded to 
IffI.NE.1"' GO 10"119 -
ENUP(lJ - 0.5.ArYYBS.OI77R.OI77R+(ENCG/C~ASNG'* 
* (ZG77Fl(IJ/ABS(ZG77Fl(I)J) 
GO TO 120 
119 FNUPCI) • ENCG/(NSTPVT-l) 
120 CONTINUE 
63 
and the second test on WFORT(I) below statement 120 was changed to 
t:1e following. 
IF(WFORT(IJ.GE.O.O .OR. ODElTA(YJ.LT.O.O) XSTOT(I)-1.E20 
The two lines of code beginning with the definition of ZSSC, the 
definition of VELDEC, and the definition of PS(I) were changed as 
follows. 
lSSCCIJ~~WORk(IJ.SBfI) 
!FCXSTOTfl'.lE.C1SSC(J'-SCl,I)J .OR. RESA(I).EO.l.0J SA(I)-1.0 
VElOEC-«WlFOPCI)+WlFOPRJ/2.*(WLFOPfI)-WLFOPPJJI 
f (AMASS*PEDSlPCIJ) "" PSfr).«~PG~HAC(I)+PAT~)*(VOLANI(I"VOlANT(I)'**GAMA)-PAT~)/144.0 
The definitions of QSV1(1) and QSV3(1) below statement number 450 
were removed and the following new code was inserted in place of the 
six lines below statement 274. 
14 • I+4*NSTPUT 
15 • I+~*NSTPUT 
CALL INTEG(lA(I4),OO(I» 
CAll INTEG(lA(I5),OSV(I» 
19 • I+9.~STRUT 
CAll INTfG(lA(I9),OlTX10(I» 
64 
The four lines of code below statement 55 were removed to make up 
for the insertion at statement number 297. The test on the strut 
velocity at the top of the 28 loop was removed and the test on 
PGA1T(I) and the following two lines were replaced with the 
following. 
IF(I~OOE(I).EO.O .AN~. ODfLTA(I).lE.O.O) GO TO 19 




The eight lines of code below the last call to LIMITS were replaced 
with the following code. 
13 • I+3.~!STRUT 
CAll INTEG(lA(I3),OP1(I» 
19 • I +9.NSTRUT 
CAll INTEG(lA(I9),OlTX10(I» 
16 • 3*I+6*NSTPUT-2 
17 • 16+1 




In subroutine SDFLGP, the DATA statements for ACOVAR1 and ACOVAR2 
were modified by substituting PGA1T1 for PGA1T and VMASS for FOAHST, 
(:.i'" i;"!l ORIGtNf-U. Pf::..;';;:::' _.;i 
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65 
respectively. The five WRITE statements to unit 13. the call to 
STOVAR. and the call to UPDAT were also changed by substituting 
PAG1T1 for PGA1T. and the call to STOVAR for FOAHST was changed to 
VMASS. In subroutine 'ACTIN the size of the ACTIVE common block and 
the IDATA array were expanded from 646 to 656. In subroutine PACK, 
the size of the 11 array was changed from 1to 6. a change which has 
no impact on program execution. Lastly. in BLOCK DATA DIRACT. the 
4th. 5th, and 14th cont~nuation lines in the DATA statement for NAME 
were changeo to the following. 
4 6HEPS~Ol, 





~ 6u lETAC1, 6H7ETAC2, 6HI~OOf I 
6HFWORI< ,6HGA~AH , 
6HPATM , 
The 2nd and 7th continuation lines in the DATA statement for LOC 
were accord'ingly changed as follows. 
7 644, 645, 6~11 
The EOR correction set is empty and does nothing. 
The EORPL correction set inserted a new deck. EORPL. after 
subroutine CTENGL. This deck does nothing except write a record 
mark on the COMPILE file such that those decks following it. PLTDAT 
and FIND, are not ordinarily processed by the compiler. 
ORIGiNAL PAG~ ts. 
OF POOR QUALlTY 
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The CSCMOD3 correction set made several modifications to the 
program,primarily to the active code. In the comdeck ACOBLK, the 
variable ZDANT was added to the end of the ACTIVE common block. The 
labeled common blocks TABDIR, READ1, UPDCAL, LGDE, STGT, TABCOM, 
CLEAUP, STORA, LGE, and ACTDIR were added to subroutine EXE, 
although the reason for these additions is unclear. None of the 
variables in these common blocks is required by EXE. In subroutine 
DEF, the variable NCASE was set to blanks with a DATA statement 
preceeding the FORMAT. This was done to clean up the printout on 
the first page of output which is printed before NCASE is defined. 
A DATA statement was added to subroutine LGEAR1 to provide initial 
values of zero to the arrays PGA1T1, PGA2T, QSV, QSVCU, and WFORT. 
A call to the comdeck ACOBLK was added to subroutine LGEA3C to make 
the ACTIVE common block available. In subroutine ALGEAR, the 
definitions of CMASNG, provided in CSCMOD2, were changed to the 
following. 
CMASNG • l+(AMASS*RX(l)*PX(l»/AIYYPS 
Immediately prior to the definition of UNSPRNG, the variable UNSPR 
was set to zero, and the test inside the 66 loop, intrnduced by 
CSCMOD2, was replaced with the following. 
IFlJ.EQ.l .AND. O~FTOlll).NE.C.O) UN$PR • ~ASS(l) 
.IF(J.r,T.l .AND. O~FTr.l(J).NE.O.O) UNSPRNG • VNSPRNG+M~SS(J) 
Below this, the definition of WFORT(1) was changed as follows. 
.. 
67 
In the continuation line of the definition of VELDEC, also provided 
by CSCMOD2, the variable AMASS was replaced with VMASS(l). In 
subroutine SDFLGP, the DATA statement for ACOVAR7, introduced by 
CSCMODS, was changed by replacing the 6HIDEACT with 5HZDANT and the 
first DATA statement for N1, N15, and N14 was removed. The 
following code was added beneath the write of N1B, N1, and DAT2 to 
unit 13, 
JF(IABSCINOlG).NE.3) 110,115 
110 IFC!SUMl.Nf.O) WRJTECI3) NI4,JSU~I,OAT3,OPI7 
GO TO 120 
!115 CONTINUE 
and a CONTINUE statement labeled 120 was added after the write of 
ACOVAR3(3). The following code was inserted after the write of 
ETADES, 
210 CONTINUE 
IFCISTPll.N~.O) WRITfCI3) FT(1),SfCl),OElT~(1),PCl),P2Cl),~A(I), 
*~02(1,1),Sr1(1,1),S(1,1),S202(1,1),S2D1(1,1),$ZCl,1),O~ETOl(l,l), 
*OMFTC 1,1) 
IF(JSTPlZ.NE.O) WPITF(13) FT(Z),~F(Z),OElTA(Z),P(2),P2(2,,~A(2), 
*SnZ(1,Z),SOl(1,2),S(1,2),S202(1,Z),S2Dl(1,Z),S2fl,Z),OMETDl(1,Z), 
*O~ETC1,2) 
IF(ISTPl3.NE!0) WRITE(13) FT(3),SF(3),OElTA(3),P(3),P2(3),MA(3), 
*502(1,3), S[l1 (1,3), S (1,3) ,S202( 113) ,SZ01 (1, 3), S2(1I3 ),OMFTOI ct, 3), 
*OM~T(1,3) 
IF(ISTPl4.NE.O) WRITf(13) fT(4),SF(4),OElTA(4),P(4',P2(4),~A(4), 
*502(1,4),501(1,4),S(1,4),S20Z(1,4),SZ01(1,4',52(1,4),OMET01(1,4), 
*OMETC1,4) 
JF(ISTPl5.NE.0) WRITf(13) FT(5),SF(5),DElTA(S),P(5),P2(5),MA(5', 
*S02(1,5),SD1(1,5',S(1,5),S2D2(1,~),S2Dl(1,5),SZ(1,5),OMETDl(1,5), 
*OMETC1,5) 
GO TO 230 
Z20 CONTINUE 
c 
ORIGINAL PJl.Q(~ t@ 
OF POOR QUALITY 
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and a CONTINUE statement labeled 230 was added after the write of 
FORSST(5). Finally, in the call to STOVAR, introduced by CSCMODS, 
the variable FLOAT(IDEACT) was replaced by ZDANT. 
The CSCMOD4 correction set, combined with a new deck, ACTNG, 
removed the nose gear active code from ALGEAR so that the nose gear 
could be treated independently from the main gears. Other minor 
changes were made to the active code as well as other parts of the 
program. The new deck was added after the ALGEAR deck and contained 
the following • 
. SUBROUTiNE ACTNG 
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C MTX, MTY, MTl,.S FTR X" SFtRY" SFTRZ, FTR A, 
C FTRB,FTRC,SMTRX,SMTRY,SMTRZ 

















DATA AIC,IPSTOP 1~*0.0,5.01 
01(T1,T2)-SIGN(1.,(TI-T2»·SORT(ABS(T1-TZ» 






I - 1 
JFCINOEACT(J).EO.1) GO TC 56 
IF(INDEACT(I).EQ.Z) GO TO 80 
IFCHMM(I) .EO. D.) G~ TO qO 
IF(OMRUN .GT. O.O)GO Tr 25 
IFCIDANT.GF.VElDEC) 90,40 
IF(lDANT.GE.VELDEC+Xr:77F1(1).TAN(O~RUN» GO TO 90 
WRITE(6,1014)TIME 
FORMAT (1H036H REDUCE CO~TPOl lIMIT FOPCE AT TIMf-,E16.8' 
INDE4CTCI '-I 





ORIGINAL PAGE rs 
OF POOR QUAlITV 
1F(WLFOP(Y) .GT. ~LFORR) GO TO 90 
WPITEC6,1015)T!MF 
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c . 
C 










IFCSOl(l,!) .EO. O.O)GO TO 104 
PGA3T(I)·«COEF3CI).ARE03CI» •• 2.PGAZT(Y'-SDl(1,IJ/ABS(501(1,1» 
X .(SOl(1,I)*ARFA3(I)' •• Z) . 
E/«CQfF3(J)*ARF03(I»·*Z) 
GO TO 105 
104 PGA3T(I)-PGA2T(IJ 
105 IF(PGAITCI) .GF. PGA2TCI»GO TO 106 
GO TO 107 
106 GAMAY(J)-PHOH*GREFF.(1.0+(PGA1T(IJ*3.04E-O~)­
• (PGalTCI)*·2*Z.7ZE-15J) 
GO TO lOB 
107 GAMAHCI)-RHOH*GREFF.(1.0+(PGAZT(I).3.04E-08)-
• (PGAZT(I)··Z*Z.7ZE-15» 
108 IF(PGAITC1) .GE. PGAZT(I»COEFO(YJ· 
• COMOCCr)·SORT(AeS(2.·GREFF/GA~AH(I)') 
IF(PGA2TCI) .GT. PGAIT(I)COEFOCI)· 
• CDHOE(I)·SORT(ABSC2.·GREff/GAMA~(I») 
IFCIMOOf(I).NE.O .OR. ODElTACI).GT.O.O) GO TO 113 
CO(1) - 0.0 
GO TO 109 
113 OOCI)-COEFOCI).(AREMOCI)-APINT(I».cICPGAIT1(I),PGA2T(I)l 
IF(OOCI).lT.O.O .At-JO. VCV~(I).lE.O.O) GO T~ 102 
AICCI)-O.O 
GO TO 103 
10Z If(PGAIT1(I).LT.PGA2T(Y» GO TO 103 
00 (J) -0.0 
VCUMCI)-O.O 
AIC(I)-1.0 
103 IF(OOCIJ.GT.O.C) AIC(l)-O.O 
109 IFf~GA2T(J) .If. -16CO.0)PGAZT(I)--1600.0 
IF(PGA3T(I) .lE. -1600.0)PGA3TCI)--1600.0 
IF(OElTACI) .lE. 0.0 .AND. TI~E .GT. DElT)GO TO 101 
























GO TO 140 
CONTINUE 
ORIGIN/IL n 1'..... • OF p I"t ,dAQ!:';1) 
OOR QUALiTY 




FF ORT C I) -eUMU C I ) *AB Sf BI'FORT f I) haL M,J( I) *A e s (~L FOR T CI ) ) 
CONTI NUE 
COMPUTE SHOCK STPUT CHARG!NG FORCF 
IFCS(1,I) .GT. o.O)Gn TO 14Z 
FORCHTCI)-PGA1TCI)*AREAICI)+PGAZTfI)*CARfAZCI)-AREA1(I»-PGA3TCI) 
X *AREA3C!)+FFOPTCI)+CFFnpCI) 
COMPUTE NORMAL AND A~IAL HUB TO SHOCK STRUT FORCES AT Hue 
FONHSTfI)-SORTfFOXCI)**Z+FOYfI)**Z)-~ASSCI)*GREFF*SIPA+SBFOT 
IFCABSCFTCI» .LE. FORCHTCI) .ANO. S(l,I) .EO. O.O)GO TO 150 




!FCIMOOECI).EO.O) GO TO Z97 
ISTROI<' CI)-1 
GO TO ze9 
COMPRESSION VELOCITY OF SHOCI<' STRUT IS DOSITIve 
1·CS01fl,I).lE.('I.8 .AND. IFR(J).EO.O) GO TO Z 
GiJ TO 3 
Of'lTANHCI)-I.O 
GO TO 284 
OMTANH(I)-AASfTANHCZ.0*SOlC1,I») 
IFRU) - 1 
IF(Sf1,I).lT.0.0) GO TO 160 
GO TO Ifl 
IPSTOP n)-1 
IFfSCl,I).lE.DSTOP .AND. IPSTOPCI).EO.l) GO TO 900 
GO TO 90Z 
IFfSfl,I).LE.O.OO~) GO TO Q03 
GO TO 904 
SOZH,I)-O.O 
SOl fl, I) -0.0 
S(1,I)-O.O 
IPSTOPCJ)-O 
GO TO 90Z 
CONTINUE 
IF(IFSTOP(l) .• NE. O)GrJ T('I 90t:-
OSTOP-S(II!) 
FSTOPK-Z.0*~ASSCI)*SD1Cl,I)**Z/OSTOP**Z 
IFfS'l,!) .If. OSTOP/Z.O)GO TO 908 
FSTODCI)--FSTOPK*fDSTOP-SC1,I» 
GO TO 909 
FSTOPC!)--FSTOPI<'·Sfl,J) 
IFSTOPfI)-l 
IFRcr) - 0 
GO TO 901 
FSTOPfI)-O.O 
ORIGINAL PAG~ t5 
OF POOR QUALITY 
901 IF(PGA1T(I).lf.(PGAII(I)+500.C) .AND. 
I PGAIT(I).GT.(PGA1I(I)-~OO.0» GO TO 158 
GO TO 159 
15e IF(ABS(FT(I».lE.FORCHT(I) .AND. S(1,I).EO.0.0) GO TO 500 
159 IF(S(l,I).GE.O.O) GO TO 470 
IF(SDl(1,I) .IT. O.O)GO TO 470 







500 IF(INDFlX.GE. 1)GO TO 29~ 
IF(IMODE(I).EO.O) GO TO 297 
ISTROI< (!)-1 
289 IF(S(1,I) .GT. 0.0) CoO TO 295 
IFfIOPCOfI) .EO. 1) GO TO Z95 
IF«PGA1I(I)-1000.0).lT.PGAIT(I).ANO. 
£ PGA1T(I).lT.(PGAII(I)+10CO.O»299,2Qe 
Z99 IF(~VAlVF(I) .NE. C.O)GO TO 311 
IF(IPASS(I) .EO. l)GQ TO 296 
XVAlVf(I)-XKSV(I)*XMA11(I)+XBIAS(I) 
IPASS(I)-l 
GO TO Z94 
2ge IF(ICOSV(I) .EO. l)GO TO 291 
JOPCO(I)-O 
IF(XSV(l) .IT. 0.002 .ANO. XSV(I) .GT. -0.002)291,295 
291 IF(S02(1,I) .If. 0.0 .AND. ICOSV(I) .EO. 1)GO TO 311 
IF(IOPCO(J) .Eo. 1)GO TO 2q5 
IF(PGAIT(I) .If. PGA1I(I» GO TO 293 
IF(IXSVl(I) .EO. l)GO TO 294 
XVAlVE(I)-XVAlVE(I)+XSVD~N(I)*DElT*PERCNT(I) 
IF(XVAlVE(I) .GT. -0.1) GO TO 294 
XVAlVE(I)--O.l 
I )C S Vl (! ) -I 
GO Tn 294 
293 IF(IXSVH(I) .EO. I)GO TO 294 
XVAlVE(J)-XVAlVE(I)+XSVD~X(I)*OELT*PERCNT(J) 






296 JF(WFORT(I) .GT. 0.0 .AND. S(I,I) .lE. o.O)Coa TO 410 
311 IF(NAC(I) .EO. l)GO TO 307 
TF(IIXSVH(I) .EO. I)GO TC 305 
XVAlVFfI)-XVAlVE(T)+XSVD~N(I)*OElT*PERCNT(I) 
IF(XVAlVECI) .lE. 0.0)305,400 
305 XVAlVECI)-O.O 
IIXSVHfI)-l 
GO TO 400 
ORIGINAL PP,G2 iJf 
OF POOR QUALITY 73 
307 IF(II~SVL(I) .FO. l)~O TO 306 
XVAlVE(I)-XVALVECI)+XSVD~~CI)*OElT*PfPCNTCI) 
IFCXVAlVEfI) .GE. 0.0)308,400 
308 XVAlVE(I)-O.O 
IIXSVlU)-l 
. 'tOO CONTI NUE 
C 
C 








I~SVl e I)-O 
IXSVH cr J-O 
IJ)CSVlC!)-O 
I IXSVI.f( I)-O 
IOPCO(!)-! 
C~lL PHLOZ2(PSeJ),PRCI),XSVCI),OCeY"XlPSVICJ),XlPSV3CI),PClSVCIJ, 
& JSVCY),CSVICI),CSV3C!),XMU,OTOlER,NITER,PICY),OSl(I),O S3(!» 
IFCISTROK(I) .EO. 1 .AND. S(l,I) 
12 - 2*I+NSTRUT-l 
II - 12+1 
CALL INTEG(lACI2),SD2Cl,I)J 
CAll INTEGClA(I1),SD1(1,I)J 
IF(IMOOE(I).EO.O) GO TO 450 
.GT. O.OJIOPCO(I)-O 
FNlIPfl) • 0.5*AIYYBS*OI77P(1)*OI77P(!J+(Et-:CG/CMASNG)* 
* (ZG77F1(1)/ABS(lG77FICIJJJ 
IFCH~"'CJ) .EO. 1.0)GO TO 130 
SA(I)-O. 
IF(~FORT(I).lT.O.J X~TOT(IJ-ENUPCI)/«(-WFORT(I)'*COPA' 
IFCWFORTCI).GE.O.O .OR. ~DElTACIJ.lT.O.O) ~STOT(J).1.f20 
C ZSSC IS A PfRCENTAGE OF S8C!) FOR ACTIVATI~G CONTROl-CD~OCCIJ IS U 
lSSCCIJ-FWOR~CIJ*SBCJ) 
C 
IF(XSTOT(I'.lE.CZS~CCI)-S(l,I» .OR. PfSACI).EO.l.0J SA(I)-1.0 
flESACJ)-SACI) 
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OF POOR QUALITY 
WRITE(6,121)TI~f,WlFOR(I),VELDEC 
121 FOR~ATC50H ACTIVE CO~TPOl INITr~TFO ••• TIMF, ~tFOP, VElOEC - , 
1 3fl3.5) 
HMMCI)-l. 
130 IF(SC!,!) .GT. O.O)ISETCI)-O 








457 IF(Sfl,I) .lE. O.OlGn TO 456 
IF(WFORT(I) .GT. O.O.AND. asvcu(!) .IT. 0.0)454,455 
454 OF(I)-WlFOP(I)-(-WFOPTCI)J 
GO TO 456 
455 OFC!)-O.O 
456 OElT~fI)-S(l,I)-YSCO~(I) 
IF(SCl,I) .lE. 0.0 .AND. I5ETfI) .EO. O)GO TO 451 
GO TO 452 
451 OF fI) -0. 
OElTX(!)-O. 
452 XMA(!)-(OFfI)+DElTX1(I»*X K AfJ) 
IFCGNR.EO.l •• AND. X~A(I).GT.O.) Y~A(I)­
I Y~A(ll*SQRT«(PGAITfI)-PGAlAC(I» 
X IfPGAHACfI)-PGAITCI») 
C NOTEI SUBPOUTIN~ 'FL01E2' CO~PUTES THF FLOWS FRO~ THF PPfSSURES 
C IN UNITS OF INCHES. 
Pl(I)·PGAlT(Il/144. 
C COMPUTATION OF HIGH PPE5SUQE ACCU~ULATOR ~ITROGEN VOLUME 
C AND ACCU~UlATOP PRESSURE 
VOLANT(I)-VOlA~TCI)+OSVN(I)*DELT-OPU~PS(I'*DflT 
PS{I).({(PGA~AC(I)+PAT~)*(ValANI(!'/VOlANT(Y»**GAMA)-PATM)/14~.O 




!F(VOlAHTCI) .lE. O.0)~6~,467 
466 WRITE(6,1050)TJMf 
















IFCOSVCI) .IT. O.O)N~C(I)-l 
IF(QSY(I) .GT. 0.0)N~CCI)-2 
IF(NACCI) .NE. 2) GO TO 462 
OSVN CJ ) -OS V (1) 
GO TO 463 
QSYNCI)-O.O 
75 
IFCSDl(l,I).lT. 0.0 .AND.PGAITCI).LE. -1600.0)PGAIT(I)--1600.0 
PETURN 
END . 
In the comdeck ACOBLK, the variable IDEACT in the ACTIVE common 
block was changed to INITSW, the array IFRI was changed to IFR, the 
variable VELDEC was changed to ENCG, and the array INDEACT(5) and 
the simple variable VELDEC were added at the end. In subroutine 
EXE, the variable TPD was changed to TIME in the test below 
statement 412 and the return was changed to 
STOP "EXECUTIVE ROVTINF" 
The following declaration statements were added to subroutine 




and ITO available, and the DATA statement introduced by CSCMOD2 was 
changed by substituting IFR for IFRI. The variable INITSW was 
76 
initialized to unity following the definition of OMRUN, and the 
following code was inserted after the definition of VMASS(I). 
INDfACT(I) • 0 
IF(ITO.fO.l) I~OEACT(I) • 2 
The call to SETUP was changed to a call to ALGEAR. In subroutine 
ALGEAR1 the following declaration statement was added to make the 
variable ITO available. 
The call to LGEA3C was replaced with the following code, 
c 
IF(INITSW.EO.l) GO TQ 16 




Statement number 18, which had been modified by CSCM002, was changed 
as follows. 
18 CALL ACTNG 
C 
DO 274 r-2,NSTRUT 
The two tests on I and ZOANT introduced by CSCM002 were removed as 
c 
77 
were the lines of code running from the definition of UNSPR through 
statement number 67. The DO 65 statement introduced by CSCMOD2 was 
removed and in statement number 801, IFR was substituted for IFRI~ 
with a similar substitution in the statement below the statement 
labeled 3. The four calls to VIRK4 were removed and IFR was 
substi tuted for another IFRI below statement 909. The first four 
lines of code to modify ENUP(I) , which had been introduced by 
CSCMOD2, were removed, as was statement number 120. The 
continuation line in the definition of VELDEC(I), which had been 
modified by CSCMOD3, was further modified as follows. 
VMASS(!).PEOSlPC!») 
The following code was inserted below statement number 274, 
the SETUP entry point was replaced with the following, 
16 CONTINUE 
INITSW • 0 
and the definition of II below statement number 20 was removed. In 
subroutine SDFLGP, the DATA statement for ACOVAR9 was changed by 
replacing 4HIFRI with 3HIFR. The DATA statement for N19 was 
replaced with the following, 
DATA NZO 1201 
78 
and the write to unit 13 was changed by replacing N19 with N20 and 
by adding ACOVAR3(3) to the list. The five write statements to unit 
13 below statement 220 were modified by adding the appropriate 
element of FORSST to each. Finally, the call to STOVAR was changed 
by substituting IFR for IFRI. 
The CSCMOD5 correction set contained the final corrections 
necessary to make the active code operational. In the ACOBLK common 
deck the ACTIVE common block was modified by replacing the variables 
COEF and GAM AN with ALGDUM1 and ALGDUM2, respectively, replacing the 
simple variable VELDEC with the array VELDEC(5), and by adding the 
two arrays COEF1(5) and LMODE(5). In subroutine EXE, the variable 
TIME was changed back to TPD in the test below statement 412, 
cancelling the effect of the CSCMOD4 change. In subroutine MIMIN a 
problem with the flight time limit was corrected by changing the 
test below statement 45 to the following • 
. IF«XF-XO).GT.1.E-10) ~O TO 211 
The DATA statement for NCASE in subroutine DEF was removed. In 
subroutine ACTIN IT the 14th continuation line in the second 
declaration statement for the common block DIRCOM was changed to the 
following, 
79 
and the LGDE common block was removed. The DATA statement for IOPCO 
was changed to the following. 
The following new DATA statements were added 
OATA INOFACT,IN~INT,INITSW 15*0,5*1,11 
DATA FFO~T,FONHST,FORCHT,FORSST,WFORT 125*0.01 
DATA OC,OO,OSV1,OSV3,OSVrU,OTOlEP 125*0.,0.00011 
DATA OCON,OMTANH,DF,DPl,DElTX,DElTX1,DlTXlD 16*1.0,25*0.01 
DATA XSVOOT,XSVDD,XSVDDO 115*0.01 
DATA PFD3lP,SBFOT,VCV~,VElDEC 15*100000.,0.,10*0.01 
DATA XMAI,XMAZ,X~A3,XMA4,XMA6,XMA7,XMA9,XMAI0 140*0.01 
rATA XMA,XMA5,XMA8,XMAII 120*0.01 
I.Jsignment statements for the variables DCON, QTOLER, SBFOT, VELDEC, 
INITSW, REDSLP(I), INDINT(I), lSTROK(l), NAC(l), QSVCU(l), DF(I), 
DELTX(I), DELTX1(I), DLTX1D(I), XMA(I), XMA5(I), XMAB(l), XMAll(l), 
XMA1(I), XMA2(l), XMA3(l), XMA4(I), XMA6(I), XMA7(I), XMA9(I), 
XMA10(I), XSVDD(I), XSVDDD(I) , XSVDOT(I), DP1(I), COEF, CSV1(I) , and 
CSV3(l) were removed. The following code was added after the 
definition of COEF3(I) , 
COEFlf!) • CDSV(I).SO~T(2.*GPEFF/GAM~H(J))*144. 
CSVleJ' • COfFI(J'*WSVl 
CSV3(I) • COEF](I)*W$V3 
and the definition of QC(l) was changed to the following. 
OSVHI) • 0.0 
OSV~(I) • 0.0 
IF(tTO.EO.I' Gr TO 60 
JF(IMOOEfI).EO.O) GO TO PO 
C 
C 
ORIGINAL PAGS tS 
OF POOR QUAliTY 
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The following new code was added beneath the second definition of 
QSV3(I) • 




HHM(I) • 1.0 
INDEACT(I) • 2 
lHODE(I) • I~ODE(I) 
II'40DE(I) • 0 
AP2TO(I) • PGA2I(I)+PAT~ 
VOllT(I) • VOlII(I)-(APEAl(I)-AP!NT(I».S(l,I) 
VOl3T(I) • VOl3I(I)+ARfA3(I).S(1,Y) 
VOl2T(I) • VOl2I(!1-(APEA2(Y)-APEAl(t)+APINT(I»*S(1,I) 
+(VQl3T(I)-VOl3Y(Y»-VCUM(I) 
PGA2I(I) • AP2TO(I)*«VOl2I(I)/VOl2T(I»*.GA~A)-PAT~ 
PGAII(I) • PGA2I(Il 
PGA3I(I) • Pr,A2I(!) 
FOPSST(I) • -(PGA2!(I)*APfAZ(t)-PGA3I(I)*APEA3(Y) 
+D~TANH(Il*(FFORT(Il+CFFOP(I»+FSTOP(I» 
WFORT(I) • FORSST(I) 
BO CONTINUE 
Assignment statements for the variables QO(I), VCUM(I), FFORT(I), 
FORSST(I), WFORT(I), FONHST(I), FORCHT(I), and INDEACT(I) were 
removed. The test on ITO was removed, and the call to ALGEAR, from 
CSCMOD4, was changed to a call to ALGEAR1. In subroutine ALGEAR1, 
the variable XCGRF was made available by the following statement • 
. EOUIVALENCF (D~8(7q),XCGRF) 
The DIMENSION and DATA statements involving the variable IPSTOP were 
changed as follows. 
~I~ENSION !PSTQP(~1,AIC(~),PGAIT(5) 







The definition of CMASNG was changed to the following. 
PXCGl - PX(l)-~CGPF, 
C~~SNG - 1+(AMASS*PXCGl*PXCG1)/AIYYBS 
and in the definition of ZDANT. the variable QI77R was changed to 
the array element QI77R(1). The statement labeled 18 was changed to 
the following. 
UNSPRNG - 0.0 
00 22 I-I, NSTRl'T 
IFfITr.EQ.l .AND. TI~E.GE.2.0) I~OOE(r' - L~O~EfI' 
IF(O~ETOl(I).NF.O.O) UNSPRNG - UNSPPNG+~ASS(r) 
22 CO~TrNUE 
• 
OWFOQT - (-SQRT(~XP7F.AXP7F+Ayp7F*AYP7F+A1P7F.~IP7F)+GREFF)* 
fA"'ASS-UNSPRNG) 
CAll ACTN(! 
The following code was added at the top of the 274 loop. 
WFOQTfI) - OWFOPT/(NSTRUT-l) 
The four occurrences of VELDEC were changed to VELDEC(I). and the 
two definitions of II. left over from earlier VIRK4 calls, were 
removed. Statement 296 was changed by modifying the branch from 410 
to 400, and the statement label of 410 was eliminated. The test on 
IHODE below statement 297 was changed as follows. 
IF(IMOD~(I).NE.O.O) GO TO 11q 
QSVlfI) - 0.0 
OSV3C!' - 0.0 
GO TfJ 4~0 
ORIGINAL ?PJi2 t;~ 
OF POOR QUALITy 
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The continuation line in the definition of VELDEC(I) was corrected 
as follows. 
• (V~ASS(I)·REDSlP(I» 
In subroutine ACTNG, the DIMENSION statement for SD2 was expanded to 
include OMETD1(2,S), and OMETD1 was equivalenced to OMTD11. The 
four occurrences of VELDEC were changed to VELDEC(I), and the 
following code was inserted below statement 90. 
l'NSPQNG • 0.0 
IF(O~fTDl(l).Nf.O.Ol UNSPRNG • ~ASS(11 
WFORT(l) • SR(l).(V~ASS(l)-UNSPRNG) 
The branch in statement 296 was changed from 410 to 400 and the 410 
label was eliminated. The test on IMODE below the statement labeled 
297 was changed to the following. 
IF(IMODE(I).NE.O.O) GO TC llq 
OSVl(Il • 0.0 
CSV3(Il • 0.0 
GO TO 4!iO 
llq CO~TINUE 
In subroutine DECOMP, the array IPS was moved from blank common to 
labeled common, IPSCOM, with an identical change in subroutine SOLVE. 
Finally, extensive comments were added to subroutine ACTIN, but no 
changes were made to the executable code. 
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The correction set PINARY was primarily intended to introduce 
logic which would allow the area of the metering pin to vary as a 
function of strut stroke. In the comdeck ACOBLK, the ACTIVE common 
block was expanded to include the four arrays PINN(30), PINM(30), 
STRON(30), and STROM(30), and in subroutine EXE, the arrays NAME and 
LOC in the ACTDIR common block were expanded from 71 to 75. In 
subroutine ACTINIT, the following new code was inserted after the' 
initialization of QSV3. 
TF(KAPT(Y).EO.l) GO TO 5C 
APINT(I) - O. 
IF(KAPT(l).EO.O) GO TO 50 
IFCI.GT.l) GO TO 25 
ST~OK - -1. 
00 10 J-l,29 
1"'STPONCJ).LT.STROK) GO TO 15 
~rpOI( - STPIJNCJ) 
IF(S(1,I'.GE.STpn~CJ).AND.~Cl,!,.LE.STRONCJ+l» GO Tn 20 
10 CONTINUf 
1~ J - J - 1 
20 APINTCI) • PINNCJ) 
GO TI) 50 
2 ~ S T R 01( - -1. 
['0 30 J-l,2Q 
IF(STRO~(J).lT.STPOK) GO TO 3~ 
STPOI( • STPOM(J) 
IFCS(1,I).GE.STRO~(J).~Nr.~(I,I).LF.STRO~(J+l» GO TO 40 
30 CONTINU~ 
35 J • J - 1 
40 APINTCI) • PIN~(J' 
50 CONTINUF 
In both ALGEAR1 and ACTNG the three lines of code beginning with a 
test on KAPT(I) were removed. In subroutine ACTIN, the arrays XNAME 
and LOC in the ACTDIR common block were expanded from 71 to 75, and 
the arrays DATA and IDATA, representing the ACTIVE common block were 
expanded form 656 to 802. The following code was inserted as the 
first executable statements. 
c 
ORIGINA.l pr~GZ !:. 
OF POOR QUAU It 
C ZERO OUT PIN AND STPOKE ARoAY5 
C 
DO 10 J·6~3,802 
DATAfJ) • O. 
10 CONTI NUE 
84 
The FORMAT statement labeled 1 was changed by replacing 11 with 12, 
and the upper limit on the 110 loop was changed from 71 to 75. In 
the DIRACT block data, the NAME and LOC arrays were enlarged from 71 
to 75. The final continuation card in the DATA statement for NAME 
was changed to the following, 
5 6 H 1 E T A'C 1 , 
6 6HSToON , 
6HlfTACZ, 6~IMODE, 
6HSTROP" I 
6HPINN , 6HPIN,.. , 
and the final continuation card in the DATA statement was changed as 
follows. 
7 644, 645, 651, 683, 713, 743, 7731 
The KLUGEZ correction set was intended to prohibit secondary 
piston calculations for the nose gear. The following code was 
inserted at the top of the 100 loop in subroutine LGEAR1. 
C 
C···.··· .. C 
C •••••••••• TEMPORARY FIX TO FREEZE NOSE SECONDARY 
C 




The correction set SECFIX was meant to provide constraints 
prohibiting over-extension or over-compression of the secondary 
piston in a manner similar to earlier corrections made by SOD for 
the main piston. In subroutine LGEAR1, the following code was added 
after statement 57. 
52(1,1) • -O.5*ES2(I) 
S201(I,I) • -1.~-10 
S20Z(I,I) • -1.E-lO 
The two lines of code beginning with statement 61 were replaced with 
the following, 
61 J-fS202(1,I).LT.~.) GQ Tr 140 
I ·(S2D1(1,I).LT.O.) S2~1(1,I) • O. 
and the following line was added below the statement labeled 140. 
For debugging purposes, the following code was inserted 
subroutine LGEA3C below the calculation of TMP(1). 
IF(T~D(I).lT.O.) WPITf(6,1234) r,S2(I,I),S2Clfl,I), 
1 52(,2(1,1) 
1234 FOP~AT(1',7H*-*-*-*,r5,3Elt.e) 
IF(T~PCl).lT.O.) GO TO 31 
in 
The TABFIX correction set corrected a table look-up problem 
associated with the secondary piston. In subroutine LGEA3C, the 
86 
last two calls to H1HO were changed by substituting S2(1,1) for 
S(1,1). 
The correction set CSCMOD6 was intended to introduce a new 
variable, HT3, to be used from anywhere in the program to limit the 
integration step size in critical conditions and to correct a 
problem with the reduction of the control limit force. The HTCOM 
common block was modified in subroutines EXE, M1M1N, LGEAR1, and 
ALGEAR1 as follows. 
The ACTDIR common block was removed from subroutine EXE where it was 
not needed. The initialization of INDINT in subroutine MIMIN was 
changed from a 10 loop to a 445 loop and moved to beneath statement 
40. In subroutine LGEAR1, the following code was introduced beneath 
statement 4, 
INTFlAG • 0 
and the call to INUPD was changed to the following. 
IFCINTFlAG.fO.O) CAll I~UPO(NDEO,lA) 
INTFl~G • 1 
In subroutine ALGEAR1, the definition of WLFOR(I) above statement 56 
was changed by substituting H for HT. 
ORIGiNAL Pfi.G3 f~ 
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The SECFIX1 correction set made a minor addition to the 
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SECFIX 
changes to control the secondary piston over-compression. The" 
following statement was added to subroutine LGEAal below statement 
140 
Additional modifications to provide for a stroke dependent 
metering pin area were provided in the PINARYX correction set. the 
following new code was inserted in ALGEAR1 bf~low the init.ialization 
of the RL array. 
OJ 760 I-l,NSTRUT 
IFCKAPTCI).EO.l) GO TO 750 
APINTU) - o. 
JF(KAPT(I).EO.O) GO TO 750 
IF(Y.GT.l) GO TO 725 
STROK - -1. 
00 710 J-l,2Q 
IF(STRON(J).LT.STROK) GO TO 715 
STReK - STRONCJ) 
YFCS(I,I).GE.STRON(J).ANO.S(I,I).LE.STRON(J+l») GO TO 720 
710 CONTINUE 
71~ J - J - 1 
720 APINT(Y) - PINN(J) 
GO TO 750 
725 STROK - -1. 
00 730 J-1I2Q 
IF(STPOM(J).LT.STROK) GO TO 735 
STROK • STROM(J) 
I~(S(l,I).Gf.STRO~(J).ANO.S(l,I'.lE.STQO~(J+l») GO TO 740 
730 CONTINUf 
-735 J • J - 1 
7~0 APINTeI) • PINM(J) 
750 CONTINUE 
160 CONTINUF. 
ORIGINAL Pf~G\! to 
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TheCSCMOD6 correction set was refined with the addition of the 
HTTRY mods. In subroutine EXE, the new variable HT3 was initialized 
to HT above statement 302. In subroutine MIMIN, HT3 was added to 
the list in the AMIN1 statement labeled 30 and the statement was 
moved to below statement 40. 
A restart capability was added to the program with the REST 
correction set which placed most all local variables into labeled 
. ~., . 
common blocks and declared all common blocks in the main program to 
assure contiguous storage of all program variables. The unit TAPE7 
is used to hold the restart information. In program TOLA, TAPE7 was 
added to the program card. The following new code was added below 





























~ , . 
ORIGINAL PAGE as 
OF POOR QUALITY 
CO~~O~/XlGf3C/0~32(12),IFRI(5),0~3~(19) 
COM~O~/XAlGEA/ArC(~),0~34(14)'IPSTO~(5),OM34XCI0) 








and the following code was inserted just above the. first executable 
statement. 





The following read sequence was placed immediately before the call 
1 ) EXE. 
READ(S,Z) IPST 
2 FORMAT(!}) 






and the DATA statement was removed. The FORMAT labeled 7, which was 
not referenced, was replaced with the following. 
5 FORMATC1HO,16X,*JOB RESTARTEO AT*,E16.S) 




The following statement was inserted as the first executable 
statement, 
IF(IRST.GT.l) GO TO 800 
and the new code below was inserted at the top of the staging logic 
below statment 416. 
IF(IRST.EO.1.0R.IPST.EO.3) GO TO 810 










Local variables in subroutine MIMIN were transferred to a labeled 
common block, XMIMIN, as follows. 
COMMO~/X~I~I~/lCH,eRP,J,K,KF,PO,R,S,~F,~K,~O~ 
1 YMAX,YP,YO,Yl,l 
The variable NMAX in subroutine ARRAY was transferred to common 
XARRAY, and in subroutine TFFS8, the variables TH1 and TH2 were put 
in common block XTFFS8. The local variables in SACS1 and OPT1 were 
relocated to common blocks XSACS1 and XOPT1 as follows. 
CO~MON/XSAC$1/AfP02,PETlOE,H~,IG01,IG02,IG03, 




ORIGlN!\L PAGE ;~ 
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In subroutine LGEAR1. local variables were moved to XLGER1. 
. . " . 
COMMONIXtGE~1/8FX,BfY,BF1,BlM,BMM,BNM,DFX",DfY~, 
1 DFZM,Dl",D"H,ERR,Il4,INTflAG,Il,IZ,NBB,NB~,NDfC, 
Z T.HET ~R, T.TI,..e .. ... 
3 TEMP3,TMPET~,Y~~PH",Y~WPRM,OElNM 
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and the DATA statement for PGA1T1 was removed. Local variables In 
LGEA3C were moved to XLGE3C. 
COKHON/XlGE3CICPNPRM,CRNPWR,DElHN,DFTRX,DFTRXM, 
. 1 DFTRy,~FT~YH,ETAVE,ETAVEH,FGPYH,FI,HYPTAN,IFPI, 
2 IlP,Il2,Il3,ND,NDO,NOD,SIDEHU,SIOMUM,TEMPl,TEHPZ. 
~d the DATA statement for IFRI was removed. In ALGEAR1 local 




and In ACTNG they were moved to XACTNG 
and the DATA statement for AIC was removed. In subroutines FLEX1. 








ORIGINAL PAo.E tS 










The correction set PGAPRT changed the printed output. In 
subroutine SDFLGP. the array PGA1T was made available with the 
following declaration. 
Additionally. the seven occurrences of PGA1T1. introduced by 
CSCMOD2, were changed back to PGA1T. 
The DELTFIX mods were intended to once again address a problem 
with the reduction of the control limit force. In subroutine EXE. 
the variable H was initialized to 0.0001 above statement 302. In 
ALGEAR1. the test on TIME above statement 15 was changed by changing 
DELT to 0 •• and the following code was added at the top of the 274 
loop. 
DELT • O. 
IFCINDINT(1).NE.O) DELT • H 
INOI~T( 11 • 0 
The two statements beginning with statement 56 were replaced by a 




In statement lOa, DELT was replaced by 0.0001. In subroutine ACTNG, 
the new HTCOM common block introduced by CSCMOD6 replaced the 
original declaration and PGA1T was moved from XACTNG to XALGEA. The 
following code was inserted at the top of the subroutine, 
OElT • O. 
IF(INOINT(I).NE.O) OElT • H 
INOINT (I) • 0 
and the fivl~ lines of code beginning with statement 56 were replaced 
with the following. 
- 56 CONTINU~ 
~tFOR(I) • WlFOR(I) - REOSlPfI)*OElT 
fOSIlOfI) • fPSIlO(I) - EPSSlP*OflT 
The test on TIME below statement 109 was changed by substituting 
0.0001 for DELT. 
A deficiency was noted in the active code in that the input 
signal and its modifications to the electronic compensation networks 
were not being treated as integration variables. The XMAFIX 
correction ~et was intended to correct this deficiency. In program 
TOLA, the size of the LGDE common block was increased from 12 to 112 
elements, and the ACTIVE common block was increased from 802 to 842 
elements. In the ACOBLK comdeck '0 the final two continuation lines 
of the COMMON declaration \/ere replaced with the following. 
1,COfFl(5) ,l~aOf(5) ,PINN(30) ,PtN~(30) ,STRON(30) ,STROM(30) 
Z,XMAICT(5) ,X~A20T(5) ,X~A30T(5) ,~~A40T(5) ,~~A60T(5) ,XMA70T(5) 
. ~,~MAqrT(5) ,~~AI00(5) 
ORlG!Nttl \:\r;,r£ t::' 
OF POOR QUALiTf 
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In subroutine EXE, the size of the LA array in the LGDE common block 
was increased from 50 to go, the number of words being read from and 
written to TAPE1 was increased from 11002 to 11011, and an ENDFILE 1 
was added after the WRITE to unit 1. The size of the LA array in 
the LGDE common block was also increased from 50 to go in LGDET, 
LGEAR1, LGEA3C, ALGEAR1, ACTNG, and SDFLGP. In subroutine LGEAR1, 
the second test on INDLG was changed as follows, 
IF (IABS(INOlG) .EO. 3) ~OEO.I0.NST~UT 
and in ACTINIT the following DATA statement was added. 
OiTA rMAIDT,XMA20T,~~A3tiT'XMA40T 120*0.0/, 
• ~HA60T,XHA7~T,X~AqOT,X~AI0D 120.0.01 
In subroutine ALGEAR1, the following code was inserted after the 
definition of XMA5(I), 
X~AIDT(I) • X~A(I) 
~~A2DTeI) • X~Al(I) 
X~A3DT(I' • X~A~(I' 
XMA40Tey) • X~A3(I) 
the following was added after the definition of ·XMA8(I), ' 
XMA6DT(I) • X~A5eI) 
XMA7DT(Y) • X~A~eI) 
and the following was added after the definition of XMA11(I). 
X~AqOTeI' • X~Ae(I) 
X~AI0D(I) • X~All(I) 
ORIGINAL Pt'.GJ.:: [S 
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The following new code was inserted after the last call to INTEG. 
110 • I+I0+NSTRUT 
III • I+ll+NSTRUT 
112 • 1+12+NSTRUT 
113 • I+13+NSTP.UT 
114 • 1+14+NSTRUT 
115 • I+15+NSTRUT 
116 • I+16+NSTPUT 










J~ subroutine SDFLGP, the following new code was added after the 
last call to UPDAT. 
110 • I+IO*NSTPUT 
III • I+11+~STPUT 
112 • I+12+NSTRUT 
113 • I+13+NSTRUT 
114 • I+14+NSTPVT 
Il~ • I+l~*NSTRUT 
116 • !+16*~STPUT 








. CAll UPOAT(1.lA(I17',X~AI0(I',OU,OU,OU,OU) 
It was found that portions of the active code were referencing 
the controlled servovalve spool displacement when they should have 
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referenced the servovalve spool displacement. This problem was 
addressed with the XSVMOD correction set. Identical corrections 
were made to both ALGEAR1 and ACTNG. Statement number 500 was 
replaced with a CONTINUE. The following statement was introduced 
below statement 290, 
XVAlVE(I) • XSV(I) 
the following code replaced statement 299, 
299 CONTINUE 
IF(XVAlVE(I).NE.O.) GO TO 311 
and the following was inserted after statement 400. 
XSV(I) • XVAlVECI) 
The GENFIX mods made several small general changes to the 
program. The XACTNG common block was corrected in both TOLA and 
ACTNG. In TOLA, the size was reduced to reflect the removal of 
PGA1T in the REST correction set, . and in ACTNG the name was 
corrected from ACTNG (an error in REST) to XACTNG. Two new 
elements, NIN and TIMEL, were added for later use. In subroutine 
EXE, the variable NCASE was made available by changing the third 
continuation line of the DIRCOM common declaration to the following, 
• 0"'43 ,INOVPC ,0"'44 ( 7l,NCASE ,0".45 " 
ORIGINI'll. P.~GE' car 
OF POOR QUALlTV 
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and NCASE was initialized to be blank. The upper limit on the 35 
loop was changed from 4036 to 4059 to-reflect the correct size of 
the DIRCOM common block. A rewind of unit 7 was added after the 
read from 7 to prepare the unit to receive new restart information. 
In subroutine MIMIN, the 45 loop was moved to below statement 205. 
The DELTFXX mods represented another attempt to resolve the 
control limit force reduction. New variables NIN and TIMEL were 
initialized with a DATA statement to zero in both ALGEAR1 and ACTNG. 
In subroutine ALGEAR1, the following code was inserted as the first 
executable statements, 
lFCNIN.EQ.O) TI"EL • TI"E 
NIN • 1 
DELT • TIME - TIMEL 
TI"EL • TI"E 
and the three lines at the top of the 274 loop were removed. In 
ACTNG, the 2nd through 4th executable statements were replaced with 
code identical to that above. 
The MOD282 correction set finalized solution of the control 
limit force problem. The common block XALGEA was expanded in both 
TOLA and LGEAR1 to include NIN and TIMEL. The READ and WRITE 
statements to unit 7 in EXE were altered to transfer 11081 words. 
In both' ALGEAR1 and ACTNG, the three statements beginning' with 
statement 159 were replaced with the following. 
159 IFCSOIC1,I).LT.O.) GO TO ~71 
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The MOD296 correction set changed the active code. In 
subroutine ALGEAR1, the statement above statement 112 was changed to 
the following, 
and the test on IMODE above statement 19 was removed. In subroutine 
ACTNG, the test on IMODE below statement 108 was changed as follows. 
The REST1 mods corrected a problem with the program restart. 
The common block XAUTS was expanded in TOLA and AUTS to accommodate 
three new variables, DELTS, ERROR, and IPR. The size of the data 
array transferred to or from TAPE7 in EXE was increased by three 
words to 11084. 
The primary purpose of the MOD329 correction set was to 
rearrange some logic flow in the active code. Additionally, the 
AMIN1 evaluation in subroutine MIMIN which had been moved by HTTRY 
was restored to its original position. In subroutine ALGEAR1, the 
definition of 19 and subsequent call to INTEG were moved to inside 
the 28 loop. The definition of 13 and the subsequent call to INTEG 
were removed from the 28 loop and the following code was inserted 
after statement 21. 
OPl(I) • (-On(I'~QSV1(1)-OSV3(1)+(AREAIlI) 
1 *S01f1,1) '*8ETA/VOLl.TllJ 
IF(SU,l).N~.(} •• OR.AIC·(l).NE.l .. ~ GO TO 64 
OPlU) • O. 
61t CONTINUE 
13 • 1 + 3*NSTRUT 
CAll INTEGllA(13),OPlCI» 
99 
AP [NT (l') 
The- preexisting. definition of;. DPt was removed -and t.ha following 
statement was added just inside tbe 28 loop 
T~ subroutine SDFLGP, the following statement was added after the 
t~.'lll to UPDAT for QSVCU. 
IF(IMOOE(I).EO.O) GO TO 6 
The MOD351 mods simply added the following statements above 
statement 64 in ALGEAR1. 
PGAlTl~I~ • PGAIL(I) 
PGAIT{IJ • PGAllfIJ 
Following the addition or 4~ new integration variable~bT 
XMAFIX, it was necessary to increase the hard-wired' maxirmmr-limtt-of-
such variables from 90 to 100. This was accomplished with the 
MOD1029 correction set. In program TOLA, the size of the UPDCAL 
common- block was increased from- 18-1 to 201, and the XMIMIN common 
100 
block was increased from 908 to 1008. The P and Y arrays were each 
increased in size from go to ·100 in common block UPDCAL in 
subroutines EXE, INUPD, LNUPD, INPUZ, INTEG, UPDAT, MIHIN, and 
LGDET. In EXE, the size of the data block of information 
transferred to and from TAPE1 was increased from 11084 to 11204. In 
subroutine INUPD, both the test on NUH+N and the FORHAT were 
modified to reflect the new maximum limit. In subroutine INPUZ, the 
upper limit on the loop waS increased to 100. Finally, in 




The MOD1040 correction set corrected a problem with the pitch 
autopilot by inserting the following statement below statement 93 in 
subroutine AUTS. 
OELQl • OELQOe 
Since it is the variable H and not HT which represents the 
integration step size, a change was made to MIMIN by the MODMIH 
correction set to enhance the program output. The second write of 
HT was changed as follows. 
WRITE(61701) HTIH 
101 FOR"ATC. INTEG RTN. 
101 
A units problem in the active code was corrected by MOD1048. 
In both ALGEARl and ACTNG the value of the stroke in statement 4456 
was converted from feet to inches by multiplying by 12. 
The MOD1103 correction set changed the LGEAR1code to allow for 
a special feature of the F4 gear design. The following new code was 
added after the test on IL. 
C HODIFICATJONTOACCOHODATE SECONDARY "PISTON OF F4 HAIN" GEAR 
IF(S(1,I).lE.0.) GO TO 59 
IF(S(1,I).GE.SBCIJ-CSlTCI'-Sl(1,I»' 83,85 
C SECONDARY PISTON IN CONTACT WITH ORIFICE TUBE 
83 IF(S01Cl,I)+1.E-4.GE.SZOlCl,I)' 84,85 
84 SlOI(1,I' • SOl(I,I' 
Sl02(1,1) • SOl(1,1) 
GO TO 60 
8~ CONTINUE 
A method for slowly and continuously varying the aerodynamic 
coefficients CAo and CNOwas introduced with the AERAT correction 
set. Two new common blocks AEROCO and XAERO of lengths 8 and 2, 
respectively, were added to program TOLA. In EXE, the length of the 
restart data block transferred to and from TAPE7 was increased from 
11204 to 11214. A call to AER04 was added to subroutine OPT1 below 











IFCNIN.EQ.O) TIMEL • X 
NIN • 1 
OELT • X - TI"El THieL o. x .. 
INOl • lOCS(45) 
INDZ • LOCSCl14) 
ATABII • TA8lECINOl) 
ATA81Z • TA8lE(INDl+l) 
ATA881 • TABlECIHOZ) 
ATA88Z • TA8LECINOZ+l) 
ATA811 • ATABII + RTABlO(l)*OElT 
ATA81Z • ATABIZ + RTABlOCZ)*OElT 
ATA881 • ATAB8l + RTAB80(1)*DELT 
ATA88Z • ATA88Z + RTA880(Z)*OELT 
IFCRTABI0(1).GT.0 •• AND.ATA811.GE.LTABIO(I» GO TO 40 
IF(RTA810(1).lT.0 •• AND.ATABl1.lE.lTABlO(1» GO TO 40 
. 10 IFCRTABlO(Z'.GT.0 •• ANO.ATAB12.GE.LTABlOCZ)) GO TO 50 
IFCRTA8l0CZ'.LT.0 •• ANO.ATABlZ.lE.LTA810CZ») GO TO 50 
20 IF(RTA880Cl).GT.0 •• AND.ATA881.GE.lTAB80(1» GO TO 60 
IF(RTAB80(1).LT.0 •• AND.ATABBl.LE.lTA~80Cl» GO TO 60 
30 IF(RTAB80(2).GT.0 •• ANO.ATAB82.GE.LTAB80(Z» GO TO 10 
IFCRTAB80CZ).lT.O •• ANO.ATAB8Z.LE.LTAB80C2» GO TO 10 
GO TO 80 
40 ATAB11 • LTA810Cl' 
RTABlOCl) • O. 
GO TO 10 
50 ATA81Z • lTABlOCZ) 
RTA810(Z) • O. 
GO TO 20 
·60 ATAB81 .LTA880(1' 
RTA880( 1) • O. 
GO TO 30 
10 ATAB82 • LTAB80(2) 
RTAB80(2) • o. 
80 TABLECINOl) • ATABll 
TA8LECIHOl+l) • ATA812 
,_ r ABLE UN.021 _O~O AT AB81 0 __ 0 




In subroutin~ READ the following code was inserted after statement 
19. 
IFlSY".EQ.6HRTABI0) GO TO 905 
IFCSYH.EQ.6HRTAB80) GO TO 905 
IFCSY".EQ.6HLTABI0) GO TO 905 
IFCSY".EQ.6HLTAB80) GO TO 905 
and the following statements were aaded below statement 810. 
905 CALL AEROINCSYH,RA' 
GO TO 100 









2 FORMATC*OERROR.ILLEGAL CHARACTER IN NUMERIC FIELO*,1R1,2H**/) 
IFCSYM.EJ.6HRTABIO' INDEX • 1 
IFCSY".E1.6HRTA880' INDEX - 3 
IFCSYH.EQ.6HLTABIO) INDEX • 5 
IFCSYM.EO.6HLTABeO) INOEX • 7 
NUHEXP • 0 
NEXP <2 0 
.~:~p - 0 
tl'- • 0 
NR • 0 
HUHl - 0 
NUHR • 0 
ISIGN • 0 
JSIGH • 0 
lEFT • 1 
DO 210 1-1,56 
IF(I.EQ.56) GO TO 140 
IFCRA(I).EO.1H , GO TO 210 
IF(RACI).EQ.IH,) GO TO 140 
IF(RA(I).EO.IH.) GO TO 170 
IF(RA(I).EQ.IHE' GO TO 180 
IFCRA(I).EQ.IH-) GO TO 200 
HUH • SHIFTCRACI),6) 
NUH • NUH.AHD.00000000000000000077B 
IFCNUH.GT.36' GO TO 130 
IF(HUH.lT.27) GO TO 130 
NUH • HUH - 27 
IFCIEXP.EO.l) GO TO 190 
IFCLEFT.GT.O) NU"L • 10*NUHL +NU" 
IF(LEFT.GT.O) Nt - NL + 1 
IFeLEfT.LT.O) NUHR • 10.NUHR + NUH 
IF(LEfT.LT.O) NR • NR + 1 
GO TO 210 
130 CALL LINES(3) 
WRITE(6,2' RAel' 
GO TO 210 
140 IFCNL.EQ.O.AND.NR.EQ.O) GO TO 210 
IFCNR.EQ.O) GO TO 160 
X • FLOAT(NU"l' + FLOAT(NU"R)/C10.) •• NR 
IfeJSIGN.EQ.l) NU"EXP • -NUHEXP , 
IFCIEXP.EQ.1) X • X.el0.' •• NUHEXP 
IfCISIGN.EO.1) X • -X 
150 DATAXCINDEX) • X 
NUt1l • 0 
NU"R • 0 
NL • 0 
NR • 0 
LEFT • 1 
ISIGH ·'0 
JSIGN • 0 
IEXP • 0 
NEXP • 0 
NUt1EXP • 0 
INDEX • INDEX + 1 
GO TO 210 
160 X • NUHL 
IFeJSIGH.EQ.l) NUHEXP • -NUt1EXP 
IFCIEXP.EQ.l) X • X.(lO.) •• NU"EXP 
IfCISIGN.EQ.l' X • -X 
GO TO 150 
170 LEfT • -1 
GO TO 210 
180IEXP • 1 
GO TO 210 
190 NUt1EXP • 10.HUHEXP + NUH 
NEXP .. HEXP + 1 
GO TO 210 
200 IFCIEXP.EQ.O) lSIGN • 1 






The MOD2056 correction set corrected two problems with the 
program. The DATA statement for initializing the AEROCO common 
block was moved from subroutine AEROIN to program TOLA. In 
,subroutine ACTINIT, the EQUIVALENCE statement for GREFF was 
corrected by replacing DM15(16) with DM5(16). The size of the 
ACTDIR common block was increased from 75 to 77 and the variables 
REDSLP and DSTOP were added to the list of active input variables. 
The M0J2075 correction set remedied a sign problem with the 
strut force. In subroutine ALGEAR1, the statement- label 159 was 
replaced with the following code. 
159 SfGX • O. 
IFCSOICl,I).EQ.O.) GO TO 471 
SIGX • SOl(1,I)/A8~(SDlll,IJ' 
The final continuation line in the definition of FORSST was replaced 
with the following. 
1 + CFFOR(I".SIGX*OHTANHCI) + fSTOPCI» 
Identical changes were made in the ACTNG routine. 
During . conduct of the experimental program reported in 
reference 9, it became apparent that the original control philosophy 
(see reference 10) was not adequate to control the gear during more 
realistic landing simulations as opposed to restrained vertical drop 
testing. For example, if the airplane rebounded from the initial 












original control laws would permit the control to add fluid to the 
strut and result in the development of excessive strut pressure. 
Consequently the control laws were modified to deactivate the 
control if the gear should become fully extended. As a result the 
logic and equations programmed in the active gear, flexible airframe 
takeoff and landing analysis computer program had to be modified to 
control the servova1ve in order to return the strut and servovalve 
parameters to initial conditions to accommodate subsequent impacts. 
The MOD2203 and MOD2235 correction sets incoporated the new logic 
into the program. The size of the XALGEA and XACTNG common blocks 
were increased to provide for several logic control flags and the 
size of the restart common block was increased to 11364. The 







THE FOLLOWING LOGIC RETURNS THE GEARS,DURING RE80UND, TO INITIAL 
CONDITIONS IN THE EVENT THE GEAR CONTACTS THE SURFACE BEFORE 
THE LOGIC BETWEEN STATEMENTS 226 AND 421 IS FULLY EFFECTIVE 
IF(ISTROKCI).EQ.1.AND.DDELTA(I).LT.0.O'IGO(I'.1 
IF(IGE(I'.EQ.1.0R.ITRIP(I'.EQ.1'227,297 





























The code between statements 299 and 400 was replaced with the 
following. 
IFeICOSVeI).NE.11313,314 
IF(XVAlVEfIJ.NE.XBIASCI»GO TO 311 
IFCICOSVCI).EQ.1)GO TO 311 
IF(PGAITCI).GT.PGAII(I)+2000.)292.293 





XSVC U-XVAlVE C I) 
GO TO 297 
XYALVECI)--0.13 
XSVDOT (I) ·'0. 0 
IXSVlCl)al 
GO TO 294 
IFCPGAITCI).LT.PGA1ICI)-2000.)295,294 














XSYDOT C I) -0.0 
XSV C I) -XVAlVE CI) 
GO TO 297 
XSYDOTCI'-XSYDHNCI)*PERCNTCI) 
XSV (I) -XVAl VE C I) 
GO TO 297 
CONTINUE 
IF(NAC(I'.EQ.l,GO TO 307 










GO TO 400 




















































The 5 lines of code beginning with the call to PHLOZZ were replaced 
with the following. 
IF(I~RIP(I)~~Q.l)430'42i 
IE (VCUK'-lJ • GLD,.,OOOOl. OA ... VCWUI tel. T .~o...OOOOl) GO _TD.4.3..l_,. 
QO(I)~O.O 
leU n )·1 
GO TO 440 
IF(VCUM(I).lT.-0.00001)GO TO 432 
QO(IJ--VCUMCI'/DSTOP 
GO TO 440 
QOCI)·-veUM(I'/DSTOP 
IFCQSvcufI).GT.O.ti0001.0R.QSVCU(I'.LT.-0.00001'GO TO 433 
OSV(I)-O.O 
IQeUn) -I 
GO TO 420 
IF(QSYC~rI).lT.-O.OOOOl)GO TO 434 
OSV(I)--QSVCUCI)/DSTOP 





l:.J TO 600 
IreXSVCI).LT.XBIAS(IJ-.000001J424,425 
XSVDOTCI'-~XSV(I)/DSTOP 
GO TO 600 
XSVDOTCI)-O.O 
IXSU)-l 
IF(XMAICI).GT.O.OOOOI .OR.XMA1CI).lT.-0.00001'GO TO 601 
XI1AIDT(I)·O.O 
IAlU)-l 
GO TO 602 
XMAlDTCI'--XMAICI)/DSTOP 
IFCXI1A2CIJ.~T.0.00001 .OR.XMA2CI).LT.-0.00001'GO TO 603, 
XMA2DT(IJ·0.0 ' 
IA2CI)-l 
GO TO 604 
XMA2DT(IJ--XMA2(I"DSTOP 
IFCXMA3CI).GT.0.OOOOl .OR.XMA3(I).LT.-0.OOOOl)GO TO 605 
XMA3DTCI)·0.0. . 
IA3 U )-1 
GO TO 606 
XI1A3DTCZ)--XMA3CI)/DSTOP 
IF(XMA4(IJ.GT.0.00001 .OR.XMA4CI).LT.-0.00001)GO TO 607 
XI1A4DTCI)·0.0 
IA4CU-l 
GO TO 608 
XMA4DTCIJ--XMA4CIJ/DSTOP 
IF(XMA6(I).GT.O.00001 .OR.XMA6CI).LT.-0.0000l)GO TO 609 
XI1A6DT U, .0. 0 
IA6U )-1 
GO TO 610 
XMA6DTlI)--XMA6(I)/DSTOP 
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610 IFCXHA7(I).GT.0.00001 .OR.XHA7(I).LT.-0.00001)GO TO 611 
XHA70TCU-0.0 
. IA7CI)-1 
GO TO 612 
·611 XHA70TCI)--XHA7CI)/OSTOP 
·612 IFeXHA9CI).GT.0.00001 .OR.XHAgeI).LT.-0.00001)GO TO 613 
Xt1A90TCI)-0.0 
·IA9(l)-1 
GO TO 614 
:613 XHA90TCI)--Xt1A9CI)/OSTOP 
614 IFCXHAI0CI).GT.0.00001 .OR.Xt1A10CI).LT.-0.00001)GO TO 615 
Xt1A100C I)-O.O 
IA10U)-1 
GO TO 421 
.. 615 XHA100CI)--XHA10CI)/OSTOP 
C THESE SWITCHES ARE EITHER ZERO OR ONE 
421 IF(ICU([)+IOCU(I)+IXSCI)+IA1CI)+IA2eI)+IA3CI)+IA4CI)+IA6CI) 
1 +IA7CI)+IA9CI)+IA10CI) .EQ. 11}ISTROKCI)-0 
12-2*I+NSTRUT-1 
The test on HMM(I) below the· definition of VELDEC(I) was replaced 
with the following code. 




GO TO 451 
131 IFCSC1,I).LE.ESCI»GO TO 451 




The following test was inserted before statement 452, 
and the following code was added after the definition of P1(I). 
Pl(I)·PGAlT(I)/144 • 
VOl.~RT (I.) -VOLANT (I) i:QSVN U )*OEL T-QPUMPS ( I )*OEL T' 
The first line of the call to FLOZE2 was replaced with the 
following. ~ 
IF(S(1,I),lE.ES(l).AND.ITRIP(I).EQ.l)46Z,410 
410 CALL lIMITS(XSV(I),XSVDOT(I),XSVHAXCI),XSVMINCI» 
CALL FlOZEZ(PS(l),PRCI),PICI),XlPSVICI);XlPSV3CI),RCLSVeI),DSV(I), 
. . .. 
The following initializations were added below statement 50, 
I(;,EU)-O 
ITRIP(I )·0 
and the following tests were inserted above statement 55. 
IFCIMODE(I).EQ.O)GO TO 55 
IFCISTROKCI).EQ.l)IGE(IJ~l 
.' . . . . 






Similar modifications were required in the ACTING subroutine. 
112 
The MOD2235 correction set corrected an error in the MOD2203 
logic by replacing the definition of IGO(I) below statement 222 with 
the following. 
Ifj.Q.ElTAC 1).GT.O.) IGO(l) • 0 
113 
3. USER INFORMATION 
In order to exercise the new program options, the user needs to 
be aware of the new data preparation requirements and operating 
instructions. These two areas are discussed below. 
3.1 Data Preparation - The overall input data format is changed by 
the introduction of a new data card which must precede all other 
data. Tre first card of each data deck controls the restart option 
and must contain a single integer in the first card column. This 
card must be present even if the restart capability is not selected. 
allowed values of the integer restart flag are presented below: 
Value Action 
o Reject the restart option - This run will read all 
input data from cards and a subsequent restart will 
not be possible. 
1 This run will read all input data from cards and will 
create a file such that the job may be restarted from 
any point at which data is staged. 
2 This run is a restart of an earlier run. All program 
variables will be initialized from the restart file 
to the values corresponding to the desired stage. 
Subsequent data cards on the input file are limited 
to stage data only. This run may not be restarted at 
subsequent data stages. 
3 
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This run is the same as for a value of 2 except this 
run will create a file such 'that the job may be 
restarted again from any subsequent point at which 
data is staged. 
Active control simulations are run simply by inserting active 
control variables into the input file and setting the landing gear 
mode indicator switch (INDLG) to -3. The input variables are 
described in Table 1 and a sample listing of these inputs are given 
in Figure 3. The active control variable list must be preceded by 
the word ACTIVE starting in column 1. All following variables are 






DATA TYPE - DEC or blank = REAL 
INT = INTEGER 
DATA VALUES, LEFT JUSTIFIED, SEPARATED BY 
COMMAS, NO EMBEDDED BLANKS 
Unlike other program data, the integer counter for continuation of 
array data must be right justified in column 68 instead of left 
justified in column 67. The arrays PINH, PINN, STROH, and STRON are 
only required if KAPT = 2. If included, these arrays must be placed 
in the active variable list and are each allowed a maximum length of 
30. The independent variable (strut stroke) 
ORr~~i~A::j_ ~~ ::i.G~~ :~;; 115 
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• T~~ t'. 
TlQ 0 
TR~ 0 
OEM peo ~I. ENGtNF F,\ILUPE STAGE OATA 
TC tNT 1,1 
'{QF1 n. 
TTl TNT 1,1 
'(Q F? 
". TTl TNT 1,1 
41 I). 
Tl-fl TNT 1,1 
1-12 o. 
· Tl-f2 tNT 1,1 
I-IQl n. 
Tl-fOl INT 1,1 
1-102 o. 
T4 P 2 TNT 1,1 
TQ 1. /). 
JT~l TNT 1,1 
To? I). 
TT 0 2 rNT 1,1 
Ol=~ RCf'l 5J. PRAKE COND.STAGE CATA 
T~ tNT 0,0,0 
TRill 100. 
TRill HIT 0,1,1 
TRI( ? 100. 
TRIl2 JNT 0,1,1 
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ATAPP('I .17,.17 
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Figure 3-b. Short Input Staging Deck for a restart at 0.60 second. 
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for the nose and main gears are stored in STRON an~ STROM, 
respectively. The dependent variable (metering pin area) for the 
nose and main gears are stored in PINN and PINM, respectively. The 
active variable list must be terminated with the word ENDACT, which 
also begins in card column 1. 
The INDLG switch is located at the beginning of the staging 
data section and follows the same format as outlined above. It is 
also recommended that the minimum integration interval (AMINER) and 
the maximum integration interval (AMAXER) be set to .00005 and .001 
respectively to permit accurate numerical integration during ground 
contact stages. These variables are located in the integration 
information section near the beginning of the data set. 
In order to specify time rates of change for the aerodynamic 
coefficients CA and ~-, four new symbols have been added to the o -NO 
program: RTAB10, RTAB80, LTAB10, and LTAB80. These symbols, unlike 
ATAB10 and ATAB80,should not be included in table size data but may 
appear anywhere else in the input deck. As with other aerodynamic 
tables, the new symbols have a size of two. The first data point is 
for full ground effect and the second is for no ground effect. The 
use of these symbols is illustrated by an example. 
130 
ATAB10 ~379202 •• 379202 
ATAB80 .141245 •• 141245 





LTAB10 .36 •• 36 
RTAB80 .005 •• 005 
LTAB80 .15 •• 15 
In this example. the initial values of C and Care .379202 
No AD 
and .141245. respectively. At time t=.005. rates of change and 
limiting values for the parameters are specified. The value of C 
No 
(ATAB10) will decrease ata rate of .01 (RTAB10) until it has 
'reached a value of .36 (LTAB10) • At thistiine '( 1.9209 seconds after 
the stage) the rate of change will be set to zero and Ck 0 will 
remain at .36 until it is redefined by a new ATAB10 card or by new 
values of RTAB10 and LTAB10. Similarly. the value of CAD (ATAB80) 
131 
will increase at a rate of .005 until it has reached a-value of .15 
(LTABBO). At this time (1.751 seconds after the stage) the rate of 
change will be set to zero and ~ will remain at .15 until it is 
redefined. 
3.2 Operating Instructions - The program resides as an UPDATE 
program library on an indirect access file named ACTOLA. The 
relocatable binaries are on a file named BTOLAR. The plot program 
source and binaries are on files NEWPLOT and NAPBN, respectively. 
The user is responsible for maintaining the files necessary for 
restart runs and for plotting the cumulative results of several 
restart runs. The program files of concern to the user are TAPE7, 
TAPE16, and TAPE13. The TAPE7 file contains the restart data with 
one record for each restart generated (i.e., one record for each 
time data is staged). In subsequent runs, it is the responsibility 
of the user to correctly position TAPE7. The TAPE16 file also 
contains restart information, but contains a single record. The 
file TAPE13 contains data for the plot postprocessor and contains a 
single record. The use, storage, and manipulation of these files is 
best illustrated by a set of example runs. 
Figure 4-a illustrates the simplest use of the FATOLA program. 
This run will execute the program without the restart option and no 








Full data deck (similar to Figure 3-a) 
---EOF 









REWIND, TAPEl3 • 
COPYEI,TAPE13,TAPE3. 
RETURN, TAPEl3 • 

























UPDATE correction set 
---EOR 














Figure 4-c. Decks for executing the program with corrections and 
















Full data deck (similar to Figure 3-a with a restart flag of 1.) 
---EOF 
Figure 4-d. Deck setup for an initialization run with 



















Short data deck (similar to Figure 3-b with a restart flag of 3.) 
---EOF 
Figure 4-e. Deck setup for restarting example from Figure 4-d 


















Figure 4-f. Plotting cumulative results of restart runs. 
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When plots are desired, they can either be generated at the 
same time as the program is executed, or they can be generated at a 
later time after the user has examined the printed output. Figure 
4-b shows the deck setup for executing the program and generating 
plots at the same time. Figure 4-c contains the deck setups for 
executing the program with UPDATE modifications and plotting the 
output at a later time. 
When the restart option is selected, the first run is known as 
the initialization run and the first data card should contain a 1 in 
the first card column. The user should save the files TAPE7" and 
TAPE16, and if plots will be desired TAPE13. Figure 4-d contains 
the deck setup for an initialization run. Note that important files 
are saved if the program terminates normally, and these files are 
also saved if the program fails. Assume, as an example, the program 
fails at time = 0.65 seconds, using the data of Figure 3-a. An 
analysis of the program output suggests that if a smaller 
integration step were being used, the failure might have been 
avoided. 
To correct the problem, it is first necessary to determine the 
TAPE7 record structure. From our sample data or from the program 
output it can be determined that the first restart record was 
written at time = 0.005, the second was written at time = 0.02, etc. 
Thus, the record written at 
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0.60 was the sixth restart record generated. Figure 4-e illustrates 
a deck setup for restarting this run. Note that 5 records are 
skipped on TAPE7, positioning the file to the sixth record. Note 
also the following points: 
o It is not required to get TAPE13 before executing the program. 
o The permanent file names T164DF and T74DF correspond to the 
file names under which the files TAPE16 and TAPE7 were replaced 
(after the EXIT.) in Figure 4-d 
o Following execution, the restart and plot files are saved with 
new (unique) names. In subsequent runs, T74DF could be used to 
restart the program prior to time = 0.60 and T74E (or T74EF) 
could be used to restart the program after time = 0.60. 
Assume, to continue our example, the restart run terminates 
normally and we desire to plot the cumulative results of the two 
runs. Figure 4-f presents a deck setup to plot the results of our 
example. Notice that T134DF (after the exit) and T134E (before the 
exit) correspond to the file names under which TAPE13 was saved in 
Figures 4-d and 4-e. This example is easily extended to as many 
restart runs as necessary to complete the simulation. A GET is 
required for each TAPE13 saved and a COPYBR is also required, with 
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IFCI.EO.l .ANO. JNON~S.EO.l'GO TO 200 





IF(OElTAl .EO. 0.0) FGPY.O.O 
IF(OElTAl .EO. 0.0) GO TO ~1 
IFfINDNWS.EO.O)GO TO 41 
JFCI.GT.l'GO TO 41 
ETAVe- ATAN2CVTYCI',VTXCI)1 
OElN-PSIPO+ETAOES-ETAVE*RAOOEG 
IFtOELN.eO.0.0.OP.XG77Fl.EO.0.0)GO TO 110 
SIOEMU·CONFRI*CABS(OElN"**OELPWP·~G77Fl**VPOWR 
GO TO 180 
110 ~I~E~U-l.OE-6 
ORIGINAL PAG\1 ml 
OF POOR QUALITY 
leo IF«OElTA1/0TIRE).GT.0.0875)GO TO 130 
CRNPWR-CONE*OElTAI-CTWO*OFlTAl**Z. 
GO TO 170 
130 CRNPWP-CTH.eE-CFOUR*OElTAl 
170 YAWPPM-ABSfCRNPWR*OElN/(SIOEMU*FTRZ(I»' 
IffYAWPRM.lE.l.5'GO TO 150 
FGPY-SIOEMU*FTRZ(!)*COS(OElN*OEGRAO' 












































IF(DElTAl .EO. 0.0' GO TO 8 
IF(INONWS.EO.O)GO TO 8 
IF(KANWS.EO.l'r,O TO 7 
f) ~ ~ ~ ""'~ ·'cj ORIGINNI.. l'.f.~l:.~ l~ 
OF POOR QUALITY 
C CU~RENTLY, NOSEWHEEL STEERING IS FOP DISTANCE ER~O~ 
C NOT ANGLE E~ROP 
JFCKPNWS.EO.l'GO TO q 
ETAOES-ETANOS 
GO TO 8 
7 ERPOR-(PSIPO-PSIOES'+RPSI*PSIPDl*RADDEG 
GO TO :3 
q EPRO~-fY~-YROES)+RYR*YPOl 
3 IFftlIM .EO. 1 .ANO. ETAOES .EO. 0.0) INOSE-O 
IF(INOSE .GT. 0 .ANO. ETAOeS .EO. 0.0' GO TO 8 
IF(A~S~ERROR) .GT. EA) GO TO 30 
GO TO 32 
30 IFfERPO~ .GT. 0.0) GO TO 37 
ETAOES-ETAOES+ETARTI*DElTS 
INose-l 
GO TO 31 
37 ETADES-ETADES-ETARTl*DELTS 
INOSE-2 
31 IFCETAOES .GT. ETA~AX' ETADES·ETA"AX 
tFfETAOES .IT. ETAMIN' ETAOES-ETAMIN 
GO TO 8 
32 IFCINOSE .EO. 2) GO TO 3a 
GO TO 3C) 
38 ETADEs-eTAOES+ETAPTl*OElTS 
IlIM-l 
GO TO 99 
3Q ETAOES-ETAOES-ETARTl*OElTS 
Il I~-l 
qq IFfABS(ETAOES) .IT. 1.0) ETADES - 0.0 
8 CONTINUE 
.• IDENT Cl1778 
*OElETE TOlA.4,C82~77.~ 
*OElETE TOlA.q,C82477.7 




34 00 35 11-1,4029 
*rNSEPT EXE.68 














ORIGINAL PAQ~ I~ 
OF POOR QUALITY 
*OElETE lGOET.33,lGOET.33 






51 YFCpeJJ).lT.O.)GO TO 30 
IF(YeJJ).lT.O.)YeJJ)-o. 





























IFCP2(Y).GT.O.)GO TO 1000 
PH(I).(P(Y)*AH~I)-FC2(Y»/AHfI) _ 
A-4 




GO TO 100Z 
1003 SFfIl--P(I)*(A(Y)-AH(Il)+1600 •• AH(I)-FF(I)*TMP(Z) 
.OELETE LGEARl.Z06,lGEARl.206 . 
. 100Z IFCS01f1,I).EO.0.0.AND.FTfI).LE.ABS(SFfI»'SFfI)--FT(J) 
.OElETE lGEAPl.222,LGEAPl.222 








51 IF(S02f1,I).lT.O.)GO TO 30 
IF(SOl(l,Il.lT.O.)SOl(l,I)-O. 



















P2(!) - (P20f!)+PA77P)*fV20(!)'TMP(I»**GA~A-PA77P 
*OElETE CBZ477.22,CB2477.23 
ZOO IFfA6S«OHET(1,I)*THP(1»*COS«PSIPO+ETAOES)*OEGRAO)*R1(2,2,1)' 






GO TO 203 
201 VTX(I)-l.E-IO 
OHET(1,1)--fRGll.RDXG(1,+RG13*ROlG(!»/(RlEPO(I)-OELTA(I» 
. . .. 
ORlGU~J.\L PAGE: lS 











IF(OElTA1 .EO. 0.0) FGPY - 0.0 






















* 6HPF ,6HGO ,6~GOD1 ,6HGOD2 ,6HIFlX ,6HGOAHP ,6HSlEN1 , 
+ 6HSlEN2 ,6HGA~A ,6HCFOUR ,6HCONE ,6HCONFRI,6HCTHREE,6HCTWO , 
* 6HOElPWR,6HOTIRE ,6HEA ,6HETAHAJ,6HETAHIN,6HETANOS,6HETART1, 
* 6HINONWS,6HKANWS ,6HKPNWS ,6HPCTETA,6HPSIOES,6HPPSI ,6HRYR , 
+ 6HVPOWR ,6HYROES ,6HFGPY ,6HOELN ,6HETADES,6HILIM ,6HINOSE, 
* 6HISTER ,6HIRUOO ,6HINWRUO,6HAH ,6HPH I 
OATA (lOC(K4),K4-876,929)1 
*OELETE OIR30A.11,OIP30A.l1 
* 3760 ,3880 ,3900 
* 3985 ,3990 ,3991 
* 3996 ,39Q7 ,3998 
* 4003 ,4004 ,4005 
* 4010 ,4011 ,4012 
































ORIGINAL PAGE t~ A-7 





IFfOElTA1.EO.0.0'GO TO 130 
*INSEPT C82477.77 
130 I F (I S T E R • EO. 1) GO TO 2 q 
tFCINWRUO.EO.1)GO TO 82 
GO TO 8 
82 IFCOElROE.GT.O.O'GO TO 86 
fTAOES - OElROE*(ETA~AX/OELRL' 
GO TO 8 
86 ETAOES - OELROE*CETA~IN/DELRU' 
*OElETE C82477.78,C82477.78 
*INSE~T C82477.79 
2q IFfTR.lE.TST'GO TO 35 
fTAOES-fTANOS+fTARTl*CTR-TST' 
GO TO 31 
35 ETADES-fTANOS 
GO TO 31 
*OELETE C82477.Q3,C62477.95 
GO TO 31 
·*rNSEPT C82477.103 
31 IFCETADES .GT. fTAMAX' ETADES-ETA~AX 
IFCETAOES .LT. ETAMIN) ETAOES-ETAMIN 
'*OflETE AUTS.447,AUTS.448 
34 IfCIAP.GT.2'GO TO 500 
OelRN-OElR~N 
. *OflETE AUTS.454,AUTS.454 
500 IF(IRUDO.EO.l'GO TO , 
GO TO 150 
~ IFCINWRUO.EO.1)GO TO 6 
IF(TR.lE.TST)GO TO 27 
DElROE-OElROI+DELRRD*CTR-TST) 
GO TO 101 
27 DElROI-OELRO 




. GO TO 101 
6 IF(TR.LE.TST)GO TO 110 
OElROE-OElROI+OElRRO*CTR-TST) 
GO TO 101 
110 IFCA8S(OElROE).GT.0.0)GO TO 120 
OEU~OI-OElRO 
GO TO 101 
. 120 OElROI-OElPOE 
*INSE~T AUTS.460 
\MAL pf\Q'i! t5 
ORlG UAUTI 
Of POOR Q 
106 CONTINUE 
*OElETE AUTS.582,AUTS.583 




61 IF(IAP.EQ.4,GO TO 62 





















IFCINDNWS.EO.I.ANO.I.EO.I'GO TO 301 
*INSERT LGEARl.245 
301 f4ACY'--FTPY(I)*Tf4P(l)*SINC(PSIPO+ETAOES)*OEGRAO)+ 
. 1 FTRX(I)*Tf4P(I).COS«PSIPO+ETADES)*OfGRAO) 





Tf4PETA - ETAOES 
*DElETE C82477.21,C82477.21 









VTY(I) - RDYG(I)+OMETCl,I)*TMP(l)*SIN«PSIPO+TMPETA'*OEGPAO' 
,*OElETE Cl1778.74,CI1778.74 
tf(DElTAl .EO. o.O)Gn TO 48 
*OELETf C82477.32,C82477.32 
ORIGINAL Pl\G~ rs 
OF POOR QUALITY. 
SIOEMU - CONFRI*CABSCOElN»**DElPW~*VAXlECI).*VPOWR 
.*OELETE lGEA3C.16P,lGEA3C.168 
GO TO 48 
*OElFTE C82477.52,CP2477.52 
IFCI .GT. l)GO TO 48 
FGPY·O.O 
.OELETf lGEA3C.171,lGEA3C.171 




IFCOElTACI).EO.O.O)GO TO 48 
IFCOElNM.EO.0.O.OP.XG77Fl.EO.O.O)GO TO 1100 
SIOMUM -CONFRM*(ABS(OElNM»**OElPRM*V~XlE(IJ**VPOWRM 
GO TO 1800 
1100 SYOHUH -1.0F-6 
1800 IFC(OElTACIJ/2.*PZERO(I».GT.O.0875)GO TO 1300 
CRNP~H - CONEM*OElTACI)-CTWOH*OElTA(Y)**Z. 
GO TO 1700 
.1300 CRNPRH - CTH~EM-CFOUPH*OElTA(I) 
1700 YAWPHM - A~S(CRNPRM·DElNM/(SIOMUM.FTRZ(I») 
IFCYAWPMH .lE.1.~)GO TO 1500 
FGPYH • SIOMUH*FTR1(I)*COS(OElNM*OEGRAO) 
GO TO 1600 

















* 6~ISTER ,6HIRUOO ,6HINWRUO,6HAH ,6HPH ,6HCONFR~,6HOElPRM, 




. * 4017 ,40113 ,4019 








.COMr. Eel< AC 08l1C 
ORIGINAL PAGf1 'YJ 
OF POOR QUAun" A-I 0 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ACTIVE VAPIAAlES •••••••••••••••••••• * ••• * 
COMMON 'ACTIVE' AMUH ,ACON ,BCON ,CCON ,DCON 
1,APINT(5) ,AP2TO(5) ,AP£Al(~) ,AREA2(5) ,AREA3(5) 
2,AREMO(5) ,ARF03(5) ,BlFOPT(5) ,Rl"U(5) ,BUFORT(5) ,~U~U(5) 
3,BETA ,COMOC(5) ,CD"0£(5) ,CDSV(5) ,CFFOR(5) ,C03(5) 
~,COEF ,COEFO(S) ,COEF3(~) ,COPA 
5,CSV1(5) ,CSV3(5) ,0ElT ,DElTX(5) 
6,OF(5) ,OPI(S) ,DSV(5) ,DSTOP 
7,ENUP(5) ,·EPSIlO(5) ,EPSROL(5) ,EPSSlP 
8,FFORT(5) ,FOAHST(5) ,FONHST(S) ,FORCHT(5) 
q,GAMAH(5) ,GA~AN ,GNP ,HMH(5) 
.,IFRI(5) ,IIXSVH(5) ,IIXSVl(5) ,IOPCO(5) 
1,YXSVH(5) ,IXSVl(~) ,IFSTOP(5) ,ISTROK(5) 








3,PEPCNT(S) ,PGAHAC(5) ,PGAlAC(5) ,PGA1I(5) ,PGA1T(S) 
4,P~A2!(S) ,PGA2T(5) ,PGA3I(S) ,PGA3T(5) 
5,PR(') ,PS(S) ,PI(S) ,OC(5) ,00(5) 
6,OSV(5) ,OSVCU(5) ,OSVN(5J ,OSVI(5) ,OSV3(5) 
7,OS3(5) ,OTClER ,RCLSV(5) ,PEOSlP(S) ,RHOH 
8,SIPA ,SA(5) ,RESA(5) ,TAUF ,TCI 
COMMON 'ACTIVE' TC3 ,TC4 ,VCUM(5) ,VEtOEC 
l,VOLIT(S) ,VOll!(S) ,VOL2T(') ,VOL3I(5) ,VOl3T(5) 
2,WCl ,WFORT(5) ,WlFOR(5) ,WlFORR ,~BIAS(5) 
3,X~A(5) ,XI<F(5) ,XI<SV(5) ,XLPSVl(5) ,XLPSV3(5) 
~,XMA(S) ,XMA1(5) ,XMA2(5) ,XMA3(S) ,XMA4(5) 
~,XMA6(5) ,XMA7(5) ,XHA~(5) ,XHAQ(5) ,XMAlO(5) 
6,XMU ,XSCOM(5) ,XSTOT(5) ,XSV(5) ,XSVDOT(5) 
7,XSVODO(5) ,XSVOMN(5) ,XSVOMX(5) ,XSVMAX(5) ,XSVMIN(5) 


















, XODMAX (5) 
q,WSV ,WSVl ,WSV3 ,lETACl ,lfTAC2 ,1SSC 





IF CIA8S(INOlG).tJF.3) GO TO 5Q~ 
CALL ALGEAR1 





NNUH • NUH+N 
WRITE(6~600' NNUH 
600 FOR~ATt5X,3lHNUMBER PF INTEGRATED VARIABLES ·,13) 
+OElETf lGDET.4,LGOET.4 
ORIGINAL P .. 18'Z r:.f 
OF POOR QU1·;UTY 
CO~MON/lGOE/LA(50),FC2C5),P2(5).pPESe5),C(5),IPPT,lTPT 
*OElETE l~OET.39,lGOET.39 





. *INSEPT OPTl.77 
EOUIVALENCE CO~155(133), INOlG) 
*INSFRT OPT1.~54 
IF eIABSeINOlG).NE.3) GO TO 2070 
CAll AlGfARl 







IF (I4BS(TNOLG) .EO. 3) NDEQ-IO*NSTRUT 
*INSERT lGEARl.122 
IF (IABSCINOLG).EO.3J CAll ACTIN IT 
~OElETE LGEARl.228,lGEARl.228 






IF (IA8SCINOlG).EQ.3) GO TO 31 
*INSEPT lGEA3C.196 







DIMENSION ACOVAR1(8), ACOVAR2(8), ACOVAR3(8). ACOVAR4(8), 
* ACOVAR5(8), ACOVAR6(S), ACOVAR7(8), ACOVAR8(8),ACOVAR9(B) 
*INSERT SDFlGP.78 
DATACACOVARICI),I-l.8 ) 15HVOlIT,5HVOlZT,5HVOl3T,5HPGAIT,5HPGA2T, 
* 5HPGA3T.~HGAMAH.5HCOEFOI 
OATACACOVAR2CI),I-l,e ) 12HOO,4HVCUH.6HBlFORT,6HBUFORT,5HFFORT, 
* 6HFORCHT,6HFOAHST,6HFONHSTI 
DATACACOVAR3CI), 1-1,8) 15HCfFOR,5HFSTOP,6HFORSST,6HXVAlVE,3HXSV, 
* 5HOElTX,6HOElTXl,~HOlTX1DI 
DATAeACOVAR4CI), I-l,e) 12HDF,3HDPl,2HPS,2HPl,3HOSV,4HQSVN,4HOSVl. 
* 4HOSV31 
DATAeACOVAR5CI),I-l,~)16HEPSIlO,3HHMM.,tHDHTA~H,5HXSTOT,5HICOSV, 
\G\1I.1AL PA(lC t~ OR 1'1 Li"i') Of POOR QUA ,\ A-12 
* 4HE~UP,5HWlFOR,5HIOPCOI 
OATA(ACOVAR6(I', 1-1,81 16HII~SVH,6HIJXSVl,5HIXSVH,5HIXSVl,5HIPASS 
·,3HNAC,4HRESA,2HSAI 
OATACACOVAP1(Yl, 1-1,8' 16HVElOEC,6HWlFORR,6HIOEACT,4HlSSC,4HCOPA,' 
* 4HSIPA,5HOSTOP,6HFSTOPKI 
OATACACOVAR8(I', I-l,e) /5HWFORT,6HVOlAHT,6HVOlANT,5HCSVCU,3HXMA,. 
* 4~XMA5,4HX~A8,5HX~Al11 
OATA(ACOVAR9(I), 1-1,8' 16HXSVOOO,5HXSVOO,6HXSVOOT,2HPR,4HIFRI, 
* 6HIFSTOP,6HISTRnK,4HISETI 
*INSEoT C82477.66 
IF{IABS(INOlG'.Nf.3) GO TO 50 
CAll STFlC2,B,ACOVAR1) 




































00 40 I-l,NSTRUT 





ORiGINAL P[-lG~ ~:1 






IFfIABSfINOlG) .NE. 3) GO TO 6 
11 • I+3.NSTRUT 
12 • I+4.NSTRUT 




11 • 3.I+6.NSTRUT-Z 




Sl TSYM • 0.0 
IBC • 0 
IN XQ· 0 
JBC • 0 
.INSERT AUTS.87 
DElPt • 0.0 
TR • 0.0 
.tOENT ACTINIT 
.INSfRT lGEA3C.Z27 
'.oECI< ACTIN IT 
SUBROUTINE ACTINIT 
C 



































OIMENSION C03(5), SOI(2,5) 
EQUIVALENCE(SD11(11,SOl(1,1», (OM5(16),GPEFF) 
r. 
C OATA STATEHENTS TO SET VALUES OF INPUT VAPIA~lES 
C 










OAT 1> .. P ATM, PGAHAC,PGAl AC 12116 .,(l, '*432000.0,'*0.0 I 
DATA PGA1I,PGA2I,PGA3I/15*40320.01 
OA.T A TAUf,TC 1 ,TC 2, TC3, TC 41.0.1, 0.281, 0.11t1,0 ',001,0. 00011 
DATA, VOllI,VOl21,.VOl3J/5*O .36379,'*0.,47164,5*0.01 
DATA RHOH, Wl FOP, Wl FORR/l. 626,5*,500.0,0,.01 
DATA DSVIRCLSV'WSVl,~SV3/5*1.1875,5*0.0000475,2*3.4eOI 
04TA' WC,WC1,WSV, )C~~V "XSTHP 11263.0,251.3,655.5,5*0.00250,0.0208331 
OkrA XI<A" XI< F, XL PSV1, Xl PSV3/5*0. 04,5*60.0,.5*0.0,5*0.01 
C~TA XBIAS,XSCCM,XSV~"N~XSVOHX/5*-0.00014,5*1.206~5*-~0.1,5*30.11 
[}ATA: XOOHAX ,XOOM,IN 1~*1.,OE20,5*-1.O,.E201 
DATA: XSVP1 A,X-"X SVP4't N, ZfT AC1,7ET I.C 2/5*0.100,5*-0.100,5.1,0.11 
OA:TA VOLAC I1VOlAN I,Q,PUf'lPS1,5*1.3333 3,5*0.26667,5*0.020051 
C****.***'*·*****************'*************~***************************** 
c 












II - 0 
00 100 I-l,NSTRUT 
REOSlPfI) - 100000.0 
ISTRfJK (1)-0 
NAC(!)-O 








·ORiGfN;\"~ ,?{-.~.:z, ~j 
OF POOR QUALlT1. 
Dl TX10CI)-0. 
XMAfI'-COF(I'+OfLTXICI')*XKAC1) 
XMA5C t '-)(flU (I) 
XMA8( I' -XPU5 C I' 






XMA9( J) -0. 
XI'IA10CI)-0. 
X$VOon,-o. 






C NOTEt SUBROUTINE 'PHl012' CO~PUTes INITIAL PRESSURES AND FLOWS IN 

























FFORTU) - 0.0 
FO~SSTn)-O.O 
WFORTCI)-O.O 
FONHST (J) -0. 0 














































































ORIGINAL Pi\G~ t3 
OF POOR QUALITY A-l8 











C ~AIN COMPUTATIONAL AREA 












C ••••••••••••••••••• ACTIVE CODe ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 








COPA - COS«THTPO+DIOTA'.OEGRAO' 
SIPA - SI~«THTPD+OIOTA).OEGRAO) 
IF(TIME .GT. DElT)GO TO Ie 
WRTTE(6,1013) 
FORMAT (IH020H ACTIVE CONTPOl GEAP) 
IF(IDEACT.EO.1' GO TO 56 
IFCIDEACT.EO.21 GO TO eo 
IF (HIIoIIP4(I) .EO. 0.) GO TO 90 
IF(OMRUN .GT. O.O,GO TO 25 
IF(ZG77FICl) .GE. VElOEC) GO T~ 90 
GO TO 40 
IFCZG77Fl(l) .GE. VElOEC+XG77Fl(l'.TAN(OMRUN»GO TO 90 
WRITE(6,l014'TIME 
FORMAT C1~036H REDUCE CONTROL LIMIT FORCE AT TIM£-,E16.8) 
IDE AC T-l 
56 WlFOR(I'.WlFOR(I'-REOSLP(I).OElT 
EPSILOCI)-EPSIlO(I)+EPSSLP·OElT 
IF(WLFOR(I) .GT. WlFORP) GO TO 90 
60 WRJTE(6,1015)TJME 
1015 FORMAT (lH027H CONTROL AT WlFORR AT TIME-,E16.8) 






ORIGINAL p[\QE i:;' 
OF POOR QUALITY 
A-19 
C.·· •••••••• ······················**······*··*·******·*********.*.* •• ** 
00 65 I-l,NST~UT 
WFORTCI) - (SOPT(FXB7P*FXB7P+FYB7P*FYB7P+FZ~7P*FZB7P))'CNSTRUT-l) 
€ +fFOPSST(I).COPA' 
C ••••• ** ••• *.* ••• * •••••••• ACTIVE CODE ••• * ••• * •• ** •••••••••••••••••• *. 
IFtKAPTCI).NE.O)GO TO 210 
APINTfJ)-O.O 
210 CONTINUE 






IF(SOI(l,I' .EO. O.O)GO TO 104 
PGA3T(I)-«COEF3(I).ARE03(I».*2.PGA2T(I)-SDl(1,I"ABS(SOl(I,I" 
X .(SD1(1,I)*AREA3(I" •• Z) 
G/«(COEF3(I'·ARE03(I)'·*2' 
GO TO 105 
104 PGA3T(I)-PGAZT(I) 
105 IF(PGA1T(I' .GE. PGAZT(I)'GO TO 106 
GO TO 107 
106 GAMAH(I)-RHOH.GREFF.(1.0+(PGA1T(I'.3.04E-Oe)-
• (PGA1T(I'··Z·Z.7ZE-15) 
GO TO 10e 
107 GA~AH(J'-RHOH.GREFF.(1.0+(PGAZT(I'.3.04E-08)­
• (PG42T(I)*·Z.Z.7ZE-15» 
108 IF(PGA1T(J) .GE. PGAZT(I»)COEFO(I)-
• CDMOC(I)·SORT(ABS(Z.*GREFF/GAMAH(I'» 
IF(PGAZT(I' .GT. PGAIT(I»COEFO(I'-
• CO~OE(J)·SORT(ABS(2 •• GREFF/GAMAH(I)') 
JF(SOl(l,I).lE.O.O) GO TO 109 
QO(I)-COEFO(I)·(APEMO(I'-APINT(I".Ol(PGAIT(I"PGA2T(I" 
109 IF(PGAZTfI) .LE. -1600.0'PGAZT(I'--1600.0 
IF(PGA3T(I) .If. -1600.0)PGA3T(I)--1600.0 
100 IF(OELTA(I) .lE. 0.0 .AND. TIME .GT. OElT)GO TO 101 
GO TO 110 
·101 FFORT(I)-O.O 
.c 
GO TO 140 
110 CONTINUE 





C COMPUTE SHOCK STPUT CHARGING FORCE 
IF'S(l,I' .GT. O.O)GO TO 14Z 
ORIGINAL Pi',\q~ tt;' 
OF POOR QUALITY A-20 
141 FO~CHTCI)-PGAITCI).APEAICI)+PGA2T(I).(~Re~ZC!'-~PEA1CI»-PGA3TCI) 
~ .AREA3CI)+FFOPTCI)+CFFOP(I) 
C CO~PUTE NORMAL AND AXIAL HUe TO SHOCK STRUT FORCES AT HUB 
142 FONHST(I)-SORT(FOX(I) •• 2+FDYCI) •• 2)-~ASS(I).GREFF.SIPA+S9FOT 
1~(AeSCFTCI» .lE. FORCHTCI) .ANO. SC1,I' .EO. O.O)GO TO 150 




IFCI.EO.l) GO TO 450 
ISTROK (J)-1 
c •••••• zeg CHANGED TO 2Q5 FOR DEBUGGING PURPOSES. 
GO TO 295 
C CO~P~ESSION VELOCITY OF SHOCK STRUT IS POSITIVE 
801 IFCSDl(I,I) .lE. o.e .AND. IFRICI) .EO. O)GO TO Z 
GO TO 3 
2 OMTANH(I)·1.0 
GO TO 284 
3 OMTANH(I)-ABS(TANHC2.0.SD1Cl,I») 
IFR J( 1)-1 
284 IFCSCl,I) .lE. OSTnp .ANO. SOl(I,I) .IT. O.O)GO TO 900 
GO TO 902 
900 IFCS(l,I) .lE •. 0.0001)GO TO 903 
GO TO 904 
903 S02Cl,I'-0.0 





00 C I) -0.0 
11-0 
C CAll VIRK4CII,N,NT,CI,SPEC,CI~AX,IERR.VAR,CUVAR,DER,ElEl,ElE2, 
C 1 ElT,ERRVAliOERSUB,CHSUB,ITEXT) 
GO TO ~02 . 
904 CO~TINUf 
IFCI~STdP(I) .NE. O)GO TO 906 
905 OSTOP-S(l,I) 
FSTOPK-2.0·MASSCI)·SOlCl,I)··Z/OSTOP··2 
906 IFCS(!,I) .tE. OSTOP/2.0)GO T~ 908 
907 FSTOP(I'-~FSTOPK.(OSTOP-S(l,I') 




GO TO 90i 
902 FSTOP(I).O.O 
901 t~(ABS(FTCt)' .LE. FORCHTCI) .ANO. SC1,I) ~EO. O.O)GO TO 500 
IFCSDici;l) .IT. a.O)GO TO 470 
GO TO 471 
470 FFORTCY)--FFORTCr) 
CFFOR(I)--CFFOPCI) 
ORiGINAL Pj~8~ ra A-21 





500 IFCI~OFlX.GE. l)GO TO 295 
IFCI.EO.1) GO TO 4~0 
ISTROK (J)-1 
c************ ~PANCH FOP DEBUGGING PURPOSES. 
GO TO 295 
289 IF«S(1,I) .LE. 0.0)290,295 
290 IFCIOPCOCY) .EO. I)GO TO 295 
YFCCPGAIICY)-1000.0'.lT.PGAITCI'.ANO. 
£ PGAITCI).lT.CPGAIICY'+1000.0)299,2ge 
299 IFfXVAlVECI' .NE. O.O)GO TO 311 
IFCIPASSCI' .EO. I)GO TO 296 
XVAlVE(I)-X~SVCI)*XMAI1CI)+XBIASCI) 
IPASS (I '-1 
GO TO 294 
298 IFCICOSVCI) .EO. 1)GO TO 291 
IOPCO C J)-O 
IF(XSVCI) .LT. 0.002 .ANO. XSVCI) .GT. -0.002)291,295 
291 IFCS02C1,I) .lE. 0.0 .AND. ICOSVCI) .EO. l'GO TO 311 
IFfIOPCOCI) .EO. l)GO TO 295 
IF(PGAITCI) .GT. PGAIICI»292,293 
292 IF(IXSVL(I' .EO. l'GO TO 294 
XVAlVECI)-XVAlVE(I)+XSVOMN(I)*OElT*PERCNT(I) 
IF(XVAlVE(I) .lE. -0.1)300,294 
300 XVAlVE(I)--O.l 
JXSVl (I)-I 
GO TO 294 
tq3" IFf r~SVH"tl'l' • EO. 1 )S& TO- 294-
XVAlVfCI)-XVAlVECI)+XSVOMXCI)*OElT*PERCNTCI) 





C CAll VIRK4CJI,N,NT,CI,SPEC,CJMAX,IERR,VAR,CUVAR,OER,ElE1,ElE2, 
C 1 ElT,ERRVAl,OERSUB,CHSUB,ITEXT) 
Ol TX10nJ-O.o 
ICOSV(I)-1 
296 IF(WFOPT(I) .GT. 0.0 .AND. S(l,l) .lE. o.O)GO TO 410 
311 IFCNAC(I) .EO. l)GO TO 307 
IFeIIXSVHeI) .EO. 1)GO TO 305 
XVAlVECI)-XVAlVE(I)+XSVOMN(Il*OElT*PERCNTCIl 
IFeXVAlVECI' .lE. 0.0)305,400 
~05 XVAlVE(I)-O.O 
I I X~VH(!)-1 
GO TO 400 
{:-" 
ORIGINAL rAGS n~ 
OF POOR QUALITY 
307 IF(IIXSVl(I) .EO. l)GO TC 308 
XVAlVECr)-XVAlVE(I)+XSVO~X'I'·OElT.PERCNT(I' 





C CALL VIP~4'II,N,NT,CI,SPEC,CI~AX,IERP,VAR,CUVAP,OER,ELEl,ElE2, 
C 1 ElT,ERRVAL,OERSUB,CHSUB,ITEXT) 
C 












ropco (J )-1 
CAll PHlOI2CPSCI),PR(t),XSVCI),OCCI),XlPSVl(I),XlPSV3(1),RClSV(I), 
& DSV(I),CSVl(I),CSV3(Y),X,",U,OTOlER,NITER,Pl(I),OSl(I),QS3(1» 








ZSSC IS A PERCENTAGE OF S8(I) FOR ACTIVATING CONT~OL-CDMOC(I) IS US 
lSSC-0.6*CDMOCfI)*SB(I) 
IF(XSTOT(I) .lE. (ZSSC-S(1,I» .OR. RESA(I) .EO. 1.0)SA(I)-1.0 
RESAC I)-SAn) 




121 FOPMAT(SOH ACTIVE CONTROL INITIATED ••• TIME, WlFOR, VElDEC - , 
1 3EI3.5) 
HMM(·I)·l. 
130 IF(S(I,I) .GT. O.O)ISET(I)-O 










457 IFfS'1,I' .lE. O.OlGO TO 456 
453 IF(VFORTfl) .GT. 0.0 .AND. QSVCU(I) .IT. 0.0'454,455 
454 OF(I)-WLFOPf!)-(-WFORTC!" 
GO TO 456 
455 DFfI)-O.O 
456 DELTXfI)-S(l,I)-XSCO~(I) 
IF(S«1,I) .tE. 0.0 .ANO. 15£T(I) .EO. O)GO TO 451 




IFCGNR.EO.l •• ANO. X~A(I).GT.O.) XMA(I)-
t ~MAfI)*SQRT«PGAITeI)-PGALAC(I» 
X IfPGAHAC'J)-PGA1TfY)) 
. C NOTEr SUBROUTINE 'Fl01E2' CO~PUTES THE FLOWS FRO~ THE PRESSURES 
C IN UNITS OF INCHES. 
P1fI)-PGAIT(I)/144. 
C COMPUTATION OF HIGH PRESSURE ACCUMULATOR NITROGEN VOLUME 
C AND ACCUMULATOR PPESSURE 
VOlANT(Il-VOLANT(I)+OSVN(I)*OElT-OPUMPS(I)*OElT 
PS(I)-CCCPGAHAC(t)+PATM)*(VOlANICt)/VOlANT(J»**GAMAN)-PATM'/144.0 





IFeVOLAHT(I) .LE. 0.O'46t,467 
466 WRITE(6,1050)TIME 










QSV1(1) - 0.0 
OSV3(1) - 0.0 
OSVCI)-OSV1fl)-OSV3CI) 
IF(QSVCI) .IT. O.OlNACCI)-l 
ORiGINAL rp,Gt1 ~S 
OF POOR QUAUTY 
IF(OSV(l) .GT. 0.0)N~C(I)·2 
IF(NAC(I) .EO. 21461,462 
461 OSVNII).OSV(I) 
GO TO 463 
462 OSVNll)·O.O 
A-24 
463 IF(S01(1,Y'.lT. 0.0 .ANO.PGA1Tll).lE. -1600.0)PGA1T(I)--1600.0 
274 CONTINUE 
11 - I+3.NSTRUT 
12 - I+4.NSTPUT 




C ••• •••• •• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• IF(S01(l,I).EO.0.0.AND.FTCt).lE.ABS(FORSST(I»lFORSST(t)--FT(I) 
AA(I) - (FT(I)+FDRSST(I)l/MASS(I) 




79 IF(TTIME.GE.HT)GO TO 77 
,",T1-TTI~E 
GO TO 77 
78 T~IHE-.{SB(11-S(1,1»/SDl(1,I) 




~9 FOR~AT(,eX,4H-ES(,IlI20H' EXCEEDEO IN AlGEARI 
C58X,2HS(,Il,4H) - e15.') 
SCl,,y) --0. 5.ES (-1) 
SD1~1,1).~1.OE-I0 
SD2i1,n -~1.0E-I0 
'0 ·IF(S(-1,IJ.lE.eSCI»GO TO 51 
~F(S(1,~l~lE.(S8(I)-ES.{I)1)GO TO 55 
.IFfS:{1"I).lE.{S8(IH·ES.'(I)))GO TO 52 
WRlTE(6, 53 H, I, S (l,l) 
!53fORHA'T:(~8)(,4H ES{,lh20H) EXCEEDED IN ALGfARI 
,C58X,2:HS:h·ll,4H·) - El5.7) 
51,1, t:) -0'.5*E5 (I) 
'2 ,I F,{ SO:1·(.1,I,) • GT .0.·' SD.1Cl, 1) -0. 
·IFJSO,2;(,1,1~).l T.O.'lGO 'T05~ 
SD2.C·1'·l).0. GOTD :55 ' ; 
51 ,IF(·,S02:(1,'U .• lT .• 0.)GO .TO 30 
. :~.~ (ig:1~.~'l).l" .• 0,. )SD1;(1,J)-0. 
30S02·n"I,).- o. 






ORIG!NAL ?.:V~~ m 
OF POOR QUAUTY 
A-25-
C RE-CHEC~ SHOCK STRUT FORCE FOR RE-CONOITIONEO FULLY EXTE~OEO SlATE 
IFCSOlf1,I).EQ.0.0.ANO.FTCI'.lE.ABS(FORSST(Y)')FORSST(l)--FT(I) 
THPfl)-RZEROCI)-OELTACI' 
IF(CASKfI'.GT.l.E-lO'GO TO 200 
IFfINONWS.EO.1.ANO.I.EO.1'GO TO 301 
HA(I)--FTRY(I)*TMP(1J*RI(2,l,I'+FTRXfI'.THP(I' 
C.RH2,2,J) 
GO TO 201 
301 HAfI'--FTPYCI'*THP(1).SINfCPSIPO+ETAOES).OEGRAO'+ 
1 FTRXCI'.THP(1).COS(CPSIPO+ETAOES'*OEGRAO' 




IF(IBCI).NE.C-l»GO TO 48 
OHET01 (1, 1'-0. 
OMET( 1,1 )·0. 
GO TO 21 
48 TP1P U) -0. 
IFCOMETC1,I).NE.0.)THPCl'-OHETCl,I)/ABSCO~ETr1,I" 
OHETOl(l,I'-CHA(I'-HeCI)·THPCl"/CNTIRES(I)·HO~ENT(I') 
21 CAll INTfGCLACI),OMET01C1,I» 
C ••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
65 CONTINUE 




00 7G r-1,NSTRUT 
SFTRX-SFTRX+FTRXCIJ 
SFTRY-SFTRY+FTPY(I) 













ORIGINAL P.~~G£ E~ 
OF POOR QUAUn' 
~TY-RL(2,1)*S~TRX+Pl(2,2)·SHTPY+Rl(2,3).SHTRZ 
MT1-~L(3,1)*SMTRX+Rl(3,2)*SMTRY+Rl(3,3)·S~TRZ 





























BF If-aF X.O FXM : . 
BFY-~FY+OFYH 
SF Z-8 F l+OFIM 
Bl .... ·SLM+OtH . 
BMH-8HM+OMM 
BNH-SNH+ONH 




LH -(M+THP (1-)'*A11 n) *RY C I) 
JIIH~H~-THP(~)*RRCGXCI) 





















DO 28 I-l,NSTRUT 
IF(SDl(I,I) .lE. 0.0) GO TO 20 
DPICI'-(-OOCI'+OSVICI)-OSV3CI)+CAPEAlCI'-APINTfI»*SDl(1,1» 
I *8ETA/VOlITCI) 
IFCPGAITCI) .lE. -1600.0) .10,20 
10 PGAlTeI) - -1600.0 . 















CAll LIHI TS e XSV C I), XSVDOT (I), XSV"'AXC I), XSVHIN (1,r--
CALL LI~ITSCXSVOOT(I"XSVDO(I),XSVOHX(I"XSVOMN(I') 
CAll LIHITseXSVOOfYJ,XSVOOO(I),XDDHAXCI"XDO"'IN(I" 
11 • 3*Y+6*NSTRUT-2 . 
- 12 - 11+1 




















• PHtO 12 • •••••••• ; ~ ~';~-;:--; •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• R. D. eDSON 
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE STEADY-STATE CHAMBER PRESSURE (PI) 
AND FLOW RATES (01 t 03' FOR A TWO-WAY NONSYHHETRICAL SPOOL VALVE 















FLOW (OC). THE PARA~ETERS REOUIRED IN THE 'CALL' STATEMENT ARE 
THE SA~E AS DESCPIBfD IN SUBROUTINE 'FlOIE2', WITH THE FOLLOWING 
ADDITIONAL PARAMETERS a 
OC - THE FLOW RATE TO THE lOAD 
OTOlER - THE TOLERANCE ALLOWED IN CALCULATING FLOW RATES, FOR 
DETERMINING WHETHER OR NOT THE SOLUTION HAS CONVERGED (.0001 IS TYPICAL) 












IF(OlA.EO.O •• AND. 03B.EO.0.) GO TO 51 
03A-03A+OC 
038-03B+OC 








IF(FlAG.LT.O.) GO TO 55 
IF(Pl.EQ.PlI) GO TO 100 
55 PII-Pl' 
IF(Ql.EO.O •• AND. Q3.EQ.0.) GO TO 100 
IF(A8S(01) .GE. A8S(03» ODEN-Ol 
IFCA8S(Q3) .GT. ABS(01» OOEN-03 
IF(ABS((01-Q3)'ODEN) .IT. OTOlER) GO TO 100 













IFCP1FlAG.GT.O.) GO TO 300 
















































'FlOZE2' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• R. D. EDSON 
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE STEADY-STATE FLOW RATES (01 AND 
03) FOR A TWO-WAY NONSYMMETRICAL SPOOL VALVE WITH RECTANGULAR 
WINDOW SLOTS, GIVEN THE LOAD CHA~BER 
(X). THE PARAMETERS REOUIRED IN THE 
PRESSURE cPt) AND STRO~E 









- VALVE STROKE 
- PRESSURE I~ CHAMBER t (TO LOAD) 
• FLOW RATE FROM SUPPLY LINE TO CHAMBER 1 
• FLOW RATE FROM CHAMBER 1 TO RETURN LINE 
• SUPPLY PRESSURE 
- RETURN PRESSURE 
• OVERLAPPED OR UNDEPLAPPED LENGTH BETWEEN THE SPOOL 
AND SLEEVE AT NULL, FOR FLOW Q1. A POSITIVE NUMBER 
IS useD FOR OVERLAP, A NEGATIVE NUM8ER FOR UNDERLAP. 
LAP3 - OVERLAPPED OR UNDERLAPPED lENGTH BETWEEN THE SPOOL 
ANO SLEEVE AT NULL, FOR FLOW Q3. A POSITIVE NUMBER 
IS useD FOR OVERLAP, A NE~ATIVe NUMBER FOR UNDERlAP. 
RCl • RADIAL CLEARANCE BETWEEN THE SPOOL AND SLEEVE 
o • DIAMETER OF SPOOL 
COEF1 • FLOW COEFFICIENT OF ORIFICE 1 (SUPPLY TO CHAMBER 1) 
• CO*W1*SORT(2.*GC/RHO' 
COEF3 • FLOW COEFFICIENT OF ORIFICE 3 (CHAMBER 1 TO RETURN) 
MU 
• CO*W3*SQRTC2.*GC/RHO) 
WHERE W1 - TOTAL WINDOW WIDTH OF ORIFICE 1 
W3 • TOTAL WINDOW WIDTH OF ORIFICE 3 
CD • DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT 
GC • GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION CONSTANT 
RHO • DENSITY OF HYDRAULIC FLUID 
- VISCOSITY OF HYDRAULIC FLUID, CENTIPOISE 
THE METHOD OF SOLUTION UTILIZES THE TURBULENT ORIFICE EQUATION 
AND THE EOUATION FOR FULLY-DEVELOPED LAMINAR FLOW THROUGH AN 
ANNULUS, WITH FULL ECCENTRICITY ASSUMED. FOR ORlFICE OPENINGS 











ORiGINAL Pf-\QIS t8 
Of POOR QUAU"N 
A-30 
ULATE THE FLOW RATE PY BOTH EOUATIONS, AND THEN USE THE ONE 
THAT GIVES THE S~ALLEST A8S0LUTE VALUE AS THf ANSWER. FOR 
OPENINGS WHERE NQ OVERLAPPfO LENGTH EXISTS, ONLY THE TURBULENT 




••••••••••••••••••••••••• CALCULATE 01 •••••••••••••••••••••• 
X2-LAPl~X 
X4-SQRT(X2·.2+RCL.·2) 
IF(LAPl .LE. 0.) GO Tn qq 











IFCX .GE. LAP1) GO TO 65 
Ol-RCL.COEFl·012CPS,Pl) 
OlL-Q34CPS,Pl)/X2 
IFCABS(OlL) .LT. ABS(Ol)' Ol-OlL 
GO TO 20 
01-X4·COEFl·012(PS,Pl' 
GO TO 20 
NEGATIVE LAPS. 
IF(X .LT. LAPl) GO TO 10 
CI-X4·COEFl·012(PS,Pl) 
GO TO 20 
Ol-RCL·COEFl.012CPS,Pl) 
01L-Q34(PS,Pl)/X2 
IF(A8SCOIL) .LT. ABSCOl)' Ol-OlL 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• CALCULATE 03 •••••••••••• *****.****, 
X1-LAP3+X 
X3-SQRT(Xl •• 2+RCL·*2) 
IF(LAP3 .LE. 0.) GO TO 199 
POSITIVE LAPS. 
IF(X .LE. -LAP3) GO TO 165 
Q3-RCL·COEF3*Q12(Pl,PR) 
03L-Q34CP1,PR)/Xl 
IF(ABSCQ3L) .LT. ABS(03» 03-03L 
GO TO 120 
165 Q3-X3.COEF3*Q12(Pl,PR) 




NEGATIVE LAPS • 
IF(X .GT. -LAP3) GO TO 110 
Q3-X3*COEF3.012(P1,PP,) 
GO TO 120 
ORfGfNt'4.l ~!"';::'::;' ;,~, ~ -- 1-'-"'.-. '&.-.. ~ f<.. .. 
110 03-RCl*COEF3*OI2(Pl,PR) 
03l-034(Pl,PR)/X1 
OF POOR QUAlIIV 
IFCABS(03l) .IT. ABS(03» 03-C3l 
120 RETURN 
FNO 





C STATE~ENTS FOR THIS SUBROUTINE OBTAINEO BY PHONE BY 
C JOHN R. ~CGEHEE dN 211/77. 
'c 
IFex .GE. XMAX) GO TO 10 
IFeX .LE. X~IN) GO TO 20 
GO TO 30 
10 X-XMAX 
JF(XOOT .GT. 0.0) XOOT - 0.0 
GO TO 30 
20 X-XHIN 

























*OElETE SOFlGP.117,SOFlGP.117 . 
. I OMET(1,5),WFOPT(S)'OSVCU(S)'CSV(5),PGAIT(S"PGA2T(S' , 
:*INSERT REAO.llt 
I DATA ACTIVE/6HACTIVEI 
"*OElETE READ.42,REAO.42 
19 IF(SYH.EO.ACTIVE) GO TO e05 
CAll OIPlACC~Al,INC,BlANK) 
*INSERT PEAO.183 
t'05 CAll ACTIN 
GO TO 100 
810 CAll ACTIN 
'~ GO TO 802 
*OElETE ~EAO.184,RfAO.le4 
26 IFCSYM.EQ.ACTIVE) GO TO 810 




BLOCK DATA OIRACT 
COHHON/ACTOIP/NAME(71),lOCC71) 
DATA NAMEI 6HAMUH , 6~APINT, 
1 6HAREA3, 6H~PE~O, 6HARE03, 
2 6H8U"U , 6HCOMOC, 6HCOMOE, 
3 6HCFFOR, 6HOElT , 6HOIOTA, 
4 6HEPSROl, 6HEPSSlP, 6HfTASV, 
5 6HGNR , 6HIOEACT, 6HI<APT , 
6 6HPGAHAC, 6HPGAlAC, 6HPGA1I, 
7 6HPERCNT, 6HOPU~PS, 6HPClSV, 
8 6HTC1 , 6HTC2 , 6HTC3 , 
9 6HVOlANI, 6HVOlII, 6HVOl2I, 
1 6HWC1 , 6HWSV , 6~WSV1 , 
2 6HWlFO~P, 6HXBIAS, 6HXOO~AX, 
3 6HXKF , 6HXKSV , 6HXlPSVl, 
















DATA lOCI 1, 6, 16, 21, 26, 31, 36, 
1 56, 62, 67, 72, 82, 77, 109, 141, 
2 157, 162, 163, 195, 200, 201, 212, 263, 
3 281, 286, 291, 301, 311, 276, 346, 387, 
4 411, 412, 413, 414, 621, 631, 421, 431, 
5 452, 641, 642, 643, 458, 463, 464, 611, 
6 .79, 484, 489, 494, 561, 499, 591, 596, 




































OF POOR QUALrrV 
INTEGER CO~MA,POINT,E,BlANK 
DATA REMARK,CO~HA,BLAN~,POINT,E,ENDACT,MINUS,AINTI 




3 FORMAT(20HOERROR.THE SYMBOL •• ,A6, 
~l 1 26H •• IS NOT IN THE DIRECTORY/1H ) 
A-33 
4 FORMAT(44HOERROR.IllEGAl CHARACTER IN NUMERIC FIElD •• ,lRl,2H •• /, 
READ{S,l' SYM,OP,IRA,INC 
CALL lINESn) 
J - '8 
IF(INC.lE.O) J - 57 
WRITE(6,2) (HSG(Y),I-1,J' 
IF{SYM.EO.REMARK' GO TO 100 
IF(SYM.EO.ENDACT' GO TO q99 
DO 110 1-1,71 




GO TO 100 
120 CONTINUE 
INDEX - lOCn) 
IF(INC.EO.O' INC • 1 
INDEX - INDex + INC - 1 
NUME,(P - 0 
NEXP - 0 
IEXP - 0 
Nl - 0 
NR - 0 
NUHl - 0 
NUMR - 0 
ISIGN - 0 
JS YGN - 0 
LEFT - 1 
00 210 1-1,56 
IF(I.EO.56) GO TO 140 
IF(IRA(I).EO.BlANK) GO TO 210 
IF(IRA(I).EO.COH~A' GO TO 140 
IF(IRA(I).EO.POINT) GO TO 170 
IF(IRA(I'.EO.E) GO TO 180 
tF(IRA(I'.EO.MINUS' GO TO 200 
IF(IRA(I'.GT.36) GO TO 130 
IF(IRA(I'.lT.27' GO TO 130 
NUH - IRA(I) - 27 
IF(IEXP.EO.1) GO TO 190 
IF(lEFT.GT.O) NUML - 10.NUMl + HUM 









IF(lEFT.LT.O' NUMP • 10*NUMR + NUM 
IF(LEFT.LT.O' NP • NP + 1 
GO TO 210 
CAll lINES(3' 
WRtTE(6,1t' tRACt) 
GO TO 210 
CONTINUE 
IF(Nl.EO.O.ANO.NR.EO.O) GO TO 210 
IF(NR.EO.O) GO TO 160 
X • FlOATCNUMl) + FlOATCNUMR)/I0.**NR 
IF(JSIGN.EO.l) NUMEXP • -NUMEXP 
IF(IEXP.EO.l' X • X*(10.,**NUMEXP 
IFeISIGN.EO.l' X • -x 
OATACINDEX) • X 
NUMl • 0 
NUMR • 0 
Nl • 0 
NR • 0 
LEFT • 1 
IS IGN • 0 
JSIGN • 0 
IEXP • 0 
NEXP • 0 
NUMEXP • 0 
INDEX • INDEX + 1 
GO TO 210 
CONTINUE 
X • NUMl 
IFCJSIGN.EO.l' NUMEXP • -NUMEXP 
IFCIEXP.EO.l) X • X*CI0.'**NUMEXP 
IF(ISIGN.EO.l' X • -~ 
NUMl • X 
IFCOP.EO.AINT' IDATA(INDEX) • NUMl 
IFCOP.NE.AINT' DATA(INOEX' • X 
GO TO 150 
CONTINUE 
lEFT • -1 
GO TO 210 
CONTINUE 
IEXP • 1 
GO TO 210 
CONTINUE 
NUMEXP • 10*NUMEXP + NUM 
NEXP • NEXP + 1 
GO TO 210 
CONTINUE 
IFCIEXP.EO.O) ISIGN· 1 
IF(IEXP.NE.O) JSIGN • 1 
CONTINUE 
A-34 






OF POOR QUALITY 
8,FFORT(5) ,FWORKC5' ,FONHST(5) ,FORCHT(5) ,FORSST(5) ,FSTOP(5) 
*OElETE ACOBlK.16,ACOBlK.16 
3,PERCNT(SJ ,PGAHAC(5' ,PGAlAC(5J ,PGAll(S) ,PGAITl(S) 
+OElETE ACOBlK.31,ACOPl~.31 
9,WSV ,WSVI ,WSV3 ,1ETACI ,lETAC2 ,2SSC(5) 
+,IMOOE(5) ,CM~SNG ,VMASS(5J 
*OElETE eXE.41,EXE.41 
COMMON IHTCOMI HT, HTl, HTZ, INOINT(5' 
*INSERT EXE.Z80 
STOP "FLIGHT TIME lI~IT" 
*OElETE MIMIN.8,MIMIN.8 
COMMON IHTCOHI HT, HTl, HTZ, INOINT(5' 
*INSERT MIMIN.I0 
C 
DO 10 1-1,,5 
10 INOINT(I) - 1 
. *OElETE lGOET.9,lGOET.9 
COMMON IHTCOMI HT, HTl, HTZ, tNOINT(5) 
*OElETE lGEARl.50,lGEARl.50 
COMMON 'HTCO"' HT, HTI. HT2, INOYNT(5) 
*INSERT lGEARl.81 
DO 6 1-115 
PC!) - 0.0 
6 PZCI) - 0.0 
. *INSERT ACTINIT.35 






DATA OSTOP,FSTOPK 10.OO~,O.01 
DATA ENUP,FSTOP,HHM,OSVN,RESA,SA 130*0.01 
DATA ICOSV,IFRI,IFSTOP,IPASS IZO*OI 
DATA IOPCO,ISET 110*11 









VI4,\SS (l )-'\f'I,65S 




COMMON I~TCOMI HT, HTl, HT2, INOINT(5' 
A-36 
i ·OELETE ALGEAR.71,ALGEAP.76 




, DATA AIC,INOEACT,IPSTOP 15*0.0,10.01 
, *INSERT ALGEAR. 96 
C Cf'lASNG - AIYYBS/AHASS+AHASS.RX(l).RX(l)/AIYYBS 
CMASNG - 7.9677 
VHASS(l) - AHASS/CHASNG 
ENCG - 0.5+AMASS+ZG77Fl(1)*ZG77F1(1) 
ZOANT - ZG77F1(1)-QI77P+PX(1) 
+OELETE ALGEAR.I02,ALGEAR.I03 
C 
IB 00 90 I-l,NSTRUT 
IF(INOEACT(I).EQ.l) GO TO 56 
IF(INoEACT(I).EQ.2) GO TO 80 
.INSERT ALGEAP.l05 
IF(I.EQ.l .ANO. lOANT.GE.VELOEC) GO TO 90 
.INSEPT ALGEAR.I0e 
IF(I.EO.l .AND. ZOANT.GE.VELDEC+XG77Fl(1)*TANCOMRUN', GO TO 90 
*OELETE ALGEAR.lll,ALGEAR.113 
INOEACT CI)-1 







.DELETE ' ALGEAR.122,AlGEAR.l25 
C.*. CALCULATION OF THE WING-GEAR INTEPFACE FORCE CWFORT) 
UNSPRNG - 0.0 
C 
DO 66 J-l,NSTPUT 




WFORT(l) - OWFORT+FORSST(l) 
DO 67 I-2,NSTRUT 
WFORTCI) • OWFOPT/(NSTPUT-l) 
67 CONTINUE 
OF POOR QUALlTV 







;. P G A 2 T (I , - A P 2 T 0 ( I) * ( ( V 0 l2 IC I "V 0 lZ T (I ) ) • * G A ~ A ) -PATH 
.OElETE AlGEAR.152,AlGfAR.153 
C 
IF(IMOOECI).EO.O .AND. OOElTA(r'.lE.O.O) 112,113 
112 OO(n - 0.0 
GO TO 109 
113 OO(I)-COEFO(I)*(AREMO(I)-APINTfI»*Ol(PGAITl(I),PGAZT(I») 
IF(OO(I).LT.O.O .ANO. VCU~(I).LE.O.O) GO TO 102 
AICn)-O.o 
GO TO 103 
102 IF(PGAIT1(I).LT.PGA2T(I» GO TO 103 
GO TI) 111 
111 OOU) -0.0 
VCUH( 1)-0.0 
AICn)a1.0 
103 IF(QO(I).GT.O.O) AICCI)·O.O 
*OELETE ALGEAR.177,ALGEAR.177 
IFCIMOOE(I).EQ.O) GO TO 297 
*OElETE ALGEAP.179,AlGEAR.180 
GO TO 289 
*OElETE AlGEAR.188,ALGEAR.1e8 
284 IF(S(l,I).LT.O.O) GO TO 160 
GO TO 161 
160 IPSTOP(I)-1 
161 IF(S(l,I'.LE.OSTOP .ANO. IPSTOP(I).EQ.l) GO TO 900 
*OElETE AlGEAR.190,AlGEAR.190 
900 IF(S(l,I).lE.0.005) GO TO 903 
*OELETE AlGEAR.195,AlGEAR.199 
IPS TO P (I ) - 0 
*OELETE AlGEAR.215,AlGEAP.215 
901 IF(PGA1TCI).lE.(PGAIICI)+500.0) .ANO. 
a PGAIT(I).GT.(PGA1ICI)-500.0)' GO TO 158 
GO TO 159 
158 IFCABS(FTCI».LE.FORCHTCI) .ANO. SC1,I).EQ.0.0) GO TO 500 
159 IF(S(l,I).GE.O.O) GO TO 470 
*OElETE AlGEAR.225,ALGEAR.225 
I IF(IMODECI).EO.O) GO TO 297 ,
! *OElETE AlGEAP.227,AlGEAR.228 
*INSERT ALGEAR.293 
297 12 a 2*I+NSTRUT-1 
11 a 12+1 
CAll INTEGClA(IZ),S02Cl,I» 
OR\G\Nf\t. PA~~ ~ A-38 
OF POOR QUAL' 
CAll INTEGClACll),SOICl,I)' 
c 
IFCIMOOfCI).EQ.O) GO TO 450 
.OElETE AlGEAP.295,ALGEAR.296 
IfCI.NE.l) GO TO 119 
EHUP(I) • 0.5*AIYYBS*OI11R*QI77R+(eNCG/CM~SNG'. 
* . (ZG77FICl)/ABSCZG77FIC1») 
GO TO 120 
119 ENUPCI) • ENCG/CNSTRUT-l) 
120 CONTINUE 
*OELETE ALGEAR.300,ALGfAR.300 
IFCWFORTCI).GE.O.O .OR. OOELT~(I'.lT.O.O) XSTOTCI)·I.E20 
*OELETE AlGEAR.302,ALGEAR.303 
ZSSCCI)·FWORK(I)*SBCI) 










15 • I+S*NSTPUT 
CAll INTEGClACI4),OOfI» 
CAll INTEG(lA(I5),OSVCI» 





IFCIMOOEfI).EO.O.ANO. OOElTACI).lE.O.O) GO TO 19 
IFCS(l,Ih'NE.O.O .OR.AIC(l).NE.l.0) GO TO 20 
PGAITICI)·PGAIJeJ) 
'PGAIT(1) ·PGAIICI) 
19 OPI ci )·-0.0 
*OElETE AlGEAR.539,AlGE~R.~46 





tALL 1NTEGCLA(I6)'XSVOOOC In 
'CALl INTEGClACI7),XSVOOCI» 
CALL INTEGClACI8),XSVOOTC·ln 
. *OElETE FlEXl.25,FlEX1.25 
COMMON IHTCO"' HT, -HT1-,HT2, INOINT C 5) 
*OEl£Tf .CSCMOOS.32,CSCMOOS.32 
A-39 


















, CAll UPOAT(1,lACI1),PGAIT1(I),DU,OU,OU,OU) 
*OElETE ACTIN.4,ACTIN.5 
COMMON IACTIVEI DATA(656) 
DIMENSION IRA(S5), HSG(5S), IOATA(656) 
*OElETE PACK.3JPACK.3 
I DIMENSION 11(6) 
:*OElETE OIRACT.8,OIRACT.9 
. ' 4 6HEPSROl, 6HEPSSlP, 6HETASV, 6HFWORK ,~HGAHAH , 
5 6HGNR , 6HKAPT , 6HOMRUN, 6HPATH , 
*OElETE OIPACT.18,OIRACT.18 ' 
• i 5 6HlETACl, 6H1ETAC2, 6HIMOOE I 
,*OElETE OIRACT.21,DIRACT.21 
: 2 157, 162, 163, 170, 195, 201, 263, 274, 275, 
i*OElETE OIRACT.26,OIRACT.26 
" 
7 644, 645, 6S11 
*IOENT EOR 





*,IHOOE(5) ,CHASNG ,VHASS(S) ,lOANT 
. ; *INSEPT EXE.1t2 ' 
.: COMHON/TA80IR/TABLE(SOO' 
COMHON/REA01/0UHI(64),J8C,INXO 





ORIGlNAL PP.G~ i$ 















DATA NCASE 110H I 
*INSERT SDDMOOS.4 




CMASNG • l+(AMASS*RXfl)*RX(l')/AIYYBS 
*INSERT CSCM002.62 
I UNSPR • 0.0 
'*OELETE CSCM002.65,CSCM002.65 
YF(J.EO.1 .AND. OMET01(1'.NE.0.O) UNSPR • MASS(l) 
IF(J.GT.l .AND. OMET01(J).NE.0.0) UNSPRNG • UNSPRNG+MASS(J) 
*OELETE CSCM002.6Q,CSCM002.6Q 




I OATA(ACOVAR7(I), 1-1,8) 16HVElDEC,6HWlFORR,'HZOANT,~HZ5SC,4HCOPA, . 
\*OELETE SOFLGP. 80, SOFlGP. eo 
,*YNSERT C 82477.63 
I IF(IABS(INOLG).NE.3) 110,115 110 IF(ISUH1.NE.O) WRITE(13) N14,ISUMl,OAT3,OP17 




l*tNSEPT C82477. 64 
i IF(IABS(INOLG'.NE.3) 210,220 
! 210 CONTINUE 
IF(ISTPll.NE.O) WRITE(13) fT(1"SF(I),OELTA(1),P(1),P2(1),MA(1), 
*502(1,1),SOI(1,1),S(1,1),S202(1,1),S201(1,1),52(1,1),OHET01(1,1',. 
*OMET(l,l' 
IF(ISTPL2.NE.O) WRITE(13' FT(2),SFC2),OElTAC2),P(2),P2(2),MA(2', 
*S02(1,2J,SDl(1,2',SCl,2"S2D2(1,2',S201(1,2),S2(1,2',OMETOIC1,2',~ 
*OMET(1,2) 




IFCISTPl4.NE.O) W~ITECI3) FT(4),SFC4),OElTA(~"P(4"P2C4',MA(4), 
*S02(1,4),SOl(I,4),$(1,4',5202(1,4),S201(1,4),S2(1,4),OMETOl(1,4), 
*OMETC 1, 4) 
IFCISTPl5.NE.0) WRITfCI3' FT(5"SF(5),OElTAC5"P(5),PZ(5),MA(5), 
*S02(1,5',SOI(I,5),S(1,5),S202(1,5',SZOI(1,5',S2(1,5),OMET01Cl,5), 
*0'" ETC 1,') 








9,GAMAHC" ,GAMAN ,GNR ,ICOSV(5) ,INITSW 
*OElETE ACOALK.13,ACOBlK.13 
*,IFR(5) ,IIX5VH(5) ,IIXSVl(5) ,rOPCO(5) ,IPASS(5) ,ISET(5) 
*OElETE ACOBlK.Z2,ACOBlK.Z2 
COMMON IACTIVEI TC3 ,TC4 , VCUM (5) 
*OELETE CSCM003.1,CSCMOD3.1 
*,IMOOE(5) ,CMASNG ,VMASS(5) ,lOANT 
. *OElETE EXE.175,eXE.175 
IFCTIME .IT. TMA~) GO TO 413 
i *OELETE EXE.Z86,EXf.Z86 
.: STOP "EXECUT1~f ROUTINE" 





DATA 1COSV,1FR,1FSTOP,1PASS IZO*OI 
*INSERT CSCMOOZ.25 
IN1TS W • 1 
*INSERT CSC"'00Z.Z8 
INOEACTU) • 0 
IF(ITO.EQ.l) INOEACT(I) • Z 
*OELETE ACTINIT.143,ACTINIT.143 
CALL ALGEAR 
I *OELETE ALGEAR.70,ALGfAR.70 
j EQUIVALENCE (0"'15(1),1TO) 
I. *DELETE Al GEAR. 93, ALGF.AR. 93· 
i C 
IF(IN1TSW.EQ.l) GO TO 16 




,ENCG , VOLII (5) 
,INOEACT(5),VELOEC 
nAntZ tit: ORiGiNAL r H~'" ..... 
OF POOR QUALlT'l. A-42 
*OELETE CSC~002.50,CSC~OD2.50 
Ie CALL ACTN(; 
C 






801 IF(SOlCl,I).lE.o.e .ANO. IFRCI).Ea.O) GO TO 2 
*OElETE AlGEAR.187,AlGfAP.187 
IF!? n) - 1 
*OEtETE AlGEAP.200,AlGEAR.201 
.0ElETE AlGEAR.212,AL(;EAR.212 









00 65 t-1,NSTRUT 
*OElETE AlGEAR.513,AlGEAR.513 
16 CONTINUE 
INITSW - 0 
*OEtETE AlGEAR.523,Al(;EAR.525 
; *OElETE CSCHOOS .48, CSCMOOS. 48 
I OATA(ACOVAR9(I), 1-1,8) 16~XSVOOO,5HXSVOO,6HXSVOOT,2HPR,3HIFR, 
.OElETE JHMOOS.2,JMHOOS.2 
OATA N20 120/ 
•• OElETE JMMOOS. 3, JMMOOS. 3 
IFCISUH1.NE.0) WRtTE(13) N20,ISUMl,OAT3,OP17,ACOVAR8(1), 










: .INSEPT CSCM002.153 
, 2,FORSST(5) 
1 *OElETE CSCHOOS.78,CSCHOOS.78 
I CALL STOVAR(8,XSVOOOCI),XSVOO(I),XSVOOT(y),PPCI),FlOATCIFR(I», 




OmGINilL P,:"C2 m1' 






















































ORIGINAL Pi4.~G r·; 
OF POOR QUALlTi 
























1 - 1 
IFfINOEACT(I).EQ.1) GO TO 56 
IFfYNOEACT(Y).EQ.2) GO TO eo 
IF(H~H(I) .EQ. 0.) GO TO qO 
If(OHRUN .GT. O.O)GO TO 25 
IF(ZOANT.GE.VElOEC) qO,~O 
IF(10ANT.GE.VELOEC+XG77Fl(1).TAN(OMRUN» GO TO 90 
WRITE(6,1014)TIHE 
101~ FORHAT (lH036H REDUCE CONTROL LIHIT FORCE AT TIHE-,E16.8) 
INOEACT(I)-1 





If(WLFOR(I) .GT. WLFORR) GO TO 90 
I WRITE(6,1015'TIHE 










IFCKAPTCI).NE.O)GO TO 210 
AP!NT (J '-0.0 
210 CONTINUE 
PGAITCI)-PGAITICI) 
ORfGINP.[ PAGE ~' 











GO TO 105 
104 P~A3TCI'-PGAZTCI) 
10' IFCPGAITCI) .GE. PGAZT(I»)GO TO 106 
GO TO 107 
106 GA~AH(I'-PHOH*GREFF*C1.0+CPGAITCIJ*3.04E-Oe,­
* (PG41TCI'**Z*Z.7ZE-lS)' 
GO TO 108 
107 GA~AHfI)-RHOH*GPEFF*C1.0+CPGAZTCI'*3.04E-Oe'­
* (PGAZT(IJ*.Z*Z.7ZE-15" 





* COMOCCI)*SORT(ABS(Z •• GREFF/~AMAHCI)') 
IF(PGAZTCI) .GT. PGA1TCI"COEFOCI)-
* COMOECI).SORTCABSCZ.*GREFF/GAMAHCIJ)' 
IFCIMODECI).NE.O .OR. ooElTACI).GT.O.O) GO TO 113 
OOf 1) - 0.0 
GO TO 109 
OOCI)-COEFOCI)*CAREMO(I)-APINTCI,)*Ol(PGAITICI),PGAZT(IJ) 
IF(QOCI).lT.O.O .ANO. VCUMCY).LE.O.O) GO TO 10Z 
AIC n )-0.0 
GO TO 103 





IF(PGA2T(I) .l~. -1600.0'PGA2TCI)--1600.0 
IFCPGA3TCI' .lE. -1600.0'PGA3TCIJ--1600.0 
IF(OElTACI) .lE. 0.0 .AND. TIME .GT. OElTJGO TO 101 
GO TO 110 
FFORTU)-O.O 























ORIGINAL PJ1.G~ is 





CO~PUTE SHOCK STRUT CHAPGING FORCE 
IF(S(l,I) .GT. 0.6'GOTO"142 
FORCHT(I'-PGA1TCI)*AREAl(I'+PGA2TCI)*CAREA2CIJ-AREA1(I»-PGA3T(I' 
X *AREA3(I)+FFORT(I)+CFFOPCY) 
COMPUTE NORMAL AND AXIAL HUB TO SHOC~ STRUT FORCES AT HUB 
FONHST(I)-SORTCFOX(I) •• 2+FOY(IJ**2)-MASSCIJ*GREFF*SIPA+SBFOT 





IFfIMODE(I).EO.O) GO TO 2q7 
JSTROKCI)-1 
GO TO 289 
COMPRESSION VELOCITY OF SHOCK STRUT IS P,OSITIVE 
IFCS01C1,I'.LE.0.e ,AND. IfP(I).EO.O' GO TO 2 
GO TO 3 
OMTANHCIJ-1.0 
GO TO 281t 
0~TANH(I)-A8S(TANHf2~6*SD1C1,JJJJ 
IFR n)- 1 ' ' 
IFCS(1,J).lT.0.0) GO TO 160 
GO 'TO 61' 
JPSTOP U) -1 . 
IFCS(1,I).lE.DSTOP .ANO. IPSTOPCY).EO.l) GO TO 900 
GO TO 902 
IFCSC1'n.lE.o.005) GO TO 903 





GO TO '902 
CONTINUE 
IFfJFSTOPfI) .NE~ OJGO TO 906 
OSTop-Sn,I) i·. , 
FSTOP 1<-2. O*,.,ASS C I) *SOl (1,'J '**210STOP**2" 
IF(Sfl,l' .LE~ DSTO~f2.0)GO TO ,908 
FSTO~(I)~-~STOPK*(OSTOp-~r1~I» , 
GO TO 909 : . 
FSTOP(I)~~FSTOPK*S(l,Ij " 
J F S TO P ( f, -1 " ' 
IFIHI' - 0 
GO TO 901 
FSTOP C I)-O.O , , 
A-47 















I PGAITfI).GT.(PGA1I(I)-500.0» GO TO 158 
GO TO 15q 
tFCABS(FT(I».lE.FORCHT(t) .AND. S(l,I).EC.O.O) GO TO 500 
IF(S(1,I).GE.0.0) GO TO 470 
IF(SOlfI,I) .LT. O.O)GO TO 470 







IFfYNDfLX.GE. l)GO TO 295 
IF(IMODE(I).EO.O) GO TO 297 
ISTROf( (I)-1 
IF(S(1,I) .GT. 0.0) GO TO 295 
IFfIOPCO(I) .EO. 1) GO TO 295 
IF«PGAllfI)-1000.0).LT.PGAlTfI).AND. 
£ PGAIT(I).lT.(PGAII(I)+1000.0JJ299,298 
IF(XVALVE(I) .NE. O.O)GO TO 311 
IF(IPASSII' .EO. I'GO TO 296 
XVALVE(I)·Xf(SV(I)*XMA11IY)+XBIASfI) 
YPASS (I'-1 
GO TO 294 
IF(ICOSV(I) .EO. l'GO TO 291 
IOPCO(I)·O 
IFlXSVIIJ .LT. 0.002 .ANO. XSVCI) .GT. -0.002)291,295 
IF(S02(1,I) .LE. 0.0 .AND. tCOSVCI) .EO. l)GO TO 311 
YFCIOPCO(I) .EO. l)GO TO 29' 
tF(PGA1T(Y) .LE. PGAIY(r» GO TO 293 
IF(YXSVL(I) .EO. l)GO TO 294 
XVALVE(I)·XVALVE(I)+XSVDHNCI)tDELT*PERCNTCI) 
IF(XVALVE(I) .GT. -0.1) GO TO 294 
XVALVE n) --0.1 
IXSVL n )-1 
GO TO 294 
IFfIXSVHfY) .EO. l)GO TO 294 
XVALVECI)·XVALVECI)+XSVD~X(I).OELT*PERCNT(I' 
IF(XVALVEfI) .LT. 0.1) GO TO 294 
XVAlVEI IJ -0.1 
IXSVH (J )·1 
CONTINUE 
Ol TX10 (J) -0.0 
ICOSV C 1)-1 
IFCWFORTfI) .GT. 0.0 .AND. S(l,I) .lE. O.O)GO TO 410 
IF(NAC(I) .EO. l)GO TO 307 





IF(XVAlVEeI) .lE. 0.0'305,400 
305 XVALVEe!)-O.o 
IIXSVHC 1)-1 
GO TO 400 
307 IFCIIXSVLCI' .EO. 1)GO TO 308 
XVAlVE(I'-XVALVE(!)+XSVD~X(I'*DELT*PERCNTCI' 




410 IFCXVALVE(IJ .NE. O.O'GO TO 295 

















IFC1STROKeI' .EO. 1 .AND. S(l,I) 
12 - 2*I+NSTRUT-l 
11 - 12+1 CAll INTEG(lA(I2',SOZCl,I" 
CALL INTEGCLACIl),SOlCl,I" 
IFCIHODECIJ.EO.OJ GO TO 450 
ENUPCl' - 0.5*AIYYBS*OI77RCIJ*OI77Rel'+(ENCG/CMASNGJ. 
* (ZG77Fl(1'/A8S(lG77Fle1'JJ 
IF(HHMeI' .EO. 1.0)GO TO 130 
SAeI)-O. 
IF(WFORTCY).LT.O.J XSTOT(IJ-ENUPCIJ/C(-WFORTCI)'*COPA) 
IFCWFORT(I).GE.O.O .OR. DOELTACI).LT.O.O' XSTOTCIJ-l.E20 
:C ISSC IS A PERCENTAGE OF S8eI) FOR ACTIVATING CONTROl-COMOC(I' IS U 
lSSCCI'-FWORKCI)*S8CI' 
c 
IFeXSTOTCI,.LE.(ISSCC!'-Sel,I') .OR. RESACI).EO.l.0) SACI)-1.0 
RESACI)-SA(IJ 













121 FORHAT(50H ACTIVE CONTROL YNITIATED ••• TY~E. WlFOR. VElOEC •• 
1 . 3El3.5' 
HMMU)-l. 
130 IF(SC1,I) .GT. O.O)ISETCY'·O 








~57 IFCSCl.I) .lE. O.O,GO TO ~'6 
IFCWFORTCI' .GT. 0.0 .AND. OSVCU(I) .IT. 0.0'454,455 
4~4 DFCI)-WLFOR(I)-C-WFORTCI" 
GO TO 456 
~55 OFCI)·O.O 
4~6 OElTXCI'.SCl,I'-XSCOHCI' 
YFCSCl.!) .lE. 0.0 .AND. ISETCI' .EO. O)GO TO 451 
GO TO 452 
451 DFCU·O. 
DEL TX (I '-0. 
452 XMACY'-COFCI)+OElTXICI'J.XKACI) 
IFCGNR.EO.1 •• ANO. XMACI'.GT.O.' XMA(1'-
I XMACI).SORTCCPGAITCI)-PGAlACCI)' 
X ICPGAHACCIJ-PGA1TCI") 
NOTEI SUBROUTINE 'FlOIE2' COMPUTES THE FLOWS FROM THE PRESSURES 
IN UNITS OF INCHES. 
PICIJ·PGAITCI"144. 
COMPUTATION OF HIGH PRESSURE ACCU~UlATOR NITROGEN VOLUME 
AND ACCUMULATOR PRESSURE 
VOlANT(I'·VOLANT(I)+OSYNC1J·OElT-OPUMPSCI)·OElT 
PSCI)-(CCPGAHACCI)+PATM).CVOLANICI'/VOlANTCI)'**GAHA'-PATHJ'144.0 




IFCVOlAHTCI' .lE. 0.0)466,467 
466 WRJTEC6,1050)TIMf 













IFCQSV(I) .IT. O.O)NACeI)-1 
IF(QSV(I) .GT. 0.0)NACeI)-2 
IF(NACCI) .NE. 2) GO TO 462 
aSVN( J)-QSveJ) 
GO TO 463 
aSVN<I )·0.0 
ORIeNAL P.0&~::Z SS 









4,AlGOUMI ,COfFO(5) ,COEF3(5) ,COPA 
.*OElETE CSCMO~4.1,CSCM004.1 
9,GAMAH(5) ,AlGOUM2 ,G~R ,HMM(5) ,ICOSV(5) ,INITSW 
*OElETE CSCH004.4,CSCM004.4 
\ 
*,IMOOE(5) ,CHASNG ,VMASS(5) ,ZOANT ,INOEACT(5),VElOEC(5)' 
I,COEFl(5) ,lHOOE(5) 
,*OElETE CSCM004.5,CSCH004.5 
, IF(TPO.lT.THAX) GO TO 413 
*OElETE ~IMIN.114,HI~IN.114 






DATA IOPCO,ISET,ISTROK,NAC 110*1,10*01 
, *INSE~T CSCH002.23· . 
DATA INOEACT~INOINT,INITSW 15*0,5*1,11 
DATA FFORT,FON~ST'fORCHT,FORSST,WFORT 125*0.01 
DATA Qc,aO,OSV1,OSV3,aSVCU,aTOlER 125*0.,0.00011 
DATA OCON,OMTANH,OF,OP1,OElTX~OElTX1,OLTXIO 16*1.0,25*0.01 
DATA XSVOOT,XSVOO,~SVOOO 115*0.01 
DATA REOSlP,SBFOT,VCU~,VElOEC 15*10QOOO.,0.,10*O.01 
DATA XMA1,XHA2,XHA3,XMA4,XMA6,X~A7,XMA9,XMA10 140*0.01 
. DATA XHA,XMA5,XHA8,XMAll 120+0.01 
: *OElET~ . ACTiNXT~71,ACTINIT.71 
• *OElETE ACTINIT.73,ACTINIT.7, 
i *OELETE CSCH004~11~C~CM004.11 




COEFICI) • COSV(I)*SQRTfl.*GRffF/GAHAHCI')*144. 
CSVlCY) • COEFl(I)*WSVr 
CSV3(I) • COEFl(I)*WSV3 
· tOElETE ACTINIT.118,ACTINIT.118 
C 
OSVlC r, • 0.0 
OSV3(I) • 0.0 
IF(ITO.EO.l) GO TO 60 
IFCI~ODECI'.EQ.O) GO TO 80 
· *INSERT ACTINIT.126 
C 
I 
GO TO 80 
60 CONTINUE 
HMM(J) • 1.0 
INOEACT (J' • 2 
lMODECI) • IHOOE(I) 
IMOOE(I) • 0 
AP2TOCI' • PGA2ICI'+PATM 
VOlITCI) • VOlIICI)-CAREAICI)-APINTCY')*SCl,l' 
VOL3TCI) • VOl3I(I'+ARFA3(IJ*SCI,IJ 
A-51 
VOL2TCI' • VOl2ICI)-CAREA2(I)-AREAlCI)+APINTCI)'*SCl,I' 
C 
• +(YOl3TCI)-VOl3ICI'J-VCUHCI' 
PSA2ICI' • AP2TOCI)*CeVOl2ICI'/VOl2T(I"**SAMA'-PATM 
PGAII(I) • PGA2ICI) 
PGA3ICIJ • PGA2ICI) 
FOPSSTeIt • -CPGA2ICIJ*AREA2CIJ-PGA3ICI)*AREA3CI) 
• +DMTANHCIJ*CFFORTCI)+CFFORCI')+FSTOPCI" 
WFORTCI' • FORSSTCIJ 
eo CONTINUE 





( CALL AlGEARl 
:*INSEPT AlGEAR.69 
i EQUIVALENCE COM8(79),XCGRF' 
:*DElETE CSCM002.42,CSCM002.43 I DIMENSION IPSTOPC5',AIC(5J,PGAITC5' 
DATA AIC,IPSTOP /5*0.0,5*01 
*OElETE CSC"003.24,CSC"003.24 
RXCGI • RXCI'-1CGRF 
C"ASNG • l+(AMASS*RXCGl*RXCGl'/AIYYBS 
· *OELETE CSCM002.48,CSCM002.48 




~NSPRNG • 0.0 
C 
00 22 I·l,NSTRUT 
ORIGINAL pru.~'?! tss 
OF POOR QUALi'N 
IF(ITO.EO.l .AND. TIHE.GE.2.0) IHOOE(I) • tHOOE(I) 











WFORT(I' • OWFORT/(NSTRUT-l' 
C 
*OElETE AlGEAR.106,AlGEAR.I06 
IF(ZG77Fl(1,.GE.VElOEC(I)' GO TO 90 
! *OElETE AlGEAR.IOe,AlGEAR.I0e 
25 IF(ZG77Fl(1).GE.VElOEC(I'+XG77F1(1'*TAN(0~PUN" GO TO 90 
.OElETE AlGEAR.256,ALGEAR.256 
*OElETE AlGEAR.261,AlGEAP.261 




IF(XVAlVE(I).NE.O.O) GO TO 295 
! *OElETE CSCM002.113,C5CH002.113 
IF(IMOOE(I).NE.O.O) GO TO 119 
OSVUl) • 0.0 
OSV3(1) • 0.0 
GO TO 4'0 
.OElETE CSCH002.124,CSCH002.124 
VElOEC n ).( (WLFOR n )+WlFORR')12 •• (WlFOR (l '-WlFOPIU" 
.OElETE CSCH004.27,CSC~004.27 
i • (V~ASS(I)*REOSlP(I» 
I
I *OElETE AlGEAR.308,'AlGEAR.30e 
WRITE(6i121) TIME,WlFOR(I),VElOEC(I) 





, EOUIVAlENCE (OlGOE(l),tA(1)), (OMT011(1),OHET01(1,1) 
*OElETE ACTNG. eO,'ACTNG .80 
Ii, ' IF(ZOANT.GE.VElOEC(·In 90,40 *OElETE ~CTNG.81,ACTNG.el 
25IFUOANT.GE.VElOEC(J)+XG77Fl(1)*TANCOMRUN» GO TO 90 
*lNSERTACTNG~97 
UNSPRNG • 0.0 
IF(OHET01(1)~NE.O.0) UNSPRNG. MASS(l) 
WFORT(1) • SR(l)*CVHASS(1)-UNSPRNG) 
*OELETE ACTNG.241,ACTNG.241 
OHlGfNt;L P;~Cf! CfilJ 
OF POOR QUALITY 
296 IF(WFORT(I).GT.O.O .AND. S(l,I).lE.O.O) GO TO 400 
*DElETE ACTNG.2~5,ACTNG.2~5 
IF(XVAlVE(I).NE.O.O) GO TO 295 
*DElETE ACTNG.277,ACTNG.277 
IF(I"ODE(I).NE.O.O) GO TO 119 
QSVlfI) • 0.0 QSV3(I) • 0.0 
GO TO 450 
119 CONTINUE 
*DElETE ACTNG.292,ACTNG.292 
VElOEC(I) • «WlFOR(I)+WlFORRJ/2.*(WlFOR(IJ-WlFORR,,/ 
. *DElETE ACTNG.294,ACTNG.294 
I WRITE(6,121) TI"E,WlFORCI),VElDEC(Y) 
:*DfLETE DECOMP.4,DECO~P.4 
I COMMON /IPSCO~/ IPS 
*DElETE SOlVE.4,SOlVE.4 




























READ A DATA CARD ---------------------------------~--. ACTIN.22 
IGNORE REMARKS -~------------~-------------------~-ACTIN.23 
TEST FOR END OF ACTIVE DATA -------------------------ACTIN.24 
LOOK FOR A MATCHING MNEUMONIC -----------------------ACTIN.28 
NO HATCH FOUND ------------------------~--~-------~-ACTIN.30 
FOUND A "ATCH ~-~~--------~-----~----------------~. ACTIN.3I 
i  _____ ~ ___ ~ ________________ ~ _____ ~ _______________________ ~ 
C SET INDEX TO ADDRESS IN ACTIVE AND CORRECT FOP OFFSET 




ORIGiNAL PI-HiE (~~ 
OF POOR QUAlIl'V· A-54 
C---------- INITIALIZE ALL FLAGS AND COUNTERS -----------------------
*INSERT ACTJN.44 
C 
































COMMA SEPARATES NUMBERS --------------------------------ACTIN.48 
REAL NUMBER --------------------------------------~----ACTIN.49 
SCIENTIFIC NOTATION --------------~-------------------~ ACTIN.50 
NEGATIVE -----------------------~---------------------~ ACTIN.'1 
NON-NUMEPIC CHARACTEP ----------------------------------ACTIN.52 
ALPHABETIC CHAPACTER -----------------------------------ACTIN.53 
CORRECT FROM DISPLAY CODE TO INTEGER DIGIT -------------
ACTIN.~' 
LEFT POSITIVE INDICATES NO DECIMAL POINT HAS BEEN FOUND 
ACTIN.57 
LEFT NEGATIVE INDIC~TES A DECI~AL POINT H~S BEEN FOUND . 
ACTIN.63 





'C---------- COMBINE LEFT AND RIG~T PORTIONS OF REAL NUMBER --------
*INSEPT ACTIN.70 
·C. ~ 
c--~-----~- STORE IN ACTIVE BLOCW -----~----~----------~---
*INSERT ACTIN.71 
C 
iC---------- RESET FLAGS AND COUNTERS -----------------------
*INSERT ACTIN.83 
C 
C-------- NO DECIMAL POINT FOUND ------------------------
*INSERT ACTIN.86 
C 
C---------- DATA GIVEN IN SCIENTIFIC NOTATION -------------
*INSERT ACTIN.89 
C 
c----~--- INTEGER OATA ~~~-~~----------~--------~---. 
*INSERT ACTIN.90 
C 
c---------- REAL DATA -----------~---~-----------------~, 
*YNSERT ACTIN.93 
C C---------- SET FLAG TO SHOW A DECIMAL POINT WAS FOUND ----
*INSERT ACTIN.96 
. C 
c---------- SET FLAG TO SHOW SCIENTIFIC NOTATION ----------
*INSERT ACTIN.99 
. C 
C---------- ACCUMULATE EXPONENT ---------------------------
*INSERT ACTIN.I03 
. C 
c---------- NEGATIVE NUMBEP -------------------------------
*INSERT ACTIN.I04 
C 
C---------- NEGATIVE EXPONENT -----------------------------
*INSERT DIPACT.3 
C 
c--~------------------------------~--~---------------~--C ACTIVE CONTROL DATA IDENTIFIED BY THE MTH MNEUMONIC 
C IN ARR~Y NAME IS STORED IN THE ACTIVE COMMON BLOCK 









IF(KAPT(I'.EO.l) GO TO 50 
APINT(I' • O. 
IF(KAPT(I).EO.OJ GO TO 50 
A-55 
ORIGINAL PAGE ts 
OF POOR QUALITY A-56 
IFfI.GT.1) GO TO 25 
STROK - -1. 
00 10 J-1,29 
tF(STRONfJ).lT.STROK) GO TO 15 
STROK - STRON(J) 
IF(S(1,I).GE.STRON(J).ANO.S(1,I).lE.STPON(J+1» GO TO 20 
10 CONTINUE 
15 J • J - 1 
20 APINT(I) - PINN(J) 
GO TO 50 
25 STROK - -1. 
00 30 J-l,29 
IFfSTROH(J).lT.STROK) ~O TO 35 
STROK - STROH (J) 
IF(S(1,I).GE.STROHfJ).ANO.S(1,I).lE.STROM(J+1» GO TO 40 
30 CONTINUE 
35 J - J - 1 











C ZERO OUT PIN ~NO STROKE ARRAYS 
'C 
00 10 J-683,e02 





00 110 1-1,75 
.• 0ElETE OIRACT.3,0IRACT.3 
COMMON/ACTOIR/NAME(75),lOC(75) 
.0ElETE CSCM002.3I,CSCM002.3I 
5 6HZETAC1, 6HZETAC2, 6HIMODE, 6HPINN , 6HPINM , 
6 6HSTRON, 6HSTROM I 
.OElETE CSCM002.33,CSCM002.33 






c* ••••••••• TEMPORARV FIX TO FPEEZE NOSE SECONOAPV 
C 
IF(I.EO.1' GO TO 59 
C 
C •• ••••••••  
.rOENT SECFIX 
.INSERT lGEAR1.173 
S2(1.1' • -0.5*ES2(Y) 
S201(1,I' • -1.E-10 
S202(1,I' • -1.E-10 
.0ElETE lGEAR1.183,lGEAR1.184 
61 IF(S202(I,I).lT.0.) GO TO 140 
IF(S201(1,1'.lT.O.' S201'l,I' • O • 
• INSERT lGEAR1.187 
S20l( 1, I) • O. 
*INSERT lGEA3C.I09 
IF(TMP(I'.lT.O.) WRITE(6,1234' I,S2(1,1),5201(1,1), 
1 S202(1,1) 
1234 FORMAT(IX,7H.-.-.-.,I5,3f16.8' 











XVAlVE(I' • XSV(I' 
.0ElETE AlGEAR.233,AlGEAR.233 
! 299 CONTINUE 
· IF(XVAlVE'I'.NE.O.' ~O TO 311 
· .INSERT CSCHOD5.70 
XSV(I' • XVAlVE(I' 
· tOElETE ACTNG.209,ACTNG.209 
500 CONTINUE 
.INSEPT ACTNG.213 
XVAlVE(I' • XSV(I) 
; .OElETE ACTNG.216,ACTNG.216 
, 299 CONTINUE 
IF(XVAlVE(I,.NE.O.' GO TO 311 
.INSERT ACTNG.254 
XSVCI' • XVAlVE(I' 
, .rOENT GENFI X 
.OElETE REST.32,REST.32 
COMMON/XACTNG/AICX(5',IPSTOX(5"OM35(3' 
. *OElETE EXE .24" EX.E.24 
ORIGINAL PAGE t~ 
OF POOR QUALITY 
1* OM~3 ,INOVPC ,DM~4 ( 7),NC~SE 
*OELETE SOOMODS.l,SDDMODS.1 
34 00 35 11-1,4059 
*r~SEPT EXE.55 
NCASE - IH 
*tNSEPT XMAFIX.7 
PElllN 0 7 
*OELETE CSCMOD6.4,CSCM006.5 
*INSEP.T MIMIN.113 
00 45 1-1,5 







IF(NIN.EO.O) TIMEl - TIME 
NIN - 1 
OElT • TIME - TIMEL 





IF(NIN.EO.O) TIMEt - TIME 
NIN - 1 
DELT - TIME - TIMEL 











159 IFfS01(1,I).LT.O.) GO TO 471 
*OElETE ACTNG.200,ACTNG.202 
























OPI(I) - f-OOCI)+QSVl(I)-OSY3(I)+(AREAlCI) 
1 *SOlCl_I)'*8ETA/VOllTCI' 
IFCSC1_I,.NE.0 •• OR.AICCI'.NE.l.) GO TO 6~ 
OPIU' - O. 
61t CONTINUE 
I3 - I + 3*NSTRUT 
CAll INTEGClACI3),OPl(I» 
*INSERT AlGEAR.515 
IFCIHOOECI).EO.O) GO TO 28 
*OElETE AlGEAR.517_AlGEAR.518 
*OElETE CSCH002.138_CSCH002.139 
19 - I +9*NSTRUT 
CAll INTEGClACI9)_OlTXIOCI" 
*INSERT CSCHOOS.I02 
IFCIHOOECI'.EO.O) GO TO 6 
*IOENT H00351 
*INSF.RT H00329.5 
PGAITICI) - PGAIICI' 



















ORIGINAL PAGU ta 
OF' POOR QUALlTY 
A-60 
























701 FOR"AT(* INTEG RTN. HT - *,E1'.8,* H - *,E1,.e) 
*IOENT M001048 
*OElETE AlGEAR.326,AlGEAR.326 
456 OElTX(I) - $(1,1)*12.0 - XSCOM(I) 
*OElETE ACTNG.312,ACTNG.312 
456 DElTX(I) - S(1,1)*12.0 - XSCOM(I) 
*IOENT HODII03 
*INSERT lGEARl.156 
C MOOIFICATION TO ACCOMOOATE SECONDARY PISTON OF F4 ~AIN GEAR 
IF(S(I,I).lE.O.) GO TO 5q 
I~(S(1II).GE.SB(I)~(S2T(I)-S2(I,I») 83,85 
C SECONDARY PISTON IN CONTACT WITH ORIFICE TUBE 
83 IF(Soi(1,I)+1.E-4.GE.S201(I,I») 84,85 
84 S201(I,I) - S01(1.1) 
S202(I,I) - S02(I,I) 
GO TO 60 
85 CONTINUE 









! CALL AER04 
*INSERT OPT1.545 
SUBROUTINE AER04 
ORIGINAL PP'G~ if) 









IFCNIN.EQ.O) TIMEl • X 
NIN • 1 
OELT • X - TIMEL 
THIEL • X 
INOl • lOCS(45) 
IN02 • lOCS(114) 
ATAB11 • TABlEfINOl) 
ATAB12 • TABLE(INOl+1) 
ATAB81 • TABlECIN02) 
ATAB82 • TABlE(IN02+1) 
ATABll • ATABII + RTABI0(1'*OfLT 
ATAB12 • ATAB12 + RTABI0CZ)*OELT 
ATAB81 • ATAB81 + RTAB80(1)*OELT 
ATA882 • ATAB82 + RTABeOCZ)*DELT 
IF(RTAB10fl'.GT.0 •• AND.ATABll.GE.LTABlO(1') GO TO 40 
IF(RTA810Cl).lT.0 •• AND.ATABll.LE.LTA810Cl» GO TO 40 
10 IFfRTAB10(2).GT.0 •• ANO.ATAB12.GE.lTABIO(2') GO TO 50 
IFfRTABI0(2).LT.0 •• ANO.ATA812.lE.LTA810C2)) GO TO 50 
ZO IF(RTAB80(1).GT.0 •• ANO.ATA881.GE.lTAB80(1') GO TO 60 
IFCRTAB80(1).LT.0 •• ANO.ATAB81.LE.LTAB80rl» GO TO 60 
30 IFfRTAB80(Z'.GT.0 •• ANO.ATAB8Z.GE.LTAB80rZ)' GO TO 70 
IFfRTA880CZ).LT.0 •• ANO.ATAB82.LE.LTAB80(Z') GO TO 70 
GO TO 80 
40 ATABll • LTABI0(1) 
RTABIO(I) • O. 
GO TO 10 
50 ATAB12 • LTARIO(2) 
RTABIO(2) • O. 
GO TO 20 
60 ATABSI • LTAB80(1) 
RTAB80n) • O. 
GO TO 30 
70 ATAB8Z • lTAS80(2) 
RTAB80(2) • O. 
80 TABLEfIN01) • ATA811 
TABlEfINDl+1) • ATAB12 
TABLEfIN02) • ATAB81 
A-61 




IFfSYM.EO.6HRTABIO) GO TO 905 
IFfSYM.EO.6HRTABeO' GO TO 905 
IFCSYM.EO.6HlTABIO' GO TO 905 
IFCSYM.EO.6HlTAB80' GO TO 905 
*YNSERT JM~OOS.16 
905 CAll AEROINfSy~,RA) 









ORIGINAL PAGE [~ 
OF POOR QUALITY 
A-62 
2 FORMATC*OERROR.IllEGAl CHARACTER IN NUMERIC FIElD*,lR1,2H**" 
IFCSYM.EO.6HRTAB10' INDEX • 1 
YF(SYM.EO.6HRTABeO' INDEX - 3 
IFfSYM.EO.6HlTAB10' INDEX - 5 
IFfSYM.EO.6~lTABSO) INDEX - 7 
NUMEXP • 0 
NEXP - 0 
lEX' • 0 
Nl • 0 
NR - 0 
NUMl - 0 
NUMR - 0 
ISIGN • 0 
JSIGN - 0 
lEFT - 1 00 210 1-1,56 
IFfI.EO.56) GO TO 140 
IF(RAfI).EO.IH , GO TO 210 
IF(RAfI).EO.IH,) GO TO 140 
IF(PA(I).EO.1H.' GO TO 170 
IFfRACI'.EO.1HE' GO TO 180 
IFfRAfI).EO.1H-' GO TO 200 
NUM • SHIFTfRACI),6) 
NUM - NUM.AND.000000000000000000778 
IF(HU~.GT.36) GO TO 130 
IFCNUH.lT.21' GO TO 130 
HUM - NUM - 27 
IFftEXP.EO.1) GO TO 190 
IFClEFT.GT.O' NUMl - 10*NUMl + HUM 
IFClEFT.GT.OJ.Nl • Nl ~ 1 
IFflEFT.lT.O) Nm~R • 10*NUMR + NUM 
IF(lEFT.lT.OJ NR • NP + 1 
GO TO 210 
130 CAll lINESC3' 
WR I TE C 6,2' R A ( I) 
GO TO 210 
140 IFfNl.EO.O.ANO.NR.eO.O) GO TO 210 
IF(NR.EQ.O' GO TO 160 
ORIGINAL FAGZ CS A-63 
OF POOR QUALITY 
• I X • FlOAT(NUMl' + FlOATfNUMR)/CI0.'**NR 
IF(JSIGN.EQ.1J NUMEXP • -NUHEXP 
IF(IEXP.eO.l' X • X*(10.)**NUMEXP 
IF(ISIGN.EO.l' X • -X 
150 OATAX(INOEX' • X 
NUMl • 0 
NUMR • 0 
Nl • 0 
NR • 0 
LEFT • 1 
ISIGN • 0 
JSIGN • 0 
IEXP • 0 
NEXP • 0 
NUMEXP • 0 
INDEX • INDEX + 1 
GO TO 210 
160 X • NUHl 
tF(JSIGN.EO.l) NUMEXP • -NUMEXP 
IF(YEXP.EO.I) X • X*(10.'**NU~EXP 
IF(IStGN.eO.1) X • -X 
GO TO 150 
170 lEFT • -1 
GO TO 210 
180 IEXP • 1 
GO TO 210 
190 NUMeXp • 10*NUMEXP + NUM 
NEXP • NEXP + 1 
GO TO 210 
200 IFCIEXP.EO.O) ISIGN • 1 








i EOUIVAlENCE (OM5(16',GREFFJ,(OM1(37),AIYYBS' 
. *OElETE AERAT.6~,AERAT.6~ 
.*OElETE PINARY.26,PtNAPY.26 
()RIGINAL PP.~E [5 
OF POOR QUALl7V 
COMMON'ACTDIR/XNA~E(77),LOC(77) 
*DElETE PINARY.36,PINARY.36 




6 6HSTRON, 6HSTROM, 6HPEDSlP, 6HDSTOP I 
*DELETE PINARY.~0,PINARY.40 
7 6~4, 645, 651, 683, 713, 743, 773, 392, 1401 
*lDENT MOD2075 
*DElETE M00282.5,AlGEAR.219 
159 SIGX - O. 
IF(SOl(l,I).EO.O.) GO TO 471 
SIGX - SD1C1,I)/ABSCSD1(l,I) 
*DElETE AlGEAR.223,AlGEAR.223 
1 + CFFOP(I)*SIGX*DMTANHCI) + FSTOPCI» 
*DElETE MOD282.6,ACTNG.204 
159 SIGX - O. 
IFCSD1C1,I'.EO.0.) GO TO ~71 
SIGX - SD1(1,I)IABSCSD1Cl,I)' 
*DElETE ACTNG.208,ACTNG.208 


























, IFCITRIPCI'.EO.1)GO TO 101 
! *DElETE Al GEAR .172, AlGEAR .172 
i . IFCABS(FTCI).lE.FORCHT(I).ANO.SC1,I).lE.eS(l')GO TO 150_ 
ORfOfNAt Pf~G~ r~ 
OF POOR QUALliY 
*OELETE ALGEAR.115,AlGEAR.115 
FOR SS Tn J --F T( I) 
*OELETE CSCM002.q4,CSC~002.94 










158 IF(ABS(FTeIJ'.LE.FORCHT(IJ.AND.S(l,I'.LE.ES(I')GO TO 500 
*OElETE CSCM002.101,CSCMOD2.107 . 











THE FOLLOWING LOGIC PETURNS THE GEARS,DURING REBOUND, TO INITIAL 
CONDITIONS IN THE EVENT THE GEAR CONTACTS THE SURFACE BEFORE 
THE LOGIC BETWEEN STATEMENTS 226 ANO 421 IS FULLY EFFECTIVE 
IF(tSTROK(I).EO.l.ANO.DOELTA(I).LT.O.O)IGO(I)-l 
IFfIGE(IJ.EO.l.0R.ITRIP(I).EO.l'227,297 




GO TO 226 
222 PGA2T(I)-PGA1I(I) 









IFeOELTXl(I'.GT.0.0000l.0R.OElTXl(I).LT.-0.OOOOl'GO TO 210 
Dt TXIOU'-O.O 
GO TO 202 
210 OLTXI0(I)--DElTX1(YJ/TAUF 
202 XMA n )-0.0 
XMAl( I )-0.0 







XMA20T (l) -0.0 
XMA 30T (l) -0.0 
XMAItOT(I)-O.O 
XP4A60 T (I) -0.0 




ORIGiNAL ?AQ~ iff 







311t IF(XVAlVE(I).NE.XBIAS(I)'GO TO 311 
298 IF(ICOSVeI).EO.l)GO TO 311 
313 IF(PGAIT(t).GT.PGAIICI)+2000.)292_293 
292 IF(IXSVl(I).EO.l)GO TO 311 
XSVOOTCI)-XSVOMNeI)*PERCNT(I) 




GO TO 297 
300 XVAlVE(I)--0.13 
XSVDOT (J) -0.0 
IXSVl (I)-I 
GO TO 291t 
293 IF(PGAITCt).LT,PGAII(l)-2000.)295_291t 

















XSVDOTCI)-O.O .. ' 
A-66 
xsvn '-XVAlVEfJ) 
GO TO 297 
ORlGfi'U\L PP,G~ r~ 
OF POOR QUALITY 
318 XSVOOTCI)-XSVO"NfI)*PERC~TfI) 
xsvn '-XYAlVEU) 
GO TO 297 
315 CONTINUE 
IFfNACfI).EO.l)GO TO 307 










GO TO 400 
307 IFfIIXSVl(I).EO.l)GO TO 308 
XSVOOT(I)-XSVOHX(I) 




GO TO 297 
308 XYAlVE(I)-XBIAS(I) 
XSVDOT( 1) -0.0 
IIXSVl (1)-1 
*OELETE CSCH005.71,AlGEAP.278 
" *INSERT ALGEAR.279 
DEL TXl (I' -0.0 
*YNSERT AlGEAR.283 
ICOSY (I '-0 













, 297 IFCITRIP(I).EO.l)430,421 
; ~ 430 _ IFtVCUH(I).GT.0.0000l.OR.VCUHCIJ.lT.-0.00001)GO 
A-67 
TO 431 
00 (1) -0.0 
ICtJ( 1)-1 
GO TO ItItO 
ORIGINAL Pi~G:::: is: 
OF POOR QUALlTi . 
431 IFeVCUMCI).lT.-0.00001)GO TO 432 
OOCI)--VCUMfI)/DSTOP 
GO TO 440 
432 OOeI)--VCU~eI)/DSTOP 
A-68 
440 IFeOSVCUCI).GT.0.00001.0R.OSVCU(I).lT.-0.00001)GO TO 433 
osvn )-0.0 
IOCUI I)-1 
GO TO 420 
433 IF(OSVCUCY).lT.-0.00001'GO TO 434 
QSVCI)--QSVCU(I'/DSTOP 
GO TO 420 
434 QSVCI)--QSVCUCI)/OSTOP 
420 IFexsveI'.GT.XBIASfI)+.000001'422,423 
422 IF(XSVCI).GT. O.O)XSVDOT(I)--XSV(I)/DSTOP 
IF(XSV(I).lT. O.O)XSVDOT(I)-XSV(I)/DSTOP 
GO TO 600 
423 IFIXSVrI).LT.XBIAS(!'-.000001)424,425 
424 XSVDOTCI)--XSVCI)/OSTOP 
GO TO 600 
425 XSVDOTCI)-O.O 
IXSU)-1 
600 IF(XMA1II).GT.0.00001 .OP.XMA1(I).lT.-0.00001)GO TO 601 
X~A1DT (1) -0.0 
IA1 n )-1 
GO TO 602 
601 XMA1DT(Y)--XHA1(I)/DSTOP 
602 IF(XMA2(I).GT.0.OOOOl .OP.XMA2(I).lT.-0.00001)GO TO 603 
X~A2DT (I) -0. 0 
IA2 (J )-1 
GO TO 604 
603 XHA20TCI)--XMA2(I"OSTOP 
604 If(XMA3(I).GT.0.0000l .OP.XMA3(I).lT.-0.00001)GO TO 605 
X~A3DT(I)-0.0 
IA3U)-1 
GO TO 606 
605 X~A3DT(I).-XHA3(I'/DSTOP 
606 IF(XMA4eI).GT.0.00001 .OP.XHA4CI).lT.-O.000011GO TO 607 
XMA4DTU)-0.0 '. 
IA4(J )-1 
GO TO 60e 
607 XMA4DTCI)--XMA4II)/DSTOP 
608 IF(XMA6CI).GT.0.00001 .OR.XHA6(1'.LT.-0.OO'OOl)GO TO 609 
XHA6DTC 1) -0.0 
tA6 U )-1 
GO TO 610 
609 XMA6DTeIl.-X"A6(IJ/DSTO~ 
, 
.,: . .:."'7 
ORlmNAL r :"t.G?. ~~~ 
OF POOR QUALITY 
610 IFCX~A1CI).GT.0.OOOOI .O~.X"A1(I).lT.-O.00001JGO TO 611 
X P4 A 10 T (I ) - 0 • 0 
IA1(1 )-1 
GO TO 612 
611 XMA10T(IJ--XHA1CIJ/DSTOP 
612IFrXMA9CI).GT.O.00001 .OR.XMA9(IJ.lT.-0.OOOOl)GO TO 613 
XMA9DT n) -0.0 
IA9U)-1 
GO TO 614 
613 XMA90TCI)--XMA9rI)/DSTOP 
A-69 
614 IFrXMA10rI).GT.O.0000I .OP.XMAI0(I).LT.-O.00001)GO TO 615 





GO TO 421 . 
XMAI0D(I)--XHAI0CI)/DSTOP 
THESE SWITCHES ARE EITHER ZERO OR ONE 
IF(ICU(I)+IOCUCI)+IXS(IJ+IA1(I'+IA2CYJ+IA3CI'+IA4(Y'+YA6(I' 
1 +IA1(1)+IA9(I)+IA10CI) .EO. 11JISTROKCI)-O 
I2-2*I+NSTRUT-l 
.OELETE ALGEAR.301,ALGEAR.301 
. C lSSC IS A PERCENTAGE OF SBCI) FOR ACTIVATING CONTROL 
*OELETE CSCMOD5.11,CSCMOD5.11 
1 (VMASSCY)*ROSlP(I)) 
. *OELETE AL GEAR. 313, ALGEAR. 313 
IFCIGECIJ.EO.O)GO TO 131 
WLFO~ (I )-WlFORP 
YNOEACT (I)-2 
EPSILOCY)-EPSROLCI) 
GO TO 451 
131 IFCS(1,IJ.LE.ESCI»GO TO 451 
IFCHMM(I).EO.O)GO TO 451 
*INSEPT ALGEAR.330 










ITRIP n )-0 
INSERT AlGEAR.412 
IF(I"ODE(I).EO.O)GO TO 55 
IFrISTROK(I).EO.l)YGECI)-1 
~INSERT ALGEAR.439 
IF(IGE(IJ.EO.l.AND.ICOSVCIJ.EO.lJGO TO 63 
IF(OElTArI).GT.O •• ANO.IGOCI).EO.IJGO TO 63 





I 63 DP1(I)-0.0 
'*INSERT M00329.9 
IFeSC1,I'.lE.ESCI»GO TO 29 
*OElETE ALGEAR.526,AlGEAR.526 




















IFfITRIP(I'.EO.l)GO TO 101 ' 
*OELETE ACTNG.157,ACTNG.157 
IFCABSCFTCI)J.lE.FORCHTCI).ANO.SC1,I,.LE.ESCIJ)GO TO 150 
*OELETE ACTNG.160,ACTNG.160 
FORSS T C 1) ·-FT CI' 
*OELETE ACTNG.162,ACTNG.162 








158 IFCABSCFTCI».lE.FORCHTCI,.ANO.SC1,I,.LE.ESCI)'GO TO 500 
*OELETE ACTNG.2io,ACTNG.210· 







C _ THE FOLLOWING lOGIC_ RETURNS THE GE ARS, OUR ING REBDUN.O, TOINtTI AJ. 
ORIGINAL PAG!2 [S 
OF POOR QUALITY A-71 
C CONDITIONS IN THE EVENT THE GEAR CONTACTS THE SURFACE BEFORE 
C THE LOGIC BETWEEN STATEMENTS 226 ANO 421 IS FULLY EFFECTIVE 
289 IF(ISTROK(I).EO.l.ANO.OOELTA(I).LT.O.O)IGO(I)-1 
IFCIGE(I).EO.l.0R.ITRIP(I).EO.l)227,297 
.' 227 IF(IGO(I).EO.O)GO TO 226 
tF (DE L TA (J). GT.O.O. AND .WlFOR (l). EO.O.O) 220, 226 
220 IF(VCUM(I).GT.0.00001.0R.VCUM(I).lT.-0.00001)221,222 
221 QO(I)--VCUMII)/OSTOP 






290 IF(ITRIP(I).EO.I.ANO.IOPCOCI).EQ.1'GO TO 297 
IOPCOfI)-O 
IF(ABS(FORSST(I".lE.FT(I»FOPSST(I)--FT(I) 
XSVDOO (l' -0.0 
XSVOO(I'-O.O 
IF(DELTX1(I'.GT.0.00001.0R.OElTXICI1.lT.-O.OOOOl'GO TO 210 
Dl TX10 U, -0.0 
GO TO 202 
210 DlTXIOCI)--DElTX1(I)/TAUF 
202 Xf'lA(l)-O.O 










XMA40T n) -0.0 
XMA60T (I' -0.0 










314 IF(XVALVEII).NE.XBIAS(I)lGO TO 311 




















ORIGINAL P f'.G.fJ. Fl 
OF POOR QUALITY 






GO TO 297 
XVALVE C I)-~0.13 
XSVDOT (1) -0.0 
IXSVL (I)-1 
GO TO 291t 
IFCPGAITCI).LT.PGAIICl)-2000.)295,291t 






GO TO 297 
XVALVECI)-0.13· 
IXSVH (I )-1 
CONTINUE 
XSVOOT (1) -0.0 





GO TO 297 
XSVOOTCI)-XSVOHNCI)*PERCNT(I) 
XSVn)-XVALVEn) 
GO TO 297 
CONTINUE 
YF(NACCI).EO.1)GO TO 307 
IFCIIXSVHCY).EO.1)GO TO 305 
XSVOOTCI)-XSVOHNCI) 








GO TO 400 































• 430 IFrVCUM(I).GT.0.0000l.0R.VCUM(t).lT.-0.0000IJGO TO 431 
OOCI)-O.O 
ICUn )-1 
GO TO 1t1t0 
431 IFCVCUMCI).lT.-0.00001)GO TO 432 
OOCI)--VCUMCI)/DSTOP 
GO TO 440 
432 OOCI'--VCUMCIJ/DSTOP 
A-73 
440 IF(OSVCUII).GT.0.0000l.0R.OSVCUII).LT.-0.00001,GO TO 433 
OSVCI J-O.O 
IQCU( I)-I 
GO TO 420 










GO TO 600 . 
423 IF(XSV(IJ.lT.XBIAS(IJ-.00000I)424,425 
424 XSVDOTCI)--XSVCI)/DSTOP 
GO TO 600 
425 X5VOOT(I)-0.0 
IXS n '-1 
ORiGiNAL pl\GS ~5 
OF POOR QUAU1Y A-74 
600 IFlXMA1CI).GT.0.0000l .OR.XMA1(I'.lT.-0.00001)~0 TO 601 
XMA10T(1)-0.0 
IA1 n '-1 
GO TO 602 
601 XMA10TII)--XMAICIJ/OSTOP 
602 IF(XMA2(I).GT.O.OOOOl .OR.XMA2(I).lT.-0.0000IJGO TO 603 
XMA20T(1'-0.0 
lA2(1)-1 
GO TO 604 
603 XMA20TCI)--XMA2(I'/OSTOP 
604 IFCXMA3CI'.GT.0.00001 .OR.XMA3CI).lT.-O.00001'GO TO 605 
XMA30T CI' -0.0 
IA3(1)-1 
GO TO 606 
605 XMA30TCI'--XMA3(I'/OSTOP 
606 IF(XMA4CI).GT.0.00001 .OR.XMA4CI).lT.-0.0000l)GO TO 607 
XMA'.OTCl )-0.0 
IA4U '-I 
GO TO 608 
607 XMA40TCI'--XMA4(I)/OSTOP 
608 IFCXMA6(1).GT.0.00001 .OR.XMA6CI).lT.-0.00001'GO TO 609 
XMA60T(I)-0.0 
IA6(1'-1 
GO TO 610 
609 XMA60TII)--XMA6lI'/OSTOP 
610 IF(XMA7(I'.GT.0.00001 .OR.XMA7(I).lT.-0.0000l)GO TO 611 
XMA70T(I)-0.0 
lA7CI)-1 
GO TO 612 
611 XMA70T(I'--XMA7(I)fOSTOP 
612 tF(XMA9(1).GT.0.0000l .OR.XMA9(1'.lT.-0.00001'GO TO 613 
X M A 90 Tn, - 0.0 
lA9(1 )-1 
GO TO 614 
613 XMA90TfI'--XMA9(1'/OSTOP 
614 IFCXMA10(I).GT.0.00001 .OR.XMA10Cl).lT.-0.00001)GO TO 615 




Il 10C J)-1 
GO TO 421 
XMAI00Cl'--XMA10CI'/OSTOP 
THfSE SWITCHES ARE EITHER ZERO OR ONE 
IFCICUCI'+IQCU(I)+IXSCI'+IA1(1'+IA2(I'+IA3(1)+IA4(I'+1A6(1 
1 +IA7(1)+IA9l1)+IA10(1' .EQ. 11)ISTROKC1'-0 
I2-Z*I+NSTRUT-l 
*OEl!TE ACTNG.285,ACTNG.285 








GO TO 451 
131 IFfS(1.I'.lE.ES(I"GO TO 451 
IFfHMH(I'.EQ.O'GO TO 451 
*INSERT ACTNG.316 
ORIGINAL PAGE ~S 
OF POOR QUALITY 











IFfOELTA(I).GT.O.) IGO(I) - 0 
*OElETE "002203.235,"002203.235 
IF(ITRIP(I).EQ.1) GO TO 63 
. *OElETE "002203.277,"002203.277 
IF(OElTA(I).GT.O.) IGO(I) - 0 
·*tOENT "002342 
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